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Elliott  V7.5 Release Note 

 V7.5 and 
ta collection 
ime inquiry 
.   All legacy 

 intention to 
nufacturing modules are no 

facturing 
ule. 

 following are 
and export 

f lading 
t for the latest 

ne, Version 11. 

.  Refer to the 
 changes in 

 
® V6.2 and 

 V6.7.  Upon initial startup, Elliott V7.5 will automatically detect and 
eate new data 

Elliott V7.5 will require the Pervasive® PSQL 10 or PSQL 11 database engine to run.  
11 from your Elliott reseller, if you do not already 

nd the 64-bit version of PSQL 10 or 
indows 

2008 R2).  The 64-bit client operating system offers no performance advantage over 32-
bit, so you can continue to use 32-bit operating systems like Windows XP. 
 

Client Operation Systems Support 
Elliott V7.5 will run on the following client operating systems: 
 Windows 2000 Professional (not supported by PSQL 11) 
 Windows XP (all versions) 

®
 

Introduction 
Netcellent has rewritten all the legacy manufacturing modules for Elliott
consolidated them into the BOMP module.  It simplifies manufacturing da
while providing powerful management reports for analysis.  Various real t
functions allow a shop supervisor to quickly analyze the status of the floor
manufacturing modules are still supported in Elliott V7.5 and it is our
improve the BOMP module to the point where the legacy ma
longer needed.  We suggest all customers currently using the Elliott manu
modules to investigate Elliott 7.5 and migrate to the new BOMP mod
 
There are numerous enhancements in the latest Elliott V7.5 release.  The
major areas of improvement: (1) Work Order Plus; (2) CSV file import 
functions; (3) generic credit card payment gateway support; (4) VICS bill o
support; (5) expanded the Aging report for both AR and AP; (6) suppor
Windows operating systems; and (6) support for the latest PSQL engi
 
Other improvements can be found in all areas throughout the Elliott system
section titled “What’s New Since Elliott V7.4” for more details about the
Elliott V7.5.  If you are upgrading from an earlier Elliott version, you may find the 
“What’s New Since Elliott V7.3, V7.2, V7.1 and V7.0” section informative. 

Elliott V7.5 recognizes the previous V6.x database, including Macola
Elliott® V6.6 and
convert V6.2 data files.  For V6.6/V6.7, Elliott V7.5 will automatically cr
files needed for Elliott V7.5.  This ensures a smooth upgrade process. 
 

Requirements 

You may obtain a copy of PSQL 10 or 
own a copy.  For the best performance, we recomme
11.  The 64-bit PSQL 10 and 11 database engines require a 64-bit server (i.e. W
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 l versions) 
 Windows 7 (all versions) 

Window Vista users 
can download a copy of WinHlp32.exe from the Microsoft website to resolve this issue.  

Server Operating Systems Support 
Elliott V7.5 will run on the following server operating systems: 
 Windows 2000 Server (not supported by PSQL 11) 

PSQL 2000, 8 and 9 are no longer supported with Elliott V7.5 since those versions do not 
s, like 7 and Vista.  You will need to 

ur Elliott V7.5 upgrade if your PSQL version is prior 

 

ard cost 
ersions 

/Location file for standard cost variance, 
but this new field serves as a default value in 7.5. 

umber must be 

 
BOMP Global Setup 
Various flags need to be configured in BOMP Global Setup before using the Work Order 
Plus feature.  We suggest you review the WO Plus Getting Started document first, which 

ctory, as well as the Setup Manual.  For additional 
information, the WO Plus Management, Shop and Advanced Features manuals are in the 
same directory. 
 

Windows Vista (al

 
Special Note for Running Windows Vista and 7 
Windows Vista and 7 dropped support for the Windows Help Program (WinHlp32.exe), 
which is used by Elliott to provide context sensitive help.  Microsoft 

Search the Microsoft Knowledgebase article KB917607 to find the download link. 
 

 Windows 2003 Server (32 or 64-bit) 
 Windows 2008 Server (32 or 64-bit) 
 

Areas Requiring Attention When Upgrading to V7.5 
PSQL Upgrade 

work with the latest Windows operating system
coordinate a PSQL upgrade with yo
to 10.  Contact your Elliott reseller for a PSQL upgrade. 
 
I/M Setup 
A new flag has been added to I/M Setup:
 29. Default Std Cost Variance Acct 
Enter a value for this field if you are using standard cost and want the stand
variance account to be different than the purchase variance account.  Prior v
required you to configure the Material Cost Type

 
BOMP Setup 
If you intend to use BOMP Plus Work Order, the Next Plus Work Order N
entered in BOMP Setup: 
 6. Next Plus Work Order No 

you can find in the \Elliott7\Doc dire
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Elliott V7.4 BOMP modules to V7.5 may give you a Btrieve Error 139 on 
the 
 File 
 aster File 

 used in Elliott 
t V7.5 will 

navigate to the Elliott DATA 
the files.  Be very careful and do not remove any other files.  Do 

s.  The following is a list of files to be removed: 
D.BTR 

• BMRTGFIL.BTR 
L.BTR 

liott V7.5.  You can view these by logging 
etup -> Password Setup -> Global 

 and 6 contain the following newly added 

ot Hst Rec 
ot Hst Rec 

th Balance 

own 
eceiving 

ate in BOMP 

ffect newly added features in 7.5.  The default values are “N”, but 
review each flag carefully before giving a user access.  If you leave “Allow User to use 
BOMP Plus Work Order” as “N”, users will not see any Plus Work Order features.  This 

ht only want a few users to investigate the features in 
 using it.  If you leave “Allow 

User to Customize WO” as “N”, user will not be able to choose different materials or 
routings when entering a material or plus work order.  Chances are you want to set the 
default of this flag to “Y”. 
 

BOMP Files to Be Removed 
Upgrading the 

following files: 
BOMP Labor Grad

 M
e 

BOMP Routing
 BOMP Work Center File 
 System Operator File 
These files were released prematurely in Elliott 7.4.  Since they were not
7.4, they do not contain any data and you can safely remove them.  Elliot
create them automatically.  Open Windows Explorer and 
directory and remov

e
e 

this for all compani
• BMLABGR

• BMWCFI
• SYOPRFIL.BTR 

 
Global User Security 
Many new security flags have been added to El
into Elliott as SUPERVISOR and going to Util-S
Security -> Global Default Security.  Screens 5
flags for V7.5: 

may not be a bad idea since you mig
Plus Work Order initially while preventing other users from

• Allow User to Enter Adjust Amt in AR Re-Apply 
• Allow User to Modify IMLSHST Ser/L
• Allow User to Delete IMLSHST Ser/L
• Allow to Complete Exact Qty WO wi
• Allow User to Override Bin Priority 
• Allow Rollup Comp Wgh in Comp Drill D
• Allow User to Close PO Line During R
• Allow User to See Labor Hourly R
• Allow User to Enter BOMP +WO Reverse Trx 
• Allow User to Change COP Incomplete Order 
• Allow User to Change COP Order W/Shipping Trx 
• Allow User to User BOMP Work Order Import 
• Allow User to use BOMP Plus Work Order 
• Allow User to  Customize WO 

Most of these flags a
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 Elliott features.  By upgrading to 7.5, the default 
valu
 e-Apply 

companies.  You can set the default value for all users through Global Default Security 
and configure each user through Global User Security. 

 since Elliott V7.4 

 and 
fied the collection of manufacturing data 

 and machine 
.  In addition, 

The ATP (Available To Promise) function makes it much easier for planners to purchase 
w capacity 

orts will help 

 
We believe Work Order Plus is a much better solution than the legacy manufacturing 

ill continue to be supported.  For more details, read the WO 
so find other 

V import functions in Elliott and our main objective is to allow users 
fore it becomes 
 extremely 

ability.  We have 

Attribute CSV Import 
This function allows you to either create a new attribute or update an existing attribute 

ll import attributes for Customers, Vendors, Items, 
 Orders, Shop Orders, Employees, Salesmen and 

Ship-To’s.  The utility will validate the information provided in the CSV against the 
master record.  In addition, it supports enhancement attributes and validates the data in 
each attribute field.  Attributes are a great way to expand the Elliott database, to store 

The following flags control existing
e is to disable the following activities: 

Allow User to Enter Adjust Amt in AR R
 Allow User to Change COP Incomplete Order 
 Allow User to Change COP Order w/Shipping Trx 
Review these flags carefully to determine if your users need them.  Do so for all 

 

What’s New

Work Order Plus 
Work Order Plus represents a rewrite of all Elliott manufacturing modules
consolidates them into BOMP.  We have simpli
by providing a time clock interface that can be used with a scanner.  Labor
operation hours can be collected by the system without using the keyboard
management now has a real-time view of shop activities. 
 

materials and schedule productions.  Rough cut capacity reports can sho
bottlenecks so a planner can adjust beforehand.  Various labor related rep
management to evaluate labor performance. 

modules, although they w
Plus Getting Started document in the \Elliott7\DOC directory.  You will al
helpful WO Plus documents in the same directory. 
 

CSV Import and Export 
There are many CS
to create data in a spreadsheet and let the CSV import validate the data be
a part of the permanent Elliott data.  Since editing data in a spreadsheet is
flexible, these CSV import functions expand the Elliott data editing cap
added or improved many of the CSV import features in Elliott 7.5. 
 

through a CSV file.  The function wi
Sales Orders, Purchase Orders, Work
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ta is already available in electronic 
format and can be imported into the Elliott attribute database. 

 with a single column of e-mail addresses.  You can 
ate eContacts to: 

 
 
 

hrough a CSV file.  A 
ay make a spreadsheet of additional journal transactions to the 

e by avoiding manual data 
party 

vements.  If 
SV file contained an invoice number, it was validated against COP Invoice History 

R Open Items.  Also, you can optionally 
his may 

stead of the invoice 

 

ation could be 
e used to 

lication. 

IM Physical Count CSV Import to Support Serial Number 
ialized items.  
l numbers are 
 quantity 

matches the number of serial numbers.  If the quantity does not match, serial numbers 
must be provided so system can determine the inconsistent serial numbers. 
 
IM Inventory Transaction CSV Import 

d through a third party application, the data can be 
port.  It can also be used to import item serial 

numbers when converting from another ERP application. 
 

specific data unique to your business.  Often the da

 
eContact Update Import 

ight text fileThis function reads a stra
use this function to mass upd

Delete eContacts 
Terminate eContacts 
Flag No Email for eContacts 

 Flag No Web Access for eContacts 
 Update the number of bouncebacks in eContacts 
 
General Journal Transactions CSV Import 
This function allows you to import General Journal Transactions t
controller or CFO m
general ledger at month end.  The import will save you tim
entry.  The function can also be used to import distributions from a third-
application (i.e. Payroll). 
 
AR Cash Receipt Transaction CSV Import Improvements 
This feature was available prior to Elliott 7.5, but we have made two impro
the C
only.  In 7.5, it will be validated against A/
provide an Order Number instead of the Invoice Number for validation.  T
happen if your EDI trading partner pays based on the order number in
number. 

AR Sales/Cr/Dr Memo Transaction CSV Import 
If you perform billing through a third party application, the billing inform
transferred to Elliott through this CSV import.  The function could also b
transfer customer AR detail if you are converting from another ERP app
 

In Elliott 7.5, we added the ability to interface physical count tags for ser
You have the option of providing serial numbers in the CSV file.  If seria
not provided, it is assumed to be a “quick physical count” where the item

If inventory transactions are collecte
imported into Elliott through this CSV im
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ort utility.  
d Quantity 

plete list of item 
 Import -> 

ect shipping information through a third party application 
d quantity shipped back to Elliott through a 

Header table 
(CPINVHDR) that do not impact any historical statistics.  This includes the accumulated 

lysis. 

t 
r table through a CSV 

 Change CSV Import 
pdate certain Purchase Order Line Item fields, like 

itate the 
rder in 

V Import 
isting work order.  

work orders.  
t (i.e. in a 

create and 
V import.  In 

uting” which 
n also be used for 

migrating Standard Product Routing data to BOMP Work Order Plus. 

Currently, we only provide a BOMP Production Transaction CSV import function for 
Legacy and Material Work Orders.  We intend to provide the same capability for Work 
Order Plus in the near future.  If you collect production data through a third party 
application, the data can be imported into Elliott through this CSV import. 

IM Item Mass Change CSV Import 
Most item master fields can now be mass updated through this CSV imp
Certain fields are not allowed to be updated, like Item Quantity on Hand an
Allocated.  Also, item statistics are not allowed to be updated.  For a com
fields that can be updated, go to I/M -> Util-Setup -> Change Existing Item
Layout. 
 
COP Mass Billing CSV Import 
This function allows you to coll
and feed the order number, item number an
CSV file and perform billing selection. 
 
COP Invoice Header Mass Change CSV Import 
This function allows you to update a few fields in the COP Invoice 

total fields that contains the order actual freight amount from the carrier.  This can be 
used to compare the actual freight and charged freight for management ana
 
PO Item Vendor CSV Impor
This function allows you to update the Purchase Order Item Vendo
import. 
 
PO Line Item
This function allows you to u
Quantity, Unit Price and Promise Date through a CSV import.  It can facil
Change PO process if your vendor provides feedback on your purchase o
electronic format.  
 
BOMP Work Order CS
This function can be used to create a new work order or change an ex
The quantity or work order start and due date can be changed on existing 
This allows a shop manager to schedule work orders outside of Elliot
spreadsheet) and import the changes into Elliott. 
 
BOMP Routing CSV Import 
Routing is part of the Work Order Plus feature.  In Elliott 7.5, users can 
maintain a routing in a spreadsheet and import into Elliott through this CS
addition, we provide a CSV export function in “Standard Product Ro
produces an identical CSV format.  Therefore, this function ca

 
BOMP Production Transaction CSV Import 
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rt of a report 
ovide them here as a quick list for your 

ith CSV Option 
ption 

 
ag CSV Export Function 

SV Option 

 Log Option 
with CSV Option 

CSV Option 

tion 
 Cut with CSV Option 

With most of these export functions, the system will prompt to launch the CSV file after 
s started by default and you 

h makes it 

rt 
gh the 

for credit card 
erchant account was required 

eneric 
e, you can stay 

erchant rate 
since you are no longer tied to any one credit card processor.   

Payware PC also offers more advanced features that allow Elliott to process a credit card 
transaction by using a previous processed transaction ID.  For example, if you wish to 
credit back a customer’s credit card, the credit card number is not needed.  By specifying 
the previous transaction ID assigned by Payware PC, you can credit, void or charge the 
card if the previous transaction took place in the last 6 months.  This implies that you 

 
CSV Export 
Many CSV export options have been added in Elliott 7.5.  Most are pa
f ncu tion, which we will discuss later, but pr
reference: 

• SM User Security Printing w
• AR Aging Report with CSV O
• AP Aging Report with CSV Option 
• IM Inventory Aging with CSV Option
• IM Physical Count Export T
• IM Location History Support with C
• IM Linkage Processing CSV Export 
• IM ATP Summary with CSV Option 
• COP Invoice Printing with CSV
• COP Manifest Orders Status Report 
• PO New Schedule Receiving Report with 
• PO Item Vendor CSV Export Function 

Op• BOMP Work Order Report with CSV 
• BOMP Work Center Rough
• BOMP Labor Performance Report with CSV Option 
• BOMP Product Routing Edit List with CSV Option 
• BOMP Cost Master Edit List with CSV Option 
• SPR Routing CSV Export Function 

exporting.  If you choose to view the exported CSV, Excel i
are viewing the equivalent of the Elliott report in a spreadsheet, whic
extremely flexible. 
  

Payware PC Credit Card Payment Gateway Suppo
Prior versions of Elliott only supported on-line credit card processing throu
Viawarp Payment Gateway software.  Viawarp is proprietary software 
processor Elavon (formerly known as Nova) and a m
through Elavon. 
 
Now we are supporting both Viawarp and Payware PC.  Payware PC is a g
payment gateway that supports all major credit card processors.  Therefor
with your current credit card processor or shop for the best credit card m
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t bill recurring 
e credit card number from the Elliott database, you are able to 

wiping in a 

consumer’s signature on supported terminal devices and print it on the invoice, so you no 
longer need to keep a hard copy. 

ecified by the VICS 
organization (www.vics.org

may not need to store the credit card number in Elliott, provided you do no
charges.  By eliminating th
be certified for PCI compliance. 
 
In addition, the Payware PC interface allows Elliott to support credit card s
retail environment to qualify for the “Card Present” best rate.  Systems can also collect a 

 

VICS BOL 
VICS BOL (Bill of Lading) is a standard Bill of Lading format sp

) that has the support of many major trading organizations, 
 in Elliott 7.4 
rs.   

hat integrates the 
printing of the VICS BOL and the UCC-128 label, confirmation and adjustment of the 

rnative solution 
 and pack 

ocess is optimized for standard pack. 
 

e picking ticket to be able to print the item case size, weight and 
y be required by the 

ion.  In 

ns (Order 

n be selected by 

em is obsolete or 

r Pack Size support to the Order Line Item table.  Each value 
tomer Item file 

during Sales Order Import.  The values are available in the order and invoice 

Customer Item during Sales Order Import.  It will 
report if the value is missing or inconsistent.  An additional flag will allow 
Customer Items to be automatically added to Elliott if missing.  These can be 
tuned by trading partner. 

• Transportation Method to the Ship Via, which is exported with the ship data. 

especially those engaged in EDI transactions.  This feature was introduced
as an add-on solution, but in Elliott 7.5 we are releasing it to all Elliott use
 
With this feature, Elliott introduces a comprehensive shipping process t

ship data, and information for the EDI advanced ship notice.  It is an alte
to the Elliott Shipping Verification function, which is more suitable for pick
scenarios.  The Elliott VICS BOL pr

We have enhanced th
volume.  These are crucial fields for an accurate bill of lading and ma
trading partner on the advanced ship notice. 
 

EDI Improvements 
There are many improvements in Elliott 7.5 to facilitate better EDI integrat
addition to the VICS BOL feature, we also introduced: 

• A sales order change export to support EDI 855 and 865 transactio
Changes).   

• An invoice consolidation option for the invoice export.  This ca
trading partner and can be grouped by ship-to. 

• Sales Order Import support for item substitutes if the requested it
contains a restrictive attribute. 

• Case Size and Inne
can be verified against the Item file or custom values in the Cus

exports for EDI mapping. 
• Verification of the UPC and 
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ardless if a bill of 
D for every ASN. 

ng the import through 

ry. 
cation of the 

ade to the Elliott 7.5 EDI capabilities to make a smooth EDI 
ment between you and your trading partners. 

nction.  The 
ort retains the original format.  Detail by User will print access for each 

scription, including Global Security settings.  
g Global 

 
tion in Password Setup has been improved to do the following: (1) 

te a security 
ou to copy to 

 
 

 eContacts to indicate when an eContact is no 
 A terminated 
ish to see it.   

Accounts Receivable 

 file.  This not only improves 
type of spreadsheet is often required 

 

obal Setup, changing a customer’s salesman can 
optionally perform the following: 

• Change the salesman on the customer’s outstanding orders. 
• Change the salesman in the customer’s ship-to records. 
• Change the Create User for the customer’s attributes. 

• Population of the BOL number during ship data export, reg
lading was created.  This insures a unique shipment I

• Pre-check of the ship data and invoice data before it is exported. 
• Events to the Sales Order Import, which makes automati

Deferred Processing possible. 
• The ability to tell if an order is EDI through the Sales Order Inqui
• The option to require the ship-to cross reference or to turn off verifi

field. 
Other minor changes were m
integration environ

System Manager 
Password Setup - User Lists Improvement 
The User List has been greatly enhanced from its original format.  We now offer three 
different formats, Summary Report, Detail by User, and Detail by Fu
Summary Rep
user to each menu item with a clear de
Detail by Function will print who has access to each menu item, includin
Security settings. 
 
Password Setup - Copy User Improvement
The copy user func
Allows you to copy a user setting from one company to another; (2) Dele
setting for one company without deleting the entire user entry; (3) Allows y
a target user that already exists, overriding the settings. 

eContact Termination
A “Termination Date” was introduced in
longer working with an organization without deleting the eContact record. 
eContact will show up as grayed out and can be filtered out if you do not w
 

Expanded A/R Aging Report with CSV Option 
A new A/R aging report is now available to print up to 7 columns of user definable aging 
periods.  In addition, the report can be exported to a CSV
the analysis ability of the A/R aging report, but this 
by banks to finance receivables. 

Customer Salesman Re-Assign  
With this feature enabled through Gl
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• Change the customer’s wish list email address. 

omer is added 
pose sales 

cally determined when adding a customer. 

omer file were 
bal Setup flag 
utility in 

tilities -> Generate Statistic Info -> Recalc Customer Avg Days Pay.  
The recalculated number may be different than the original, but is more accurate since the 

d when open payments were reapplied or when payments 

ments 
 been added to the A/R Open Item Edit List: 

Ending Collector 
 Customer 

e A/R Aging report, but more options are 
re finely tune the results.  For example, you may answer “N” to 

, and “Y” to 

small list of customer accounts with a balance of zero and their un-applied records.  This 
is an ideal worksheet to use to re-apply credits. 
 
Cash Receipt Payment Type 

e transaction 

 GC = Gift Certificate 
CC = Credit/Debit Card 

The entered payment type will be displayed in A/R Account Inquiry and printed on the 
Cash Receipt Edit List, A/R Aging Report, and Open Item Edit List.  Payments from A/R 
Credit Card Trx Processing and the COP Payment Window will have the proper payment 
type updated automatically. 

 
Customer City Sales Tax Code Auto Assign 
Although Elliott is able to automatically assign sales tax codes when a cust
based on the state and county defined in the tax codes, certain cities also im
tax.  In the past, these needed to be manually added.  This feature assigns tax codes at the 
city level so city sales tax can be automati
 
Customer Average Days Pay YTD by Due Date 
Fields 74, Avg Days Pay Ytd, and 75, Avg Days Pay Last Yr, in the Cust
calculated based on the invoice date, but this release is improved with a Glo
to define it based on invoice or due date.  We also provided a recalculation 
Global Setup -> U

original number was not update
were created in COP. 
 
Open Item Edit List Improve
The following parameters have

• Cut-Off Date 
• Starting/
• Print Debit Balance
• Print Credit Balance Customer 
• Print Zero Balance Customer 
• Record Type 
• Un-Applied Record Only 

This makes the parameters similar to th
available so you can mo
Print Debit Balance Customer” and “Print Customer Balance Customer”
“Print Zero Balance Customer” and “Un-Applied Record Only”.  This will produce a 

You can now indicate the payment type during cash receipt.  The possibl
types are: 
 CK = Check 
 CS = Cash 

 WR = Wired/ACH 
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fers up to 7 
 A/P Open Item Report, the A/P Aging Report 

offers aging information on individual vouchers.  In addition, the report can be exported 

uiry screen has been 
ption to 

ponent items; (3) The shortage information for both parent and 
t and lead time. This give users a better idea on 

l down to ATP for 

Location History Inquiry Improvement 
orts both 
 the 

n report based on data in IMLOCHST (the same data in 
rom Stock Status).  This can be sales quantity, 

luding quantity 
tion through 
tomate the 

 in the past and mistakes made through invoicing 
ted by issuing a credit memo and invoicing again.  The corrections 

 this release 
and modification 

 easily 
retrieved to show the original data before adjustment.  There are global security flags to 
determine who can perform the adjustments. 

I/M Distribution Report 
New selection parameters of Item Number and Product Category have been added to this 
report.  Be aware that starting with Elliott 7.5 the BOMP work order distributions are 
written to the B/M Distribution file now and will no longer show up in I/M Distribution. 

Accounts Payable 
Expanded A/P Aging Report with CSV Option 
Like the Expanded A/R Aging Report, the Expanded A/P Aging Report of
user definable aging columns.  Unlike the

to a CSV file for further analysis as a spreadsheet. 
 

Inventory Management 
Component Drill Down 
The Component Drill Down window (F2 Key) in the stock status inq
improved to provide information on (1) The cost to buy or build; (2) The o
substitute com
components, including weight, cos
whether the needed parent item should be bought or built; (4) The dril
each component. 
 

Location History Inquiry (drill down from Stock Status Inquiry) now supp
Calendar and Fiscal Year.  You may further drill down each period to show
breakdown by customer type. 
 
Location History Summary Report with CSV Options 
You can print a 12 month colum
Location History when drilled down f
amount, cost or margin.  We also added information to IMLOCHST, inc
received and days out of stock.  Days out of stock requires daily recalcula
Global Setup -> Utility -> Generate Statistic Info.  We recommend you au
recalculation with Deferred Processing. 
 
Serial History Maintenance 
Serial history could only be inquired
could only be correc
would appear in Serial History, which some customers find undesirable.  In
we allow you to make changes to Serial History, including the deletion 
of serial history records.  The changes are saved in an audit file and can be
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view it in a 
anufactured or 

Transactions 
port, we have 

list or posting 

otes (five amigos) function is now supported for inventory transactions to give you 
ent.  Notes for the transaction will be printed 

) records will be 

ll allow you to see 

. 
 of stock.  The 

oor.  The 
e inventory 
ks all inventory 

Keeping the 
e easily assembled 

 might be used 
ovides valuable information about the 

uce and sell.  The QTYAVAILBYCOMP attribute needs 
e recommend 

l Setup -> Utilities -> 
t menu 

option displays the layout of the QTYAVAILBYCOMP attribute.  We recommend using 
Deferred Processing to automatically update the attribute. 

Item Generic Search Improvement 
We have added two quantity columns to the Item search window, Total Available and  
Location Quantity Available.  The location can be set by pressing the F3 key.  In 
addition, you can iterate through each location by pressing F1 (next) or F2 (previous).  F4 

 
Inventory Aging Report Improvement 
The Inventory Aging Report now supports a CSV file export so you can 
spreadsheet.  An additional parameter was added to select Purchased, M
All items.  Selecting “All” or a range of locations will allow you to specify “Netable 
Locations Only”. 
 
Inventory Transactions Processing Improvement 
As mentioned earlier, a CSV Import function was introduced in Inventory 
Processing to facilitate the creation of transactions.  To support this CSV im
made the Vessel Number field in Inventory Transaction a batch ID.  You can access this 
field regardless if the transaction record was put on hold.  Printing the edit 
inventory transactions allows you to report by Vessel Number. 
 
The N
a place to document a reason for the adjustm
on the edit list and post journal.  Upon post, the Note (and five amigos
removed. 
 
QTYAVAILBYCOMP Attribute 
Once this attribute template is configured properly, the system wi
inventory information from the following perspective: 

• The total quantity available for all netable locations. 
• The maximum quantity available to sell for a kit item. 
• The maximum quantity that can be produced for a manufactured item
• The date the parent or components will be available if both are out

maximum quantity available at that time will be populated. 
This is important to users who sell kits produced through BOMP or Shop Fl
recent trend for E-Retailers is to work with major internet portals where th
needs to be constantly synchronized with the portal.  If the E-Retailer stoc
in the final parent item form, keeping the portal updated is relatively easy.  
inventory in component form can be flexible if the final product can b
or produced, but this makes updating the portal difficult since a component
in many different parent items.  This function pr
item quantity available to prod
to be configured in order to use this feature and calculated periodically, w
daily, to keep the data up to date.  The update can be found in Globa
Generate Statistic Info -> Update Qty Avail By Comp Attribute.  The Layou
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le to drill down to stock status inquiry and you can further drill down to other 
information. 

 now available.  
 an item by reverse 

wn on each 
ins the same information as the 

Inventory Transaction Audit Trail Report.  We are making this information easier to 

ement planning 
 for up to 12 
ere is a 

ent order be 
e line per item, 

at that is easy to review by a planner or manager.  The report can 
for up to 52 periods.  Viewing ATP Summary in a spreadsheet 

red to make 

rchased items 
 not arrive on time and 

requires a follow-up with the vendor.  In addition, a planner can manually create plan 
ons and work orders in the ATP Processing screen, making it truly easy 

y prompt the 
ystem now has 
e. 

Printing item labels required access to the Item Maintenance screen, which was a security 
 Inquiry 

ed user by user 

em labels 

 
UPC Code Change 

 for two or more items, although the system will 

so various safeguards were added.  For example, when a UPC for more than one item is 
entered the system will display the items so one can be selected.  In an EDI environment, 
the Elliott item number can be given and the UPC verified during Sales Order Import.  If 

is availab

 
Inventory Transaction History 
Drill down to Inventory Transaction History from Stock Status Inquiry is
Inventory Transaction History displays all inventory transactions of
date sequence (the latest transaction is on top).  You can further drill do
transaction.  Inventory Transaction History conta

access by providing the drill down in Stock Status Inquiry. 
 
ATP Summary Report with CSV Option 
ATP (Available to Promise) has become a comprehensive material requir
tool.  We now offer an ATP Summary Report that prints a quantity balance
periods, item by item.  A period that ends with a negative quantity means th
shortage for that period.  A planner may need to order more, request a curr
expedited, or inform the customer of the delay.  Since the report prints on
it is a very concise form
be exported to a CSV file 
makes it even easier.  For example, you can display the negative periods in 
them easy to find. 
  
ATP Processing Improvement 
ATP Processing can now display a default vendor shipment cut-off line.  Pu
without a confirmation before this cut-off indicates the item will

records, requisiti
to plan materials.  Changing a plan record to a requisition or work order ma
user to order by Order Multiple, resulting in an increase in quantity.  The s
the intelligence to adjust down the plan quantity due to this kind of increas
 
Item Label Printing 

concern for some.  In this release, Item Labels have been added to the Item
submenu.  The name of the CSV file can now be changed and will be stor
as a default for the next time labels are printed.  Since different file names can drive 
different label layouts, this solution allows you to print different types of it
through the same user interface. 

This release will allow the same UPC
continue to give a warning if a duplicate UPC is entered.  This is potentially confusing, 
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 Elliott item number is not given, the import will use the first matching non-obsolete 
item. 

proved: 
you can 

ort Starship, 
nding Freight 

to the Sales Order Number, to 
track progress of an order in BOMP, or to the Customer Number, to track ATP of 

ber a 

ummary 
er order.  The selection parameters are similar 

improvements: 

 can print the report in order number or customer number sequence. 
produce an edit 

 specify 
ing ticket 

on to specify 
er Only” to produce a list of incomplete orders. 

o produce a list 
of billing selected orders. 

“Print Invoiced Order?” to produce a list 

r internal notes, all 

The Order Edit List has been changed to match the same parameters as Order Edit List 

Backorder Reports to Show Ready to Fill Items Only 
You can now print a backorder report with an additional parameter, “6. Print Item Excess 
Qty > 0?”  Responding “Y” will print only items that have excess quantity to fill 
backorders.  The current excess inventory quantity will be printed in a worksheet format.  

the

 

Customer Order Processing 
Order Header Improvement 
The following in the Order Header screen have been im

• Ship Date: The default was always “ASAP” for this field.  Now 
configure the default to be the system date. 

• Freight Pay Code: Various freight pay codes  were added to supp
Third Party Billing, Receipt Billing, Sending Billing.  The correspo
Pay Code field in the Customer file has the same feature. 

• Job Number:  The Job Number can now default 

special orders for a customer.  A Global Setup flag can now make Job Num
mandatory field.  The literal “Job No” can be user definable. 

 
Order Edit List Improvements & Edit List S
Order Edit List Summary prints one line p
to the prior order edit list with the following 

• You can select records by customer number. 
• You can select records by customer PO number. 
• You can select records by order terms code. 
• You can select records by order ship-via code. 
• You
• You can answer “H” to the “Print On Hold Order?” parameter to 

list of held orders only. 
• The parameter “Print Picked Order?” was added with the option to

“P=Picked Orders Only” to produce a list of orders that have a pick
printed. 

• The parameter “Print Incomplete Order?” was added with the opti
“I=Incomplete Ord

• You can specify “S=Selected Only” for “Print Selected Order?” t

• You can specify “I=Invoiced Only” for 
invoiced, but not posted, orders. 

• You can specify whether to print order document notes, orde
order notes, or not at all. 

Summary. 
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much smaller report that can be used to allocate inventory to customers with 
backorders.  

 Ship-To 
sequence.  In addition, the system supports an item subtotal when printed by Customer or 

tes inventory 

all delay could prevent Sales Desk 
ory when completing the order.  If inventory is not allocated in 

 system can be 

s backorder requirements.  If orders are often placed on 
ship (i.e. picking 

ements 
ddition, the tickets can be 

 of each line item. 

Invoice Printing Improvements 
g has been improved: 

log file in a CSV format for auditing. 

s can use Print 
at a time. 

fest Status Report Improvements 
In this release you can print this report by Customer Number and specify whether to use 
Order or Invoice History data.  A CSV file creation option was also added.  In Global 
Setup you can specify which column and location to export to the CSV file.  If you 

CSV record per line item will be exported.  If no line 
item field is specified, one CSV record per tracking number will be exported.  One 
application is to provide required shipping information in the CSV file for major E-
Retailers portals. 
 

This is a 

 
Order Status Reports Additional Printing Method 
Order Status Reports (Backorders and Open Orders) can now be printed by

Ship-To sequence. 
 
Sales Desk Improvements 
Sales Desk now supports backorders if inventory is not available and alloca
immediately when entering a confirmed line item.  In the past, the inventory allocation 
did not take place until the order was created.  This sm
from allocating invent
Sales Desk, the option to create a quotation is still available. 
 
Sales Order Credit Check 
Credit checks would take place when a sales order was entered.  Now the
configured to check credit during order entry or when the picking ticket is printed or 
both.  The intention is to addres
backorder, the credit limit check should be when the order is ready to 
ticket). 
 
Pick Ticket Printing Improv

uYo  can now print picking tickets by Ship-Via code.  In a
configured to print case quantity and the weight and volume
 

Invoice printin
• Supports the printing of salesman name and sales tax percent. 
• Allows selected orders to print by ship via code and terms code. 
• Allows you to create an invoice 

 
Print One Invoice 
This new feature allows you to print one invoice at a time, so multiple user
One Invoice at the same time.  Batch invoice printing only allows one user 
 
Order Mani

specify line item data to export, one 
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ut we are now 
hout specifying a 

customer number or type.  Customers can be added to this contract at a later time. 

“Y” to the 
le receipt 

tem in the PO 

Promise Date: When the promise date is changed, the original promise 
eep track of 

riginal 
ate. 

 indicates whether the new promise date is firm or not.  It will 
omise date is 

ints the PO in a 
ows you to 

teral. 

s the pending 
Report.  The 

d as a 
spreadsheet. 

 Warehouse Receive Edit List, Print Qty Info.  The quantity 
was always printed, but you can now substitute underlines instead.  The intention is to 

is list to the warehouse personnel and later verify the quantity. 

You can now create prepaid vouchers in the PO Invoice Processing screen.  Before you 
could only create regular vouchers. 

BOMP 
In addition to the Plus Work Order features mentioned earlier, we also added the 
following features for Legacy and Material Work Orders: 

Open Contract Pricing Support 
Contract pricing was assigned to a specific customer or customer type, b
supporting Open Contracts which allows you to define a contract wit

 

Purchase Order 
PO Line Item Screen Improvements 
In the PO Line Item screen, we added the following features: 

• Close PO Line Item:  You can close a PO line item by indicating 
close flag.  Closing a line item will remove it from ATP and schedu
reports without canceling the line item.  You can also close a line i
receiving screen.  

• Original 
date is save in the Original Promise Date field.  The reason is to k
vendor performance by comparing the actual delivery date to the O
Promise D

• Firm Flag: This
display in ATP Inquiry and on the reports to indicate whether the pr
reliable or not. 

 
PO Printing Improvements  
This release provides a template for “Expanded PO Laser Form” which pr
smaller font, but is a much easier to read line item format.  This format all
print the extended price field without printing the “Ext Price =” li
 
New PO Schedule Receiving Report 
The New PO Schedule Receiving Report has an improved layout that print
receiving information, which is not on the legacy PO Schedule Receiving 
new report allows you to export the data to a CSV file so it can be viewe

 
PO Warehouse Receive Edit List Improvements 
A new flag was added to PO

give th
 
PO Invoice Processing Improvements 
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 item and used 
ad time, but 

aterial requirement for the work order 
rk Order Start Date instead. 

ponent’s serial number in the production 

the following features: 
• Additional selection parameters of Starting/Ending Product Category. 

– Unallocated, Allocated, Printed, or Partial Posted. 
at.  

al selection parameters of Starting/Ending Transaction Date. 

etail. 

 primarily to 

Work Order Report 
  It allows you to print a list of work orders by various parameters.  

te or Work 
mary.  In 

readsheet. 

 of Vertex 5.0 is to 
es a new database 

 supplied by Vertex, which you should import monthly into Elliott.  Elliott can now 
locate the Geo Code when a 9 digit zip code is entered and uses the old method if the 
standard 5 digits are given. 

Prior to Elliott 7.5 the customer and item taxable flag could be selected for TDM 
individually.  Vertex 5.0 requires both to be determined by Vertex if TDM is used.  
Vertex users upgrading to Elliott 7.5 must check the following Global Setup flags for 
Vertex: 

  
Work Order Start Date 
The Work Order Start Date was a calculated field based on lead time of the
as a reference only.  In this release the start date is still calculated by item le
you can override it.  The ATP no longer assumes m
based on due date, but uses Wo
 
Component Serial Number Support 
We added support for collecting a com
transaction screen for both material work orders and plus work orders. 
 
Production Schedule Report Improvements 
In addition to the support of Plus Work Orders, this report added 

• Select by Work Order Status 
• Print in Brief (one line per WO) or Detail (two lines per WO) form

 
Production History Report Improvements 
In addition to the support of Plus Work Orders, this report added the following features: 

• Addition
• The report can sort by item number sequence. 
• Print in three different levels – summary, brief or d

 
WIP Detail Report 
This is a new report.  Even though the WIP Detail Report was introduced
support Plus Work Orders, it supports Legacy Work Orders as well.   
 

This is a new report.
The report can be sorted by Item, Category, Work Order Start Date, Due Da
Order Number.  The report format can be detail, work order summary or sum
addition, the report data can be exported to a CSV file to be viewed as a sp
 

Vertex 5.0 Support 
Elliott 7.5 supports the Vertex L series 5.0 interface.  The main feature
use the 9 digit zip code to determine the taxing jurisdiction.  This requir
table
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 M 

The value in field 4 will be set automatically and skipped based on the value in field 3. 

 Higher 

 to get a partial 
.  Most users 
 and to make 

y for the import 
files.  We have also separated the directory name from the file name, so you will need to 

tment before importing in V7.4.  If this is not done, the program will 
p. 

o to Global Setup -> System -> Available to Promise and enter a 
t the new ATP 

hould configure the additional flags. 

nce you upgrade to Elliott 

t 
ntrol (Especially BM Material Work Order) 
 ignore global setup flags 12 – 18 for now. 

specially P/O Invoice Process) 

• COP Sales & Stock Analysis 

ork Order have a 
different range of order numbers from the Legacy Work Orders to avoid confusion.  You 
can set the starting Material Work Order number in BOMP -> Util-Setup -> BOMP 

Global User Security 
Several new security flags have been added in Elliott V7.4.  You can view these by 
logging into Elliott as SUPERVISOR and going to Util-Setup -> Password Setup -> 

3. Use Item Taxable Flag or TD
 4. Use Customer Taxable Flag or TDM 

 

Areas Requiring Attention When Upgrading to V7.4 and
Sales Order Import Directory Change 
Sales Order Import has been changed in V7.4 to allow the user to press F7
list of files to import, or F8 to get a full view of all the files in the directory
set this directory to be their data directory.  Since this can be a security risk
the import process easier, we recommend creating a dedicated director

make this adjus
detect that the filename is missing and ask you to change it in Global Setu
 
ATP Global Setup 
Many new features have been added to ATP in Elliott V7.4.  If you use the Elliott ATP 
function, you should g
value for the new flags.  Read the release notes or documentation abou
features to decide how you s
 
Other Global Setup Flags 
We hig yhl  recommend reviewing the Global Setup flags o
V7.4, including but not limited to: 

terface • A/R Cash Receipt In
• IM Inventory Aging Repor
• BOMP Global Co

o You should
• P/O Global Control (E
• P/O Warehouse Receiving 
• P/O Warehouse Receiving Import 
• COP Pickup Processing 
• COP Transfer Processing 

 
BOMP Setup for Starting Material Work Order 
Elliott supports Material Work Order in V7.4.  We suggest Material W

Setup. 
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Security.  Beginning with field 11 in screen 4, the 
V7.4: 

er 
ing Trx 

 Trx 
 Aging Rpt 

orecast ATP 
der 

To 

k Dist Type in 
if you are not going to create distribution types, since that was the 

original behavior.  You can use your own judgment to determine the rest of the flags.  
n also configure an individual user’s security in 

itially, ATP 
ainly used by importers to view scheduled sales 

f an item.  It can be 
ce reps for advising a customer of their 

delivery schedule.  ATP was later expanded to support components so it can be used for 
ent Planning) as well. 

s been 

 order environment 
will work fine.  
 mixed to-

order and to-stock basis.  In that case, users will need to have a forecast model to predict 
g, the system can determine the proper future 

replenishment (i.e. Purchase or Production Orders).   
 
Elliott V7.4 now provides a forecast database where users can enter the future sales 
forecast data and it becomes a part of the ATP system.  This will help the ATP system to 
create future plan orders.  Since many companies use a spreadsheet to build their forecast 

Global Security -> Global Default 
following are newly added flags for 

• Allow Entering COP Transfer Ord
• Allow Delete Pickup/Delivery Pend

I/M• Allow to Use Blank Dist Type in 
 Inv• Allow to Use Specific Date in

• Allow User to See Planning/F
• Allow To Print Duplicate Work Or
• Restrict User Enter Addr. In Ship-
• Restrict User from Change Ship-To Record 
• Restrict User from Delete Ship-To Record 

The default values are “N”.  We suggest you change “Allow to Use Blan
I/M Trx” to “Y” 

Repeat this for all companies.  You ca
Global User Security. 
 

What’s New since Elliott V7.3 

Use ATP as MRP 
The ATP (Available to Promise) feature has been in Elliott since V6.7.  In
only supported parent items and was m
orders and purchase orders together to predict the quantity balance o
used by buyers for purchasing or customer servi

MRP (Material Requirem
 
If you are a planner or buyer, you will be glad to know Elliott V7.4 ATP ha
improved to a new level by adding the following features: 
 
 
Forecast Orders 
In the past, planners could predict future quantity balance of an item based on the actual 
orders in the system.  “Actual orders” refers to Sales Orders, Purchase Orders, Production 
Work Orders and Shop Orders.  If you are in a purchase/production to
(i.e. you only purchase or produce if there is a confirmed sales order), this 
However, many users work on a purchase/production to stock basis or on a

future sales.  Based on the forecastin
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ecast data to you in a spreadsheet format and 
this can be imported into the Elliott forecast database. 

ces in the future 
4, the system 

ers are 
rs time.  If buyers 

or planners agree with the system created Planning Orders, they can simply confirm them 
 created. 

e planning order 
ter), safety 

, ATP), buffer 

model, your customers may provide their for

 
Planning Orders 
In the past, buyers looked at the ATP data to spot negative quantity balan
and placed the necessary PO or Work Order to fill the hole.  In Elliott V7.
can now create planning orders to fill the hole automatically.  Planning Ord
replenishment orders created in Elliott V7.4 to save buyers and planne

through ATP Processing and the actual orders (PO or Work Orders) will be
 
Various factors can be setup in Elliott to help the system to determine th
quantity and date.  This includes planning lead time (field 84 in Item Mas
stock(field 59 in Item Master), planning period(field 14 in Global Setup
days (fields 15 and 16 in Global Setup, ATP) and forecast records previo
Users on a m

usly created.  
anual MRP system must realize that to switch to an autopilot ATP system 

ly.  The ATP 
 (Master Sch 

(or buyer) 
pen especially 
e introduced a 

 adjustments to 
y can turn it into 

s the planning order may not be 
ready to become an actual order and the planner may simply adjust it and leave it at the 

.  If planners 
 being overridden by the re-calculation 

(Re-Gen Process), they need to change it into a firm plan order. 
 
The Four Planning Types of ATP 

 be divided into 

“P” - Plan – New Feature 
Actual: All the ATP records supported prior to Elliott V7.4 are actual ATP records.  

Purchase Orders, Sales Orders and Work Orders.  
 Qty Allocated or Qty on Order.   

 
Firm:  Firm ATP records refer to a PO Requisition, a PO that has not been printed, a 
Blanket PO/Sales Order, or a Work Order that has not been allocated.  Firm ATP means 

will take some time to fine tune these factors to fully automate it correct
system will only create Planning Orders for those items that have field 73
Item) set to “Y.” 
 
Since Planning Orders are created by the system automatically, the planner 
may not agree with all of the values and can override them.  This can hap
in the beginning stages of implementing ATP as MRP.  In Elliott V7.4, w
utility called “ATP Processing” and one of its many functions is to allow
Planning Orders.  Once a planner is satisfied with the planning order, the
an actual order, like a PO or Work Order.  Sometime

planning stage.  However, each time the system performs the ATP Re-Gen (like MRP 
Re-Gen), the previous planning orders will be wiped out and re-calculated
want to keep the adjusted planning orders from

Depending on the level of the firmness of an order, the ATP records can
four different categories: 

“A” - Actual – ATP records prior to Elliott V7.4 
“F” - Firm – New Feature 
“X” - Firm Plan – New Feature 

Actual ATP records refer to printed 
They will correspond and match with the Item
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ill become the actual ATP in the near future.  These ATP records did not 
exist prior to V7.4. 

tomatically as a 
 ATP records 

d and recalculated again.  If a planner wants to keep certain Plan ATP records 
from being recalculated, the planner can make the plan record firm, and thus it is called 

TP Processing, 
elect one 

w or print one 
nning Type at a time.  When you choose “A” – Actual Orders, then only the Actual 

ATP Orders will be displayed or printed.  When you choose “A”, the display and report 
ew prior to Elliott 

rs will be 
printed.  Since you can not predict future quantity without the Actual 

Orders, it  is logical to display or print the Actual Orders with the Firm Orders.  By the 
m Plan Orders, then Actual Orders and Firm 

 Plan Types 

 
The Three Lines of ATP Inquiry and Report 
In Elliott V7.4, the ATP Inquiry screen and Report  can display four zones separated by 

 
y are optional 
 on values in 

these records w

 
Plan and Firm Plan: The Plan ATP records are created by the system au
suggestion for a buyer or planner.  Each time ATP is regenerated, the Plan
are delete

“Firm Plan.” 
 
All ATP Related Features, like ATP Inquiry, ATP Report, Edit List and A
will now prompt for the “Planning Type” to view or print.  You can only s
Planning Type at a time.  However, that does not means you can only vie
Pla

will basically show you the same kind of ATP information as you kn
V7.4. 
 
When you choose “F” – Firm Orders, both Actual Orders and Firm Orde
displayed or 

same principle, if you choose “X” – Fir
Orders will be selected too.  When you choose “P” – Plan Orders, then all
will be included. 

the following three lines: 
 (A) Today Line 
 (B) Lead Time Line 
 (C) Lead Time + Planning Period Line 

These three lines will always be displayed on the ATP Process screen.  The
to display on the ATP Inquiry screen and to print on the ATP Report,  based
the Global Setup for ATP.  If you do not setup Planning Lead Time(Item File) and 
Planning Period (Global Setup), then Line (B) and (C) will not be meanin
Therefore, we suggest you set them up as part of the first step of configur
 
Any ATP data before Line (A) is internal data maintenance issues.  For

gful.  
ing ATP. 

 example, if there 
is an outstanding PO Line Item Request/Promise Date showing 10/01/07 and today’s date 
is already 10/15/07, it is obvious you cannot count on this 10/01/07 date since that date 

 received the goods yet.  In most situations, this is 
echanism to follow up with the vendor to 

get a revised estimated date of arrival.  In order for ATP to work and provide valuable 
information, we must make sure the date is accurate.  Therefore, any ATP records 
displayed before Line (A) – Today Line is an indication that those records should be 

has come and gone and you have not
because your organization lacks an internal m
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nt to spot problems and 
effectively direct the staff to follow up with their work in a timely manner. 

ased on the 
.  For 

 and that vendor 
ounting their 
e will be 60 

t means there is a 
lem by simply 
Lead Time 

a Air Cargo 
ing your customers to get their permission 

for late shipments.  If the problem still cannot be resolved, they should cancel the order.  
s considered 

w often the 
buyer will 

er will review 
 to be set up in 

revious example 
ad time, Line (C) will be 60 days + 14 days.  Any negative quantity between 

nd planner should 
d wait for the 
is zone the 

 negative 
 ignore it for 

 enough time to respond when we review it again next time (14 days 
later, in the previous example).  You may not want to replenish future zone shortage 

 things can change and the customer might cancel the order.  While your 
our PO with 
ith the extra 

oment to issue a purchase 

ATP Processing 
ATP Processing is designed for the planner or buyer of an organization to allow them to 

 or elevate a Plan Order to a higher level, like a Firm 

 
Adjustments to Plan Orders may mean: Change Quantity; Change Date; or Consolidate 
Multiple Plan Orders into One. 
 

revised.  This Line (A) provides better visibility for manageme

 
Line (B) is the Lead Time Line.  Every item can have a different lead time b
Planning Lead Time (not the Lead Time field) set up in the Item Master file
example, if you place a purchase order with the default vendor for Item A
is overseas and it takes 60 days for the goods to arrive at your warehouse, c
preparation, production time, plus the shipping, then the Planning Lead Tim
days.  If you have a negative quantity balance before this 60 days line, i
serious situation for you to look into.  You won’t be able to solve the prob
making an additional purchase because it will arrive too late, based on the 
principle.  There may be other ways to solve the problem, like shipping vi
(which will increase your freight cost) or call

If there is any negative quantity between Line (B) and Line (A), then it i
“Past Due.”  So we call this area the “Past Due Zone.” 
 
Line (C) is the Lead Time + Planning Period.  Planning Period refers to ho
buyers or planners will review an item to make a purchase decision.  If the 
review it on a weekly basis, then the Planning Period is 7 days.  If the buy
it on a bi-weekly basis, then the Planning Period is 14 days.  This is a flag
ATP Global Setup.  If you have a planning period of 14 days, with the p
of 60 days le
Line (C) and Line (B) are called “current affairs,” because the buyer a
take care of it now.  If the buyer and planner do not take care of it now an
next review (14 days later), then it will be late.  For this reason, we call th
“Current Zone.” 
 
ATP records after Line (C) are called Future ATP Records.  If there is any
quantity balance in this future zone, the planner can either take care of it or
now since we have

items because
customer may be able to cancel your order, you may not be able to cancel y
your vendor once their production is in motion and you eventually end up w
inventory.  In many situations, you want to wait until the last m
order with your vendor. 
 

make adjustments to the Plan Orders
Order or Actual Order.   
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 two choices: 
he type of items on 

reate a PO Requisition.  For 

chase Order.  
 many small 

ndor.  So, PO 
djust the price, 

reate the 
ner can 
ge the 

Requisition transactions back to Plan Orders.  However, once the Requisition becomes a 
h Purchase Order 

he Plan Orders directly into 
lexibility to 

e Work Order 

7.3 was Work 
 V7.4, the 

nce a Work Order is printed it is protected from changes in ATP 
ncel” does not 

er as if it were not 

ntenance.  By 
 exclude the 

r “Service,” 

 the Stock Status Reports) now offer the option to print “ATP Netable 
g “Only Show 
-Netable 
Inquiry and 

Report, by default, will skip locations that the “ATP Netable Loc” flag is set to “N,” 
that single location. 

Job Number Support 
A Job Number selection criterion is introduced in the V7.4 ATP Inquiry and Reporting 
functions.  If you utilize the Job Number function to control your purchasing, sales and 
production, you can zoom in on the ATP data by a particular Job with ATP Inquiry, use 

If planners agree with the Plan Orders created by the system, planners have
create PO Requisitions or create BOMP Work Orders, depending on t
the Plan Order.  For purchased items, the choice is to c
manufactured items, the choice is to create a BOMP Work Order. 
 
Create PO Requisition:  PO Requisition is the pre-processing for Pur
Creating purchase orders directly from ATP Processing would produce
purchase orders with only one line item and may not select the best ve
Requisition provides a middle step to shop for different vendors and a
quantity and date.  Once everything is confirmed, the PO Requisition can c
purchase orders by vendor with the combined items and quantity.  The plan
directly update the Requisition transaction or delete it.  They can also chan

Purchase Order, the planner can only change the Purchase Order throug
change processing. 
 
Create BOMP Work Order:  The planner can change t
Work Orders.  When a Work Order is created, the planner still has a lot of f
change it directly in ATP Processing.  The planner can determine if th
should be Allocated (Actual Order) or not Allocated (Firm Order).   
 
Reschedule or Adjust Work Orders:  One shortcoming prior to Elliott V
Orders could not be easily adjusted once they were created.  With Elliott
created Work Orders can be deleted, changed or converted back to Plan Orders easily in 
ATP Processing.  O
Processing, however the planner can cancel the printed Work Order.  “Ca
mean “delete the work order,” it simply means to flag the Work Ord
printed, allowing the planner make any changes as needed. 
 
ATP Netable Location 
A new flag, “ATP Netable Loc” has been added to I/M Location File Mai
default, this flag will have a “Y” value.  The purpose of this flag is to
inventory quantity of miscellaneous warehouse locations like “Defect” o
which can not be considered as general inventory. 
 
Some reports (like
Location Only?”  For Stock Status Inquiry, based on the Global Setup fla
ATP Netable Loc in Stock Status Inq,” the system could exclude the Non
Location’s inventory quantity when a user chooses “All” locations.  ATP 

unless the user specifically requests 
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flag 22 in 
r in field “16. Print 

mer, a contract, or even a PO.  The COP Job 
finable in Elliott V7.4 

d MS (Master 
n continue using these two modules, however it is our opinion that the 

new ATP functions in Elliott V7.4 are easier to use and we suggest users migrate to the 

The BOMP (Bill of Material and Production) module has been greatly improved by the 
f work orders 

er.” 

s an easy way 
f production 

rinting of the work order (with WIP option).  The main weakness of the 
aterials per work 

ork Orders in 
 you will have 

In addition to the “capture of bill of material” issue, when the work order is completed 
iance can 

Variance can 
f variance was 
on Processing. 

Material Work Order is designed to address the shortcomings of the Legacy Work Order.   
 is created, it 
n production 

ell as substitute 
bility with 

der. 
 
Material Work Order is a super set of Legacy Work Order.  Therefore, the default choice 
now is to create a Material Work Order.  We are still supporting the Legacy Work Order 

 the menu choices in BOMP Processing now have 
two choices, “Material Work Order” and “Legacy Work Order.”  At this moment we do 
not support the WIP option with Material Work Order.  Therefore if you need to use 
WIP, you will need to continue using the Legacy Work Order. 
 

F4=Show Job to select by Job No (To use this feature, you need to turn on 
Global setup, ATP).  For the ATP Report by Items, enter a Job numbe
Job No”. A Job Number can be a custo
Number literal is user de
 
Existing MRP and MS Users 
Elliott users who currently use MRP (Material Requirement Planning) an
Scheduling) ca

new ATP features. 
 

Material Work Order 

introduction of Material Work Order.  There are now two different types o
supported in Elliott V7.4, “Material Work Order” and “Legacy Work Ord
 
“Legacy Work Order” refers to the original BOMP work order.  It provide
of entering production work orders and back flushes the materials at time o
reporting or p
Legacy Work Order is it does not have the ability to capture the bill of m
order.  If you change the bill of material structure and have outstanding W
the process of production, based on the previous bill of material structure,
an integrity issue. 
 

and the material is back flushed, there is no way to report any variance.  Var
happen when there is a defective component or simply production waste.  
also happen if there is a substitution of components.  In the past, this type o
typically handled by a manual adjustment through I/M Inventory Transacti
 

Not only will it capture the bill of materials when the Material Work Order
also allows the user to change the copied bill of material if necessary.  Upo
completion, the user has the flexibility to report variance of quantity, as w
different components.  Since this new type of work order offers total flexi
component materials, we call it “Material” Work Or

for backward compatibility.  Most of
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 now releasing 
mpanies have 

iving has some 

  No G/L 
is makes the 

r.  In our opinion, 
nd accuracy. 
ou are an 

e you data entry. 

uccess, to 
 warehouse 

-Fi can be 
a single wireless 

 the users will 
art and move around the 

SB port by 
ough another 

es not have a 

 Warehouse Receiving.  It can 
 Verification, Physical Count, 

tatus Inquiry.  
m number, the 

acture Item 

n quantities 

el file for batch control.  If you change the 
vessel arrival date, all corresponding receiving transactions’ scheduled receiving date 
will be changed as well (and reflect in the ATP details).  Users can enter the receiving 
transactions in advance and place the vessel on hold for posting.  In addition to the 

the ATP, the un-posted (on-hold) receiving 
transactions will now show up on the ATP to give customer service better visibility of the 
goods on the ocean.  This On Ocean ATP information will have a much more accurate 
arrival date than those ATP transactions for a PO. 
 

Warehouse Receiving & Import from CSV 
Warehouse Receiving was an add-on feature before Elliott V7.4.  We are
Warehouse Receiving as a general Elliott feature.  Traditionally, most co
the office personnel enter PO receiving transactions.  Warehouse Rece
advantages over the Legacy PO Receiving functions in the following ways: 

(1) Warehouse Receiving is simplified and allows scanning operation.
account entry is needed and cost fields are skipped by default.  Th
Warehouse Receiving function ideal for the warehouse operato
this will speed up the receiving process and improve productivity a

(2) Warehouse Receiving offers an Import From CSV File option.  If y
importer, most likely your overseas vendors can provide you with container 
details in a spreadsheet format as soon as the ship departs the port.  This data can 
be imported into Warehouse Receiving Transaction tables to sav

 
Warehouse Barcode Receiving Operation 
Some users have already used the Elliott Warehouse Receiving, with great s
receive items by scanning the UPC barcodes.  Typically, they will have the
setup with Wi-Fi devices.  Since covering the entire warehouse with Wi
expensive, some only cover the receiving area with Wi-Fi by purchasing 
router.  A notebook or tablet PC is used to run Elliott in the warehouse and
either carry the computer with them or set it on a small c
warehouse.  The barcode scanner will connect to the computer’s PS/2 or U
wire.  For ultimate flexibility, the scanner can connect to the computer thr
wireless connection.  This type of scanner is typically not expensive and do
screen or keypad, since they are simply a keyboard wedge scanner. 
 
Keep in mind the notebook computer is not limited to run
be used to run any Elliott application, like Shipping
Inventory Transfer (especially for Multi-Bin operations) or simply Stock S
Throughout the Elliott application, wherever the system prompts for an ite
user can scan the barcode item number (like the UPC, GTIN or Manuf
Number) and the system will convert it into the Elliott Item Number. 
 
Warehouse Receiving and Goods on Ocean ATP Visibility 
In Elliott V7.4, both Legacy Receiving and Warehouse Receiving transactio
will be displayed in PO Inquiry and in the F5 window of the PO Line Item Maintenance 
as pending.  Both can work with the Vess

visibility of the PO data showing on 
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heet data 
 This will give 

rival of the 
d receiving data 

now you can post 
e believe this is a much more streamlined, 

productive and informative receiving method. 

 
Elliott V7.3 had the capability to import several CSV Files: 
 port 
  Import 

 
With Elliott V7.4, we are supporting the following additional CSV imports: 
 
  Summary) 
 ng Import 
 

 Bill of Material Product Structure Import 

orts serial numbers. 

can be edited 
through a spreadsheet before it is imported into Elliott.  Since editing data in a 

age the 

and Summary.  

Detail Cash Receipt CSV Format: Detail means the CSV file contains the check and 
apply-to invoice information.  In Detail format, the customer number field is optional 

ed on the apply-to invoice number.  If the customer 
number is provided, it will be used for cross checking to ensure data integrity.  The Detail 
CSV Format can be used for, but not limited to, the following type of scenarios: 

(1) Lock Box:  The customer payments are sent to a lock box and your bank will 
perform a cash receipt on your behalf and send you the data in electronic format.   

Therefore, if you are an importer, you can consider importing the spreads
provided by your overseas vendors as warehouse receiving transactions. 
the Goods on Ocean ATP visibility to customer service.  Upon the actual ar
container, you can let the warehouse personnel verify the already importe
against the actual receiving.  If it matches, then release the vessel and 
the warehouse receiving transactions.  W

 

CSV Files Import Features 

Future Price & Price Code Im
Physical Count Tag

 Customer & eContact Import 
efined Fields Import  Customer User D

 Add-on Sales Item Import 

Attribute Import 
Cash Receiving Import (Details &
Warehouse Receivi
New Item Import 

 Item User Defined Fields Import 

 Kit Item Structure Import 
 PO Requisition Import 
 PO Line Item Change Import 
In addition, the Physical Count Import now supp
 
We expect to add more CSV import functions in the future so mass data 

spreadsheet is extremely flexible and productive, our intention is to lever
spreadsheet application as a way to input data into Elliott. 
 
Cash Receipt Import (Details & Summary) 
We support two types of CSV formats for Cash Receipt Import: Detail 
 

since the system can reference it bas
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Mart, may pay a 
ith one check and the check and invoice information is 

ly has the check 
st be provided in 

mited to: 
roviding high 

e for 
ay of 
 provide CSV 

Since the summary CSV file does not contain all necessary information for a cash receipt, 
 it.  The user 

ports batch ID and 

Warehouse Receiving Import 
d-on feature before Elliott V7.4.  We are now releasing it as a general 

port from CSV 

 is an add-on feature.  Elliott had a New Item Import feature before Version 7.4 that 
supported a fixed length ASCII file.  In Elliott V7.4, we are adding support for a CSV 

er fields are 
lue can either be 
LT-ITEM, if it 

 
er item.  If the 

 you are copying from is a Kit, Feature or BOMP parent item, then its components 
opied as well.   A special feature will also make the copy 

The CSV Import option can also automatically assign UPC codes upon importing new 
items. 

This utility is used to update the Item User Defined fields and descriptions.  This includes 
Item Note 1 – 5, User Amount, User Date and Item Description 1 and 2.  The utility can 
also be used to add or update UPC codes.  If any of the Item Notes 1 – 5 are used for the 

(2) High Volume Customer: A high volume customer, like Wal-
thousand invoices w
available in a spreadsheet. 

 
Summary Cash Receipt CSV Format: Summary means the CSV file on
information, without the apply-to invoice.  The Customer Number mu
the CSV file.  The Summary CSV Format can be used for, but not li

Self Scanning Checks and Clearing: Many banks have begun p
volume, premium customers with an in-house scanner and OCR softwar
scanning checks.  The checks clear much faster than the conventional w
depositing checks into the bank.  The scanning OCR system can usually
data to speed up the Elliott Cash Receipt Import. 

the import is to speed up the cash receipt data entry, not to totally automate
will still need to perform the cash application. 
 
As part of the Cash Receipt Import improvement, Elliott V7.4 now sup
cash receipt transactions can be printed and posted by batch ID. 
 

This was an ad
feature.  For more details, please refer to the Warehouse Receiving and Im
section in this document. 
 
New Item Import 
This

file.  Only Item Number and Item Description fields are required.  All oth
optional and, if not provided, will assume a default value.  The default va
the Elliott’s default value when adding a new item or the value in DEFAU
exists. 

The CSV Import option also supports copying a default value from anoth
item
structure can be optionally c
from item as the only kit component if the copy from item is a regular item (not a kit or 
feature/option) and the copy to is a Kit item. 
 

  
Item User Defined Fields Import 
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de, the system will validate the import value and assign a check-digit, if 
necessary. 

 product 
g product 

ent item already has 
activity.  Since this problem can be easily resolved through the Reset Qty Allocation 

y will only give a warning message when this happens. 

ature.  This 
ting kit structure. 

Modifying an existing kit structure may cause a quantity allocation integrity issue, if the 
vity.  Since this problem can be easily resolved through the Reset Qty 

s happens. 

rocess.  Buyers 
n transaction file 

the item quantity, price, vendor and date have been confirmed, the user can 
port from CSV 

to a spreadsheet, 
to become a 

ply chain 
 vendor responds  

data into Elliott and revise the PO line item 
Line Item Screen 
pdate, you still 

 a revision 

 In Elliott 
ut the Create 

Count Tag and Physical Count Export utilities do as well.  Depending on your barcode 
 number information may be tedious.  For this 

ber import and verification methods: (1) Total 
Physical Count mode; (2) Partial Physical Count mode.  In the Total Physical Count 
mode, we expect the user to provide serial numbers for all serialized items.  If this proves 
to be too time consuming for your situation, you may consider using the Partial Physical 
Count method where you only need to count the quantity of the serialized item.  When 

UPC co

 
Bill of Material Product Structure Import 
This is an add-on feature.  This utility can be used to either import a new
structure or modify an existing product structure.  Modifying an existin
structure may cause a quantity allocation integrity issue, if the par

utility, the import utilit
 
Kit Item Structure Import 
Like the Bill of Material Product Structure Import, this is also an add-on fe
utility can be used to either import a new kit structure or modify an exis

parent item has acti
Allocation utility, import utility will only give a warning message when thi
 
PO Requisition Import 
You can consider the PO Requisition function as a pre-Purchase Order p
and Planners can enter items that need to be purchased into the requisitio
first.  Once 
post the requisition to create the purchase order.  The PO Requisition Im
will allow Buyers and Planners to enter the requisition transactions in
import the spreadsheet data to create a requisition and post the requisition 
purchase order. 
 
PO Line Item Change Import 
This is an add-on feature.  This utility can be an important link in the sup
management where a purchase order is issued to your vendor and your
with revised dates and quantities.  If your vendor can provide the revised data in a 
spreadsheet format, then you can import the 
quantities and dates without manual data input.  Most fields in the PO 
can be updated through this import utility.  Once the import makes an u
need to print the changed PO to make the change take effect and establish
number. 
 
Physical Count Import to Support Serial Numbers 
In Elliott V7.3, the Physical Count Import did not support serial numbers. 
V7.4, not only does the Physical Count Import support serial numbers, b

scanning capability, collecting serial
reason, we support two types of serial num
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e quantity does 
rial numbers 

uantity is correct 
totally correct.  If you use this method, you 

assume the risk of not matching the serial numbers. 

 fully support 
proves the 

performance by greatly increasing the amount of memory the PSQL database engine can 
se the Windows Vista operating system, they are 

y when it was 
er who has the 
tion as soon 
 added to 

 potential locking conditions.  Overall, users will experience less locking 
 condition takes place, the user will know who 

eeding.  No longer 
dministrator 

 a specific 
r font was selected by Elliott automatically for the best 

user had to use font 99 to bring up the 
 a checkbox 

ow (thru the Print 
 prompted for a font when this box is checked, which 

r.  The data in 
r a manual 

entry by the user for each spooled report.   
 

oled Report Manager easier to use since it now offers 
more information about a spooled report.  For example, you may want to spool a 
Commission Due report for each salesman and email it to them.  In the past, all of the 
spooled report entries would show up as “Commission Due Report,” but you didn’t know 
which report was for which salesman.  With Elliott V7.4, you have the option to specify 

the quantity matches, then we assume the serial numbers match.  When th
not match, you will need to either reconcile the difference or provide the se
in the import file.  The assumption that the serial numbers match when q
is obviously a convenient one, but it is not 

 

System Manager 
Support PSQL 10 
Beginning with Elliott V7.4, PSQL 10 is supported.  PSQL 10 is needed to
Windows Vista.  In addition, PSQL 10 provides 64-bit support, which im

cache.  For Elliott users who wish to u
advised to upgrade to Elliott V7.4 and the PSQL 10 database engine. 
 
Display Locked Record Offending User ID 
Prior to Elliott V7.4, the system would display the locked table and ke
stuck in a locking loop.  In Elliott V7.4, the system will also display the us
record locked so the offending user can be notified to exit the current opera
as possible, releasing the locked condition.  System wide efforts have been
reduce
conditions in Elliott V7.4.  Even if a lock
will have the record locked, preventing the current operation from proc
do they need to look up this information through PSQL Monitor or ask an a
to do so. 
 
Capture Printer Font in Printer Configuration 
In Elliott V7.4, a user can add a printer configuration and associate it with
printer font.  In the past, the printe
fit.  If the user wanted to use a specific font, the 
font dialog and manually choose the printer font each time.  In Elliott V7.4,
“Specify a font”, has been added to the Add Printer Configuration wind
Options Window).The user will be
will be saved as part of the configuration. 
  
Description Column in Print Spooled Report Manager 
A new description column has been added to Print Spooled Report Manage
this description column comes from the Deferred Processing Description o

This feature will make the Print Spo
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ssion Due Report is for upon setting up the deferred report or 
when you spool the report to disk. 

 can go to 
nter 

e the user spools 
l prompt for the description of the report. 

ed successfully, 
d report has not finished in 4 

erators can 

Deferred Processing also supports an event when there is a file access error.  Therefore, 
ue to a file 

All Elliott EXE files are now digitally signed by Netcellent System, Inc.  Starting with 
e might be 

”  In the past, 

The digital signature by Netcellent does not prevent the prompt from showing up.  
imply show the software manufacturer as Netcellent System, 

 showing up, you 
zone (in Internet 

to Buyer Code 
 to how a 

inked to a 
purchase 

ategory “G/L Balance File” has been added to Export Processor.  
In addition, a comparison value is now supported for many system defined variables, like 
today, yesterday, beginning of the month, beginning of the year, etc.  This will enable the 

 tasks that need to be run daily or monthly.  The 
plate can be defined in 

a central company and copied to others.  A user interface has been added in the 
comparison value field to ease the process of adding the variables, including the database 
variables supported in the past. 
 

which salesman the Commi

 
To enable the description prompt when spooling a report to disk, each user
Setup Preference on the toolbar, choose the Print etc. tab and turn on the “E
descriptions for spooled reports” check box.  Once this is done, each tim
a report to the disk, the system wil
 
Deferred Processing Completion Event 
To ensure a deferred process that runs after business hours has complet
new events are now supported that triggers when a deferre
hours, 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, etc.  An administrator or deferred process op
subscribe to such events to monitor any incomplete deferred process. 
 

an administrator can be notified when the deferred process has stopped d
access error. 
 
Digitally Signed EL700*.exe 

Windows XP SP2, users who run Elliott from a mapped network driv
prompted with a security warning asking if they want to “run this software.
the prompt would show the manufacturer as “Unknown.”   
 

Rather, the prompt will s
Inc., so you can trust to execute the program.  To stop this message from
will need to add the mapped drive server to your trusted Local Intranet 
Explorer, choose Tools -> Internet Options -> Security tab). 
 
Linking User 
A user can be linked to a buyer code in Elliott V7.4 Password Setup, similar
user can be linked to a salesman in this and previous versions.  If a user is l
buyer, the linked buyer code for the user will be used as the default when a 
order is created. 
 
Export Processor 
In Elliott V7.4, the new c

Export Processor to handle repetitive
export file path also supports company or user variables so the tem
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is to prevent 
sed in various 

ars worth of 
has been 

unctions.  When a user chooses 
“Purge,” the proper warning message will be given and the cut-off date will default to 

 current date to keep two years worth of history. 

s sent through 
click on the 

 the subject 
 subject line filled.  The entered 

vent.  As a result, 

igo features.  
turned 
 can now 
t you with 

istory Inquiry, 
ry; I/M, Inquiry, 

uiry to Drill down to Serial Stock Status Inquiry, and further to drill 
down to Serial History Inquiry.  User can also access the Note window through the Serial 

ore, you can take a digital picture to record the condition of the 
ber using the link function.  You can send your 

condition of the 

le 

following addition selection criteria: 
 Starting Account 
 Ending Account 
 Starting Customer  

 
Copy Customer from One Company to Another 
This feature has been improved to support the following: 

Purge Control for COP Sales History Transaction File 
COP Sales History Transaction File is now added to Purge Control.  This 
users from accidentally purging sales history transactions, which is now u
areas of Elliott for history analysis.  We recommend keeping at least two ye
history in the Sales History Transaction file.  The “Post & Purge” function 
removed and replaced with separate “Post” and “Purge” F

two years prior to the
 
Email Tracking in Elliott 
To better support CRM (Customer Relationship Management), all email
Elliott will now require a “Subject” line first.  For example, when users 
“Email” button in eContacts, instead of immediately executing the email client (like 
Outlook or Outlook Express), Elliott will first prompt for “Subject.”  Once
has been entered, the email client will pop up with the
subject will be recorded in Elliott’s activity database and can be viewed through the 
eContact activity tab.  In addition, this activity is also supported as an e
managers can monitor what emails have been sent by each user. 
 
Serial Number Tracking 
Elliott V7.4 Serial Number supports Notes, as well as the other five am
There can be many applications for this improvement.  For example, if a re
serialized item has a minor scratch and it can still be sold at a discount, you
record notes for the serial number to indicate the condition, which can assis
selling that item.   Notes may be entered in COP, Inquiry,  Invoice H
Invoice inquiry by Serial/Lot No; I/M, Inquiry, Serial Stock Status Inqui
Stock Status Inq

Entry window.  Furtherm
item and attach it to the serial num
customer an email of that digital picture to help you communicate the 
item to the customer. 
 

Accounts Receivab
A/R Distribution Report Enhancement 
The A/R Distribution Report now supports the 

 Ending Customer 
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his is to allow 
ther setup value changes in one central company 

opy the new or changed eContacts, Notes, Attributes and Links. 

 A/P point of 
rd Cost method 

 the value 
 This report 

urrent inventory and the associated A/P 
vouchers and checks.  Variance between A/P and Standard Cost will be printed for each 

mation to 

ent Report) 
 modules to 
 can first 

ccount balance.  
onally read from 

djust the G/L 
ders and the 

format (usually 30, 60, 90 and 120 days, but may be defined differently by the user).  
lso allowed and can be used as a default for future printing.  

an be recurring expense or revenue transactions or any additions that 

is report 
y Report 

 breakdown 
s user definable 

in Global Setup and can be overridden at each printing instance.  What makes this report 
so powerful is it can backtrack to provide past inventory aging data as of a certain date.  
Since the current inventory stock status report is not able to print the inventory value as 
of a certain date, this report can be a lifesaver to supplement the Inventory Stock 

the month-end or year-end procedure.  Since there 
was no easy way to obtain the Elliott inventory aging data in the past, many buyers may 
be in shock from disbelief when they see this report for the first time. 
 

(1) Override the customer if it already exists in the target company.  T
the address, phone number or o
to apply to other secondary companies. 

(2) It will now c

Accounts Payable 
A/P Inventory Value Report (A/P, Reports, Distribution History) 
This is essentially an Inventory Stock Status/Valuation Report from the
view.  This information can be especially valuable if you use the Standa
for Inventory Valuation.  For example, your Auditor may want to compare
difference between the item standard cost and the actual cost paid in A/P. 
will show the latest receiving to make up the c

item; subtotal and grand total level should give the Auditor sufficient infor
determine if the book inventory valuation is acceptable. 
 
Comprehensive Cash Projection Report (A/P, Reports, Cash Requirem
This cash projection report will analyze data in the A/R, A/P, COP and PO
project the future cash flow.  Based on the Cash Account range, the system
attempt to establish the beginning cash position by reading from the G/L a
The user can override this beginning balance.  Next, the system can opti
the A/R, A/P and P/R distributions for any un-interfaced cash activities to a
beginning balance.  Finally, the A/R and A/P open items, the COP Sales Or
PO Purchase Orders are analyzed and project the cash balance in the four bucket period 

Manual adjustments are a
These adjustments c
the user may know is not in the system. 
 

Inventory Management 
Inventory Aging Report 
This is one of the most powerful reports we have introduced in Elliott.  Th
replaces Inventory Turn Over Report which is under COP Invoice Histor
section.  The inventory aging report can provide the current inventory data
into multiple aging buckets, like 30, 60, 90, or over 90 days.  The period i

Status/Valuation report, if you miss 
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etail means for 
ty balance will 

ulation.  (2) 
akes the 

mmon format 
ary level to 

t an overall view for managers to identify problem areas quickly.  For example, if you 

This report can be sorted and summarized in many different ways including: 

tegory 

The Inventory Aging Report can also be printed directly from Stock Status Inquiry or 
 Inquiry by pressing the F4 Key.  In each case, the system will 

ill not print if 

The re-order level calculation  has been improved so you can restrict the calculation to a 
r range.  This is in addition to the item number range, 

ted in previous versions.  Once the recalculation is done, the previous 
ious value. 

omer.  If this flag is set 
nsfer To-Loc” and “Transit Days” fields in 

 customer 
ansfer” to 

  Many 
er process just like the regular COP shipping 

process, due to their shipping operations being tied to Picking Ticket, Shipping 
Verification, Starship, Packing Slip and Bill of Lading. 

When you enter a sales order for the transfer customer, the sales amount will be forced to 
zero (since this is an internal transfer).  Even though the invoice posting will not update 
sales and cost of goods sold, you may optionally enter freight or a miscellaneous charge 
if cross division profit center billing is applicable.   

The report can be printed in detail, item summary or summary level: (1) D
each item, the detail receiving that makes up the current inventory quanti
be printed.  Since this can make the report quite large, you would normally not print in 
this format.  You may choose this format to provide proof of the aging calc
Item Summary means for each item, the system will print one line.  This m
report size similar to the Inventory Stock Status report.  This may be the co
used by most buyers or auditors. (3) Summary means you can print at summ
ge
print by Product Category sequence, the summary format means one product category per 
line. 
 

 By Item 
 By Product Ca
 By Material Cost Type 
 By Buyer 
 By Location 
 

Component Availability
only print the aging information for the specific item inquired.  The cost w
the user does not have security to see item cost. 
 
Re-Order Level Calculation 

certain product category or buye
which was suppor
re-order level value is written to “Last Re-Order Level” to preserve the prev
 

Customer Order Processing 
Transfer Sales Order 
A flag has been added to customer file maintenance, Transfer Cust
to “Y,” the system will allow input to the “Tra
the customer file.  The idea is to set up your remote warehouse location as a
record.  Instead of using “I/M Inventory Transaction” or “I/M Inventory Tr
transfer the inventory, you can use COP Sales Order to transfer inventory.
organizations may wish to make the transf
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o you can track 
 history reports 

oice History Edit 
e Summary  reports have options to include transfer orders or print 

rs only. 

up Record.  If 
uggest setting 

his customer 
 be created for 

p the 
s been added to the 

port of all the 
 interface to 
is form is 

items that show on this pickup form can be controlled 
dicate the 

, as well as Laser 
nts.  They are as 

the unit price 
price of the 

e item 

ted based on the 
l sales amount 

e list price (item master unit price). 

w customers 

oice terms 
edgement, 

Quote or RMA. 
• Terms Disc Date: Similar to the previous field, this field is the date that the 

 with a discount if the term is applicable.  If the term 
is not applicable, this field (including the literal portion) will not be printed. 

• Terms Disc Amount: Similar to the previous field, this field is the discount 
amount that customer can deduct if the invoice is paid before the discount date.  A 
global setup flag “16. Print Disc Amount or Net Amount After Disc ?” in Invoice 

 
The proper invoice, as well as other historical databases, will be updated s
the details of what has been sent to a location.  Since most of the invoice
are used for sales analysis, they will exclude transfer orders.  The Inv
List  and Invoic
transfer orde
 
Pickup Process 
A new flag has been added to A/R Ship Via Code maintenance, Create Pick
this flag is set to “Y”, you will also need to enter a customer number.  We s
up a dummy customer, perhaps “PUPEND”, to stand for Pickup Pending.   T
number is only relevant for serialized items.  Separate tracking records will
COP invoices posted with this Ship Via Code so the customer can pick u
merchandise at a later time.  A separate menu item, Pickup Process, ha
COP Processing menu.  In the pickup process, users can print a pending re
items waiting to be picked up.  Users can also use the pickup process user
print a pickup form identifying the items pending for customer pickup.  Th
identical to the invoice form.  The 
by I/M user defined code setup.  Users can use the same user interface to in
items for the invoice have been picked up and remove the invoice from the pending list. 
 
Additional Fields Supported on Invoice 
Fields 85 to 99 have been added to the Invoice Form Setup for Invoices
Order Acknowledgements, Laser Quotes and RMA Acknowledgeme
follows: 

• Item Unit Price: This is the Unit Price in the Item master table, not 
in Order Line Item.  This may be used to show customers the list 
item. 

• Net Unit Price: This is the Order Line Item Unit Price minus the lin
discount percent. 

• Total Item Unit Price: This is the total order sales amount calcula
Item master unit price.  It can be used to show customers the tota
based on th

• Total Discount Amount: This is the difference between Total Item Unit Price and 
Order Total Sales Amount (after the discount).  It is intended to sho
the discount amount they saved from the list price. 

• Terms Due Date: This is the due date of the invoice based on the inv
and invoice date.  This field is not supported on the Order Acknowl

customer can pay the invoice
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if this field shall represent the “Disc Amount” or the “Net 

 code, 
 number, or any special information that you need on the 
. 
 – 3. 

lliott V7.4 to 
 format is 

etup -> Invoice 
 90 in the 

OP Setup and 

on window, you should choose “Options” and 
 “Import” and import 
 installed into your 

ported, you should choose laser form 
is for all 
form template 

 only one could 
or ship-to salesman.  In Elliott V7.4, you can 

man code default value in Global Setup, cop-Func, Order Header 
e to be the 

ters the order.  
d be set to 

the second to 40%. 

ionally 
 Desk Global 
 as the regular 

order header salesman commission split. 
 

(Point of Sales) operations now:  
(1) It supports the “Quick Scan Mode,” which means as each item is scanned (or 
entered), the rest of the fields will be skipped (quantity assumed to be one or the scanned 
package quantity, and the price assumed to be the default price) and the item is added to 
the order.  This is the desirable operation if you use Sales Desk for point-of-sale (POS).   

Printing can determine 
Amount” after terms discount. 

• Item Note 1 – 5: These fields can often be used to print the UPC
Manufacturing Item
invoice for that item

• User Defined Field 1
 
Expanded Laser Invoice Format 
A new laser invoice format template (form number 90) has been added in E
support 110 column printing in portrait mode.  This expanded laser invoice
easier to read than the 80 column format.  To use it, select COP -> Util-S
Form Setup -> Reset -> Expanded Laser Invoice.  This will create invoice form
110 column format.  Then you will need to go to COP -> Util-Setup -> C
change “14. Default Invoice Form” to 90. 
 
During invoice printing, in the print opti
“Edit Form”.  In the Elliott Laser Form Designer, you should choose
the Laser Form template “CPINVPRT.F90”, which should have been
\Elliott7\Forms directory with the V7.4 update.   
 
Once the laser form template 90 has been im
template 90 from the invoice print option window.  You will need to do th
workstations that print invoices.  Since the system defaults to the last laser 
used, Elliott will default to form 90 for future printing. 
 
Multiple Salesman Default Commission Percent 
Even though the COP Order Entry supports up to three salesman codes,
be defined as the default from the customer 
now define each sales
Screen.  For example, you may specify the first salesman default valu
customer/ship-to salesman and the second salesman to be the user who en
You can also define the commission percentages, so the first salesman coul
60% of the total commission and 
 
Sales Desk Enhancement 
Sales Desk only supported one salesman field in the past.  We can now opt
support the 2nd and 3rd salesman in Sales Desk by turning them on in Sales
Setup.  The default commission percentage split is defined in the same way

Sales Desk also supports more POS 
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 be printed in silent mode (without asking the invoice date or if 

3, COM1 and 
(Bell) and Hex 

er for sales desk in Global Setup for the cash 

s by the 
r servicing 

Since Elliott 
, inquiring by 

y.  This 
rill down by 

 (Store or DC) or by Item.  This inquiry function will show purchase orders 
been processed (shipped and invoiced).  The data 

 setup in the 

r different reasons.  Some of them 
k the order process status and 

er literal to be 
p, cop-Func, 

  

 out of stock), 
p.  We are now 

supporting the process of canceling the picking ticket and back order it at the same time. 
 
Line Item Cancel, Close, Short Ship or Delete Control 

eant the line 
sk to clarify if 

 Close the line item 
Delete usually means you made a data entry error and the line item should be deleted.  

 their mind and they no longer want this line item.  
 for audit analysis and marks it as “Canceled.”  

Close means you are not able to deliver this item.  Elliott keeps this line item for audit 
analysis and marks it as “Closed.”  By retaining the “Canceled” and “Closed” line items, 
future analysis can be done for these items. 
 

(2) The invoice can now
the invoice was printed OK). 
(3) Cash Drawer support has been added for device connected LPT1-LPT
COM2.  Two type of open codes are supported at this moment: Hex 07 
1C. 
(4) You can now set up a default custom
customer purpose. 
 
Customer Order Inquiry by Customer PO# 
This is a new inquiry function so customer service can inquire sales order
customer’s purchase order number.  This feature is especially important fo
chain store customers where a PO is typically placed for many stores.  
requires a sales order for each unique ship-to (store or distribution center)
the Elliott sales order would limit the user from seeing the entire PO activit
feature resolves this problem by allowing you to see the entire PO and d
Sales Order
that are outstanding and those that have 
can also be exported to a spreadsheet format based on your user definable
export process. 
 
COP Job Number Field Name User Definable 
The COP Job Number field is used by many users fo
use it to track the mail order catalog number, some to trac
some to keep track of the source of the order.  Now we allow the Job Numb
user definable so users can specify the literal of Job Number in Global Setu
Order Header Screen to reflect the Job Number’s real meaning. 

Support Cancel Picking Ticket to Back Order at the Same Time 
When an order can’t be shipped for some reason (maybe due to items being
the printed picking ticket should be canceled until the order is ready to shi

In the past, when users changed the Qty Order to zero in COP Line Item, it m
item would be deleted.  Now if you do so in Elliott V7.4, the system will a
your intention is to: 
 Delete the line item 
 Cancel the line item 

Cancel means the customer changed
In that case, Elliott keeps the line item
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 is 
 we decide we 
ing the 7 and 
ons, we may 
e item is set to 

 backorderable, 
 as Out of 

l be closed out 
as 7 because (1) The 

ntity ordered should be entered for documentation purpose; (2) The stock 
re the 

out an item by changing the item status code from 
“Active” to “Obsolete.”  The system can prompt the user to close out all of the 

e Item When 

/Option Items, 
ould use 
duces global 

tionally allow the user to return 
eature/Option Items in the order entry line item screen.  If the 

 the order entry 
d greater than 

 and allows editing.  In 
ders into the 

mbly (Work 

 
Ctl, Credit Check & Release) prompt for 

Shipping Cutoff Date: This is to allow the credit manager to filter out the future 
ship orders. 

(2) Optionally (found in Global Setup, Cop-Ctl, Credit Check & Release) prompt for 
 setting up multiple teams based on terms.  The 

s are entered for 
the first time, the same terms code will be used by default until overridden. 

(3) Display both Bill-to and Ship-to info of the order. 
 

In Elliott V7.4, users can also “Short Ship” a line item, even if the line item
backorderable.  For example, if a customer ordered 10 each of Item A and
can only ship them 7, normally the Qty Backorder becomes 3.  Upon shipp
posting the invoice, the 3 become the balance of the order.  In some situati
decide not to keep the 3 as backordered (i.e. to make 3 out of stock).  If th
“not backorderable,” then this will happen automatically.  Items that are
the user may optionally press the F3 key at the unit price field to make the 3
Stock instead of Backordered.  Upon the posting of this line item, it wil
automatically.  The user may not want to enter the Quantity Ordered 
correct qua
situation may change and you may be able to fill the full order quantity befo
shipping date. 
 
In Elliott V7.4, we can also mass close 

outstanding COP line items, depending on the value for “Close COP Lin
Item Become Obsolete” in I/M Global Control. 
 
Support Credit Memo for Kit & Feature/Option Items 
Prior to Elliott V7.4, when a user issued credit memos for Kit & Feature
the components would not be returned to inventory.  Typically, the user w
Inventory Transaction Processing to adjust the quantity.  Elliott V7.4 intro
setup flags in the “Order Line Item Screen” to op
components for Kit & F
flag is set to “Y”, then the Kit or Feature/Options window will appear in
line item screen as the user enters the credit memo with a quantity returne
zero and allows the user to enter the components returned. 
 
Staging Slip Improvement  
The Staging Slip (also called Wave Pick) window is expanded
addition, the user can now enter both COP sales orders and BOMP work or
staging slip window.  This can be handy if some sales orders require asse
Order). 
 
Release Held Orders Improvement 
The Release Held Orders function has been improved with the following:

(1) Optionally (found in Global Setup, Cop-

Terms Code: This is to allow
terms entered will be retained by workstation.  So once the term
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a purchase 
re in Item Master 
ers multiple 

ter analysis tool. 

ormation to 
.  Some 

ddition, this 
hed into a spreadsheet so users can apply 

 Report. 

ved in the following ways: 
nding Product Category. 

 being sorted by 
mer and Item Sequence). 

hase or Mfg. Item. 
ing on the sort 

 Item now supports sorting by Line Item User Defined Code when 
 is often used as a 
em summary report 

ng credit memos to 
negotiate with vendors. 

ustomer 
e, the 

e. 

cord the price code last change date, source 
e, and changed by which user.  This is to identify the party 

gnore Customer 
 heavily 

 to apply the additional discount percent as 
defined in the customer file maintenance. 

Sales Order Import now supports Feature and Kit Items.  In addition, Sales Order Import 
now supports Batch import.  You can import multiple files at the same time by using a 
wildcard with the file name.  This feature has been added to better support Softshare’s 
ECS, making the EDI import process more automated. 

Sales History and Stock Analysis Report For managers who wish to make 
decision based on past sales history information, the sales history captu
(i.e. Sales PTD, YTD, etc.) is not flexible enough.  This report allows us
selection criteria by Date Range, Customer Type, etc. to provide a bet
 
In addition, this report combines sales history with the current stock inf
conveniently give the buyer information to decide replenishment quantity
information on this report can be customized through Global Setup.  In a
report can be exported to a CSV file and launc
their own formula to determine the purchase quantity.  User can find this report under 
COP, Processing, Sales History Trx Processing,
 
Order Status Report Improvement 
Order Status Reports are impro

(1) Allows selection by Starting and E
(2) Allows the report to be sorted by Product Category (in addition to

Custo
(3) Allows selection by Purc
(4) Various formats (Detail, Brief and Summary) supported, depend

sequence. 
 
Invoice History Report Improvement 
Invoice History by
field “12. Format ?” value is “S” (summary).  The User Defined Code
credit memo return reason code.  In addition, the invoice history by it
allows selection by Invoice type.  This may be useful for analyzi

 
Invoice History Edit List and Summary now support Starting and Ending C
Number.  In addition, if the starting and ending customer number are the sam
system will utilize the invoice header customer key to improve performanc
 
Price Code Improvement 

(1) New fields have been added to re
program for the chang
responsible for pricing changes. 

(2) Introduced a new flag in Price Code File Maintenance to allow “I
Discount %.”  When certain price codes are configured, it may be
discounted and the user may not want

 
Sales Order Import Improvement 
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 it can be run 
d.  In addition, the 

er EDI profile.   This is to 
n with Softshare’s ECS for better automation. 

” will be able 
ther the 
ading Number).   

he Pending A/P 
n can inquire this 

 number and 
PO receiving.  

 the invoice number and invoice date and the A/P 
 the A/P person 

ions and 

 for invoices 
his new process 
 PO receiving. 

PO Close Process 
ly happened 
s would 
losed PO, the 

ives you a lot of 
tion, when a PO 
e reflected in 
ed.  Flexibility 

closing was a 
mistake, restoring the line item back to its original state without any 
consequences.  This function will give you much more control over the PO 
quantity in advance when the goods are on the ocean.  As discussed previously 

ds are on the ocean you can input (or import) the 
receiving transactions and put them on hold.  This will result in the pending 
receiving showing up in ATP to help customer service identify the goods on the 
ocean.  This can assist you with making the decision of whether the balance 

 
Sales Order Export Improvement   
Unlike V7.3, the Sales Order Export function is now a printing function so
through deferred processing making the EDI process further automate
export file name can be defined in the individual custom
support integratio

Purchase Order 
PO Receiving to Create AP Invoices 

erStarting with Elliott V7.4, any receiving transaction with “Inv/Doc Numb
to create an A/P Invoice automatically.  The “Inv/Doc Number” can be ei
vendor’s invoice number, if available, or Packing Slip Number (Bill of L
Upon posting the PO Receiving Transactions, records will be added to t
Invoice database.  When the actual invoice is received, the A/P perso
pending database and select the receiving transactions grouped by vendor
Inv/Doc Number.  Most of the information should match based on the 
Users may only need to confirm
Voucher will be created instantaneously.  If there are any discrepancies,
can use the provided user interface to easily adjust it with variance distribut
create the A/P Voucher. 
 
Some features were added in the past to speed up A/P voucher data entry
related to the PO receiving, but they tended to have certain limitations.  T
will greatly improve the A/P Voucher data entry for invoices related to the
 

Before Elliott V7.4 you could flag the PO as closed, however nothing real
until you purged the closed PO.  Still, the quantity on order and ATP detail
appear in the system.  Since most Elliott users were reluctant to purge the c
PO close process was not very functional. 
 
In Elliott V7.4, we have addressed many Close PO issues:   

(1) You can now close a PO at the individual line item level.  This g
flexibility since the entire PO does not have to be closed.  In addi
Line Item is closed the Quantity on Order and ATP details will b
real-time, even though the closed PO Line Item has not been purg
extends further by allowing the user to unclose the line item if 

with the new ATP, when goo
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ay close a PO line item even 

 on certain 
ine Items that 
erify the line 

(3) Similarly, a batch utility has been introduced to allow the user to close the entire 
tain selection criteria. 

” field.  Pressing 
e up to two years of sales history breakdown by month, to assist the 
, in a popup window that prompts for the following selection 

 the next list 
s/usage history 

ck status inquiry 
rther drill down to many other functions to obtain more details of this item.  The 

any to purchase for 
e list window.  Once 

st window, they can simply exit by using the ESC key.  The 
ted in the list 

ield. 

umber field.  
g PO.  Once the 

PO is copied, the user will be in the change mode to make further changes if necessary.  
In addition, this PO Copy function has been improved to support copying the comments 

  
Receive PO Parent Line Item’s Components 
This is a special enhancement for purchasing manufactured parent items.  For example, 
you may wish to purchase all the components of a manufactured parent item from a 

quantity on a PO should be closed or not.  You m
though there are receiving transactions for that PO line item. 

(2) A new batch utility allows users to close the PO Line Items based
selection criteria.  For example, you may choose to close all PO L
are over three months past due.  You can run a pre-view report to v
items before you commit to closing PO Line Items in mass.   

PO based on cer
 
Create PO by Sales History 
The F3 key has been enabled in the P/O Line Item Screen “1. Line No

 the F3 key will provid
buyer with purchasing
criteria: 

• Product Categories 
• User Defined Codes 
• Buyer Codes 
• For Qty Available Less Than 
• Show Item Qty on Order > 0 
• Only Show Qty Available < Re-Order Level 
• (Qty Avail/Last Year Usage) Less Than 
• (Qty Avail/YTD Qty Usage) Less Than 
 

Based on the criteria the user provides, a list of items will be displayed in
window.  In the list window, as each item is highlighted, the details of sale
of that item will be displayed.  In addition, the user can drill down to sto
and fu
information provided will assist the buyer with determining how m
each item.  The buyer can simply indicate how many to order in th
the user is done editing the li
system will create the PO line items based on the quantity the user indica
window. 
 
A similar function exists in P/O Requisition Change Mode, Starting Item f
  
Copy PO Function Improvement 
This function has been moved to the PO Change Mode Purchase Order N
When users press F3, they may create a PO by copying from an existin

and notes. 
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between you 
ent item itself.  
 PO Line Item 
l receiving, 
re, you must 

the PO Line Item must be a Manufacturing Parent Item as defined in Bill of Material 

s.  In Elliott 
e used as the 

ving).  The user 
 list and post the 

nged, all 
 as well.  This 

ate.  Since you 
endous 

 date on the individual receiving transactions.  (3) If 
essel will be 

rovement 
total PO Qty and 

or any un-
play their quantity 

Journal 

n.  If you are using standard cost, the standard cost will also be 
evel, the total 
r the user to 

s to be prepaid or partially 
paid, which is not uncommon when doing business with overseas vendors. 

their vendors.  If both companies use Elliott, they can transfer the PO from one to the 
other by using the Export, as well as the Purchase Order Import function. 

Vertex® V4.0 Support 
Vertex® is a national sales tax calculation and reporting solution for companies who 
need to report sales tax nationwide.  Elliott provides an interface with Vertex® as a 

vendor (like your parent company) for assembly.  It is mutually understood 
and your vendor the purchase is for the components, not the assembled par
You may use this feature by indicating “Y” to field 13 (Recv Comp) in the
Screen and the ATP details will be created for the parent item.  Upon actua
the quantity updates will be made to the component items.  To use this featu
turn on P/O Global Control “23. Allow to Receive Parent Item’s Components in PO” and 

Structure. 
 
Vessel Processing Improvements 
In the past, the Vessel file was used exclusively for Landed Cost calculation
V7.4, the Vessel file function has been expanded: (1) The Vessel can now b
batch ID for the PO Receiving Process (both regular and warehouse recei
can put a vessel on hold for receiving posting and print the receiving edit
receiving by batch ID.  (2) When a vessel’s scheduled receiving date is cha
corresponding receiving transaction’s date for the vessel will be changed
also updates the ATP details to reflect the up-to-date estimated arrival d
only need to change the arrival date centrally in the vessel file, it saves you a trem
amount of time from changing the
users delete the vessel, all corresponding receiving transactions for the v
deleted as well. 
 
Purchase Order Inquiry Imp
For Purchase Order Inquiry by Item, the system will now display the 
Outstanding Balance to give buyers a quick summary view.  In addition, f
posted receiving transactions (i.e. goods on ocean), the system will dis
in PO Inquiry as “Pending” quantity. 
 
Print Both FOB and Landed Cost on Receiving Edit List and Posting 
Receiving Edit List and Posting Journal have been improved to reflect both Landed and 
FOB cost informatio
printed on the edit list and posting journal.  At each PO or Grand Total l
amount will be printed as well.  This is to provide helpful information fo
adjust G/L entries.  This is especially helpful when the PO ha

 
Purchase Order Export 
This is an optional add-on feature to support sending an EDI 850 from Elliott users to 
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ex L series 
series V4.x.  If 

ur previous 
rform your 

tion file, you can 
porting, and choose 

“Convert Register File.” 

 Requiring Attention When Upgrading to V7.3 and Higher 
.3 to Elliott V7.4, you should be aware of the 

al Reconciliation 

l Control and 

ccrual Account Reconciliation 
ot limited for 

 new feature.  The 
Cost Variance.  
eceiving Cost.  
ciple applies to 

g cost.  
voice Cost.  

rchase Cost Variance is created during the AP Voucher Process.  This behavior is 
iation of 
hing was 

crual was created 
r process 

account now if you are using standard cost.  You may leave it blank, which implies your 
n the same 

ard Cost Variance.”  
In most situations, you should answer “Y.”  You may answer “N” for certain material 

is zero.  This may be, for example, expense items 
like manufacturer tooling where it is not a real inventory item, but you may want to keep 
them in your item master to track their quantity. 
 
In the past, Elliott did not create standard cost variance for any item where the standard 
cost was zero.  In Elliott V7.3 or higher, if you do not wish to create standard cost 

vertical add-on solution.  In the past, Elliott would interface with the Vert
V3.x.  Starting with Elliott V7.4, Elliott will interface with the Vertex L 
you were previously using Vertex with Elliott, you may need to convert yo
Vertex 3.x Registration File to the V4.x format (especially if you do not pe
Elliott V7.4 upgrade at month end).  To upgrade the Vertex 3.x registra
go to the Elliott Main Menu, Util-Setup, Vertex Interface and Im

 

Areas
If you are upgrading from pre-Elliott V7
following: 
 
Turn on PO Receiving Accru
Even if you are not going to use PO Receiving Accrual Reconciliation, it is suggested 
that you turn on this feature by going to Global Setup -> Acct -> A/P Globa
answer “Y” to the following question: 
 2. Use Rec A
The database created for Receiving Accrual is useful in many areas and is n
receiving accrual reconciliation. 
 
Standard Cost Variance 
If you are using standard cost method, please pay close attention to this
system now supports both Purchase Cost Variance as well as Standard 
Standard Cost Variance is the difference between Standard Cost and R
Standard Cost Variance is created during PO Receiving (the same prin
Landed Cost Variance).  The receiving accrual is created from the receivin
Purchase Cost Variance is the difference between Receiving Cost and In
Pu
different from previous Elliott versions because (1) There was no different
Standard Cost Variance and Purchase Cost Variance in the past and everyt
lumped into one Purchase Cost Variance Account; (2) The receiving ac
from the standard cost; (3) The variance was created through the AP vouche
only. 
 
In I/M Material Cost Type Location Account File, you may see the “Standard Variance” 

standard variance account is the same as the purchase variance account.  I
maintenance screen, you may decide whether you wish to “Use Stand

cost types where your standard cost 
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 the material cost type location account file and answer 
“N” to “Use Standard Cost Variance.” 

ontact is an 

e is generic.  It 
can be used not only for CRM, but as well as for vendor management, employee 

 we identify eContact as a CRM feature to make 

ail program and it is 
we are 

ntact Manager” 

he ability to filter 
ail (& Export 

Processor).  On the other hand, the capability in “eContact Manager” to secure customer 
”.  Therefore, we 

 “eContact 
ct & Export 

ect contacts to follow up (where 
eContact Manager lacks this ability).  You may follow up selected contacts by either 

an mass add attributes for the selected 
information.  
. create a fax 

ion and export 

 
Salesman Security in eContact & Export Processors 
The salesman security feature is also introduced to eContact and Export Processors so 
salesmen can only see their own customers’ data.  Export processor can also be used as a 

heir own report without the concerns of a salesman 
seeing another salesman’s customer data.  You can now empower salesmen by letting 
them have crucial information at their finger tips without compromising security. 
 

variance you must define this in

 

What’s New since Elliott V7.2 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
CRM and beyond 
The center of Elliott’s Customer Relationship Management is eContact.  eC
extension to the Customer database, as well as Vendor, Employee, Salesman, Sales 
Orders and Purchase Orders databases.  The nature of the eContact databas

relationship management, etc.  Although
it easy to understand, the ability of eContact is not limited to CRM. 
 
Mass Email Is Now Called eContact Processor 
In Elliott V7.3, we have greatly enhanced the ability of the Mass Em
no longer used for Mass Email only.  To match its name to its capabilities, 
renaming it to “eContact Processor”.  It is intended to supplement “eCo
and may possibly replace it.   
 
Even though “eContact Manager” is a powerful tool, we found it lacks t
and export data.  These two areas happen to be the strength of Mass Em

data by salesman and drill down to eContact detail is not in “Mass Email
decided to incorporate the security features in “eContact Manager” with
Processor” (Mass Email), as well as its twin, “Export Processor”.  eConta
Processors are now the center of Elliott’s CRM solution. 
 
“eContact Processor” will now be used as a way to sel

calling or emailing them (mass Email).  You c
contacts as a way to create a marketing campaign and to collect campaign 
You can also export the contact list to a spreadsheet for other processes (i.e
blast list).  To help you with the marketing campaign, the selection condit
specification can be saved into a template for reuse in the future. 

report writer and let salesmen write t
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on Tab 
sor Selection 

it less than 
cify the account balance in the comparing value field 

 @@arcusfil.cus_balance@@ 
mpare to a value and not to another field. 

cessors.  For the 
plates, the IT person can set up the 

 on a desktop icon (shortcut) to get their 

re Supported in Export Processor 
ort Processor to cover the important master table in 

mise (ATP) 

rts Elliott user 
a supplement 

 Utility 
in the past for the Elliott CRM solution was the ability to 

ation from other databases like ACT, Goldmine, or a 
 a trade show.  
 of preventing 

The warehouse management capabilities have been significantly improved in V7.3.  This 
is especially true if you use the Elliott Multi-Bin add-on solution.  The Multi-Bin process 
can now be either a one-step or two-step process.  In the past, Elliott Multi-Bin was 
strictly a one-step process.  The issue with one-step processing is the person in the office 

going to be received to or shipped from, which in 
many cases only the warehouse knows.  The extra burden of communication between the 
warehouse and the office slows down the multi-bin process and makes it more difficult. 
 

Support Fields Comparison in eContact & Export Processors Selecti
In V7.3, you can compare one Elliott field to another in the Export Proces
criteria.  For example, you can select customer records that have a credit lim
the account balance.  You would spe
with the following: 

In the previous releases, you could only co
 
Batch Process in eContact & Export Processors 
Batch processing capability is also introduced for eContact & Export Pro
rep that does not know how to set up and use tem
template for them.  The rep only needs to click
followup user list. 
 
More Categories A
More categories are added to Exp
each module: 

• G/L Transactions 
• I/M Available to Pro
• I/M Inventory Trx Audits 
• P/O Receiving Audit Trails 
• BOMP Work Orders 
• BOMP Product Structures 

Since Export Processor is easier to use than a report writer and it suppo
security, you should consider giving access to Export Processor to users as 
to or replacement for a report writer. 
 
Customers and Contacts Import
One of the missing features 
import customers and contact inform
list purchased from a leads database provider or contacts collected through
In Elliott V7.3, we are offering this import capability with a great emphasis
entry of duplicate customers and contacts. 

Warehouse Management 
One Step or Two Step Multi-Bin Process 

needs to know which bin the item is 
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m entering bin 
use picker) 
patch process 

.  The Transfer 
s with a pre-designed laser form template that supports item and bin 

barcodes.  Data collection by the warehouse can be made much faster and more accurate 

  While inventory is in 
e To-Location 

ay also utilize transit location for a transfer within the same 
ay be valuable in situations like “Outside Processing” for 

ed with a drill 
pty, 

 looking at the weight, volume and quantity of that bin.  When a user 
ll show up.  

 the 
 in the bin.  You can also use this report to determine 

ived items.  An option 
nnel something 

upports editing the count tag information by exporting to a 
l Count Tag File.  

 file and then 
ount tags in a 
ntry. 

eceiving 
 traditional 

irectly and the 
process is simplified by eliminating cost and accounting information.  The warehouse 

e barcode of the received item, like the UPC code) 
. 

 
Shipping Data Update 
Shipping Data Update is a function that evolved from Tracking Number Update for 
Orders in V7.2.  Now warehouse personnel can use this function to not only update the 

Inventory Transfer Is the Center of Multi-Bin Processing 
The optional two-step multi-bin process now relieves office personnel fro
information and lets the person who has the bin information (i.e. the wareho
enter that information through the “Inventory Transfer” process.  A new dis
is introduced in Inventory Transfer providing an easy-to-use user interface
Ticket now come

by scanning barcodes. 
 
A transfer between two warehouses can utilize the transit location.
the transit location, it will show up in ATP as to be received to th
warehouse.  You m
warehouse which m
manufacturing. 
 
Improved Bin Inquiry 
With the Multi-Bin option, the Bin Inquiry has been significantly improv
down option.  You can now specify a range of bins and find out whether the bin is em
half full, or full by
drills down to a bin, a list of items that are currently occupying that bin wi
This screen is useful to find out to which bins to put away received items. 
 
Bin Inventory Report 
With the Multi-Bin option, the Bin Inventory Report is a new report that prints from
bin point of view and lists the items
empty bins so users can decide which bins can be used to store rece
to block out the quantity information can be used to give warehouse perso
to count when they are not busy. 
 
Physical Count Import & Export Utility 
Physical Count now s
spreadsheet and allows importing a spreadsheet to update the Physica
Users can utilize the “Create Count Tag” utility to first create the count tag
export it to a spreadsheet to allow easier editing.  With the ability to edit c
spreadsheet, it greatly improves the time required for physical count data e
 
PO Warehouse R
This is an optional add-on feature to allow faster PO receiving than the
receiving method.  It is designed for the warehouse to perform receiving d

may enter an item number (or scan th
and the system can help determine the proper PO associated with the received item
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ing Date, 
eight, Bill 

up, the administrator can turn off and on each 

lling screens 
e write down 

ent input them 
re will streamline the data collection for the 

mediately 

 Packing Slip.  If your operation requires a 
copy of the Packing Slip to be included with the shipment, this can speed up your process 

 of package level data, including: Packing 
Code, Weight, Volume, Freight, Tracking Number and User definable information.  This 

ipping Notice 
 with this shipping 

indow to allow the 
er. 

indow” to 

 shipping 
 order is 

y (and un-select) 
d back to its 

e scanner where the barcode contains 
the item number and the serial number.  If serial numbers are used, there is a global flag 
to allow Elliott to scan the beginning and end of the item number entered for a serial 
number.  If a serial number is found, Elliott will allow the entered barcode to be edited so 

ed. 

There is now a global flag that can determine if a note entered during shipping 
verification will be attached to the order header or line item. 
 

shipment tracking number for the order, but they can also update the Shipp
Freight, Misc. Charge, Freight Pay Code, Shipping Instructions, Comments, W
of Lading Number, etc.  In the Global Set
one of these fields based on your security policy.   
 
Many organizations do not allow the warehouse to access the Order or Bi
due to security concerns.  However, the extra step of having the warehous
the necessary information on picking tickets and the accounting departm
on the order is not efficient.  This new featu
warehouse.  In addition, the warehouse can optionally print a packing list im
after the order data is updated through this window. 
 
Billing Selection Supports Immediate Packing Slip 
Billing Selection can now print an immediate

of generating the Packing Slip.  We are also adding laser form support of the Packing 
Slip to make the Packing Slip look more professional. 
 
Shipping Verification Improvements 
Shipping Verification now supports collection

information may be used for Order Inquiry or sending an EDI Advanced Sh
(ASN).  The Shipping Data Export can export an “S” record
information and a “B” record with the box information. 
 
During the Shipping Verification process, the F7 key will bring up a w
user to verify the remaining quantity of the line item or the entire ord
 
Shipping Verification can optionally bring up the “Shipping Data Update W
allow the warehouse to finish the order data collection process.  Upon order verification, 
the system can optionally perform billing selection to streamline the whole
process.  The Packing List can be optionally printed immediately after the
confirmed.  A lot of effort has been put into allowing a user to un-verif
an order.  When an order is un-selected, the order qty-to-ship will be restore
original value. 
  
Some will use Shipping Verification with a barcod

the correct item number can be enter
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I file, defined in 
his is useful 

ing with Bar Tender (barcode printing software) to create UCC-128 labels on 

ields when creating UCC-128 labels: 
, GTIN 

m Number 
tion 1 & 2 

ption 

d Code Description 

Confirmation 
 Billing was 

t of the Elliott 

 
ouse personnel, 
triction of not 

er header screen.   

onfirmation is more user friendly than 
the current Billing Selection process, which will be welcomed by the office personnel to 

 order header info. 

nt an 
peed up the shipment process. 

l for 
rovements are related to 

ultiple locations. 

sit Location” 
option enabled, a transfer from LA to NY while still in transit will show up in ATP as a 

ATP for Receiving 
When you use PO regular receiving (batch mode) or Warehouse receiving, before it is 
posted, it will show up in ATP as a “Receiving” transaction.  This feature is especially 
helpful if used together with the Vessel file.  For overseas shipments, you most likely 

During Shipping Verification, you can have Elliott write data to an ASCI
Global Setup, which contains information about the order and shipment.  T
for interfac
a label printer. 
 
We also support these additional f

• UCC-9, UCC-12, UCC-13
• Customer Ite
• Customer Item Descrip
• Product Category 

ry Descri• Product Catego
• User Defined Code 
• User Define
• Drawing Release No 

 
Shipping 
Shipping Confirmation used to be called “Simple Billing.”  In V7.2, Simple
an add-on option.  In V7.3, we are including Shipping Confirmation as par
base package. 

Even though Shipping Confirmation can be used by both office and wareh
it is designed primarily for the warehouse personnel due to the security res
allowing the warehouse to change the ord
 
The line item confirmation screen in Shipping C

use if they don’t need to modify
 
Upon completion of Shipping Confirmation, the user can also choose to pri
immediate Packing Slip to s

Multiple Location Operation 
Through the support of “Terminal Server,” Elliott can now work very wel
organizations with multiple locations.  In Elliott V7.3, many imp
the handling of m
 
ATP and Inventory Transfer 
When you use Inventory Transfer between two locations with the “Tran

future receiving transaction to NY (increase NY location’s qty in the future). 
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t.  You may pre-
r vessel ID 

e scheduled 
t vessel.  The 

 ID and Description and give users a more 
ing to arrive. 

 location’s 
dow.  This 

ve these type of items in 
have them in stock?”  You may drill down to each item’s 

ay 
titute Items 

Component Available Inquiry Improvement 
nt Available Inquiry screen allows drill down to the ATP inquiry screen.  

hen will the 

rill down to 
nquiry screen and view quantity, sales, cost 

ual location 
 tries to 

actual sales 
ut the demand sales location is LA. 

 
ber of times an 
tem is quoted 
m on the wish 
etermine what 

Print Picking Ticket by Location 
er the printer you used the last time you printed a 

ultiple 
locations and each location prints their own picking ticket.  What if you are at the LA 
location and you need to print a picking ticket to both the LA and NY printers?  In Elliott 
V7.3, you can optionally let the system remember the last picking ticket printed by the 
order’s location. 

will get confirmation of the contents of a container as it leaves the por
receive these goods in the Receiving transaction files by identifying thei
without posting them.  Then, you can simply update the vessel file with th
receiving date which will then update the ATP date for all items under tha
ATP inquiry and report will show the Vessel
accurate status of when the goods are go
 
Item Search with Multiple Locations Support 
In the Item Search window, users have the option to scroll through any
quantity.  Users can also set up the default location for the item search win
feature is helpful with answering questions like “Do you ha
stock? In which locations you 
location quantity breakdown window as well as the Wish List window. 
 
Stock Status Inquiry Improvement 
The Stock Status Inquiry screen is now designed to drill down by locations.  You m
drill down to each location’s Location History, Serial Number, ATP, Subs
Available, Component Available and Multi-Bin Info. 
  

The Compone
This helps users to answer the question, “if a component is out of stock, w
component become available?” 
 
Location History 
Location History is a new function introduced in Elliott V7.3.  You can d
Location History through the Stock Status I
and margin by month and year.  You can see the break down by location, as well as the 
total of all locations.  You can also see demand location sales instead of act
sales.  For example, if a customer in California with a default location of LA
order an item that is out of stock in LA and ends up shipping from NY, the 
location is NY, b

You may also view certain Sales Desk statistical information like the num
item is out of stock when inquired in Sales Desk, the number of times this i
in Sales Desk, the quantity quoted in Sales Desk and the quantity of this ite
list.  This is not sales information, but is extremely helpful to a planner to d
items are on demand. 
 

The Elliott print feature will rememb
picking ticket.  This is fine if you have only one physical location or if you have m
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fferent printer 
nd saves it into 

 the printer driver information changes, then 

update.  
come grayed 

 In Elliott V7.3, the system will try to refresh the printer 
ng as you are using “Default Configuration” and avoid the need 

t up option of /CO:01 which means starting Elliott and going 
programs like 

rt Elliott with 

 the multi-company selection window and go to company 02 
only access a certain 

ut for that 
ernal Macro 

 EL700.EXE /CO:02 02 0101 02 
e the 

aintenance (0101) 
u may consider using this capability to organize 

top or in a desktop folder. 

ot xport Processor (EL700ME), it supports even more parameters 
 you can use the following command: 

EL

-T:15  Use Template 15. 
-OL  Output to file and launch spreadsheet. 
-S  Stop at Selection Tab before processing it. 

The batch processing capability for eContact and Export Processors allows users to 
lick.  You can even use the Windows scheduler to 

run this routine task nightly, weekly or monthly (provided you keep an Elliott session 
open on your desktop, so the task does not have to log in). 
 

System Wide New Features 
Printing Improvements to Support Windows Service Pack Update 
In Elliott V7.2, we introduced a new Print Options window that supports di
configurations.  Elliott takes a snap shot of the printer driver information a
the Elliott printer configuration database.  If
the printer configuration will be grayed out. 
 
The printer driver information can change due to a Windows Service Pack 
Therefore, in Elliott V7.2, it is possible your printer configuration may be
out due to a service pack update. 
driver information as lo
to set up the printer configuration again. 
 
Elliott Startup Parameters 
Elliott now supports the star
directly to company 01.  This feature applies to other Elliott EXE 
EL700TK, EL700ME, EL700GE, EL700DP, etc.  For example, if you sta
the following command: 
 EL700.EXE /CO:02 
Elliott will bypass
auto enient if you have a user that can 
company.  You can set up the company selection right in the startup shortc
user.  You can also combine the company selection option with Elliott Int
features.  For example: 

matically.  This may be conv

This will bring up Elliott and go directly to company 02.  It will then choos
“Accounts Receivable” module (02), and then choose customer file m
and end up in cha

dic r
nge mode (02).  Yo

perio outine tasks by setting up icons on a user’s desk
 
For Elli t eContact and E
to allow for batch processing.  For example,

700ME –E /CO:01 –T:15 –OL –S 
This command means: 

-E   Use Export Processor (instead of eContact Processor). 
/CO:01  Choose company 01 automatically. 

automate a routine task to a simple c
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 on how to use the eContact and Export Processors’ parameters, use the 

e you a help screen on how to use the parameters. 

OErrors.TXT 
ectory.  This information may be helpful for 

system administrators to audit the stability of the database without being in front of the 

 may access 
s either by users or contacts.  To access a user’s activities, go to password 
r a particular user.  Then at package field, click the “Special Function” 

olbar for “User Activities.”  The following activities are captured under 

m the web (eOrders) 
ow and choose 

ctivities:” 

Credit card charges, refunds and verifications for this contact 
R table like 

 to access them 
asive Control 

 also triggers a management event (which can be 
o wish to 

tor the Elliott system. 

• Event Subscription Report: This report shows a list of events that are currently 
being subscribed to and gives the administrator an overall view of the Event 
utilization. 

ort shows a list of supported events and shows the 
last time an event was changed or added.  This helps the administrator to explore 
new events as Netcellent introduces them in each revision. 

Additional detail events are supported now: 

For more details
following command: 
 EL700ME /? 
This will giv
 
IOErrors.TXT 
If there is a file access error in Elliott, the error will now be saved in the I
log file in the corresponding DATA dir

user’s terminal when file access errors happen. 
 
Activities Log 
Activities Log is a new feature introduced in Elliott V7.3.  Currently, you
these activitie
setup and ente
button on the to
“U er Activities:” s

• User log in 
• User log out 
• User log in and out fro

To access a contact’s activities, simply bring up an eContact detail wind
the “Activities” tab.  The following activities are captured under “Contact A

Contact log in and out from the web (eStores) 
Mass Emails sent to this contact 

There are other activities that we currently capture in the SYACTLOG.BT
critical posting errors in COP and AP, but we do not have a user interface
other than using event.  You may consider using ODBC or a tool like Perv
Center to access the data. 
 
When an activity is written to the log, it
subscribed through the global setup screen).  For system administrators wh
know when certain activities take place, an event subscription for certain activity events 
can be set up to moni
 
Events Improvement 

ed in V7.3: Two new Event Reports are introduc

• Event Master List: This rep
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 and can be 
 One of the 

esses from 
 started and 

r finished by a 
. 
interrupted due 

ype of error message, an event is triggered.  The 
er to take the appropriate 

nt events. 
ctivities including view, add, change and delete credit card.  

d. 

 the program 
V7.2 and 

age 
ill needed to go to 

at image file.  The system did not assume 

late like: 

 This will set up the 
:\Elliott7\Image directory.  As you place 

an image file like 123456.JPG into this directory, then the link between item number 
s no need to 

ough to 
t in the 

bstring and condition parameters.  For example, you may 

te for 6 bytes, if 

represents the Payment record and ‘V’ represents the Voucher record.  This syntax means 
if it is a voucher record, take the 6 bytes starting from the 8th byte (which is the voucher 
number) and use it as the reference. 
 

 link works for web pages (URL address) as well, 
Elliott won’t be able to detect whether a URL address is valid or not and it will always 
show the automatic program link as available. 
 

• Report Printing Start and End.  This is a management event
subscribed through Global Setup or Company file maintenance. 
benefits of this report is that it can be used to monitor deferred proc
home to determine if the first report in deferred processing has been
the last report has finished.  If deferred processing has not started o
certain time, it will alert the system administrator for investigation

• Defer Report Interruption: When the defer report processing is 
to a file access error or other t
system administrator can subscribe to this event in ord
action to resume the deferred process. 

• All Activities Log can be subscribed through manageme
• Credit Card A

Charging, refunds and verification of a credit card are also include
 
Automatic Program Links 
The Elliott linking function now supports the @@REF-ID@@ variable in
link template.  This feature automates the link setup process.  In the past (
earlier versions), you could set up an Image Link that points to the M:\Elliott7\Im
directory.  When you put an item image file into this directory, you st
the item and add the Image Link to point to th
any automatic association between the file name and item number. 
 
With Elliott V7.3, you can setup an automatic program link with the temp
 M:\Elliott7\Image\@@REF-ID@@.JPG 
and indicate that @@REF-ID@@ refers to IMITMFIL (Item Table). 
automatic program link between Item and the M

123456 and image file 123456.JPG is established automatically and there i
manually add the link to the item.  On the other hand, the system is smart en
know if you bring up an item 654321 and the 654321.JPG file does not exis
M:\Elliott7\Image directory, then the link will not show. 
 
The REF-ID also supports su
define a link template for APOPNFIL with variables like @@REF-ID(8:6,1:1=’V’)@@.  
This means take the reference key of APOPNFIL, starting from the 8th by
the first byte is equal to ‘V’.  In the APOPNFIL table, there are two types of records.  ‘X’ 

Even though this automatic program
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iott V7.2 general 
tt V7.3: 

 to give a 
ors (i.e. to let 

le the user from 

istrator level 

lag to determine if 
ou would answer 

sers to use. 
ange to Other’s Attribute.  By default, only the user who creates the 

 
r users’ 

egative quantity 
nt to control 

 
e Inventory 

ess.  For the 
 flag.  For the 

ker, you might want to answer “N.” 
b Number 

ser to override 
inistrator.  

 lock message 
it”.  Messages 
ul other than 

CUSIL 
 the table name 
.  In this case, it 

like this, you are more likely to 
find out which user locked the record and resolve the conflict quickly.  
 

ing of status 84 (record or page lock, which can be 
caused by TTS).  Efforts have been made to eliminate user interface messages in a TTS 
loop to ensure TTS operation will finish quickly.  In addition, when a status code 84 is 
encountered, the system will display the proper status code without re-trying over and 
over (which may appear to be locked up in V7.2 and prior versions). 
 

New Global Security Flags 
The following are new Global Security flags introduced since the Ell
release.  Review them for proper default values when you upgrade to Ellio

Disable Interaction w/eContact & Export Proc.  You can use this flag
user only the batch processing access to eContact & Export Process
this user use existing queries designed by someone else) and disab
designing their own query. 

Change Others’ Template in Export Processor.  Only system admin
users should be given power to override other user’s templates. 

Disable User Others’ Template in Export Processor.  Use this f
this user can use templates owned by other users.  Most likely y
“N” to this flag and make the templates shareable for other u

Allow Ch
attribute should have the right to change or delete it.  For the system
administrator, you can set this flag to “Y” so they can update othe
attributes. 

Allow User Enter Negative Qty in Order Entry.  Since entering a n
in order entry is equivalent to issuing a credit memo, you might wa
the users who can perform this function.

Allow to Edit/Print Other User Transfer Batch.  This flag is for th
Transfer function, which is the center of the two-step multi-bin proc
warehouse supervisor or dispatcher, you want to answer “Y” to this
warehouse pic

Allow to Select Diff Job in Inventory Transfer.  If you enabled the Jo
feature for Multi-Bin, then you probably do not want to allow the u
the Job Number during Inventory Transfer, unless this is a system adm

 
Improved Lock Messages 
In the past, there are many areas the system produced an un-friendly record
like “A Locked Record Is in the Way of the Next Operation …. Please Wa
like this do not tell you which table or record is locked and is not very usef
telling you that you have to wait. 
 
Therefore, a new global message is introduced in the Elliott System Manager layer which 
displays in the status bar of Elliott’s bottom left corner.  For example, “AR
000100 locked in way” may display as a record lock.  The ARCUSFIL is
which stands for A/R Customer File.  000100 is the record’s primary key
is the customer number.  When you encounter a message 

Elliott V7.3 also improves the handl
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are two issues to be dealt with in Elliott: (1) 

performance.  
ache Engine also 

introduces the possibility of getting a file access error Code 80.  The new Elliott file 
ese errors. 

 off a user’s O/S 
stem 
 Elliott to 

ould 
ws Explorer.  The 

latest Elliott version has been changed to work with the new PSQL 8.5 security feature.  
oes not delete 

ctory. 

 prior experience with the Pervasive Transaction capability proved this feature is very 
valuable for allowing users to perform real time posting without requiring other users to 

ith Elliott V7.3, we will always utilize Pervasive Transaction during 
 Company 

ce within 
e database, 

lication, it 
asive database even if there is no change.  In order to 

g file within Audit Master, the Elliott V7.3 system manager will 
.  If they are the 

abase to avoid 
ment because it 

ou can now designate a default form for each supported 
n Form (DYO) in Global Setup.  When a default form is 

 Forms Selection Window will not display and the default 
form is selected automatically to make the printing process automated and user friendly. 

New tables and columns have been defined to reflect the latest updated features.  Many 
new views have been added as well: 

• APVENADT_VIEW 
• ARCUSFIL_ZIPCD_VIEW 

Improved PSQL 8.5/8.6 and PSQL 9.x Support  
With the introduction of PSQL 8.5, there 
The Local Cache Engine; (2) The security feature. 
 
The Local Cache Engine in PSQL 8.5 significantly increases the database 
This can be seen especially with report printing.  However, the Local C

handler engine has been changed to better handle and eliminate most of th
 
The security feature in PSQL 8.5 allows a system administrator to turn
level file access privilege for the Elliott data files.  Before PSQL 8.5, a sy
administrator had to grant users O/S level file access privilege in order for
function.  This often caused concern for system administrators since users c
accidentally, or intentionally, delete Elliott data files through Windo

This includes a change to the GLJNLT99.BTR file where the new version d
the file, so the user does not have to have delete privileges for the data dire
 
Our

exit the system.  W
posting and we are removing the TTS (Transaction Tracking System) flag from
Setup. 
 
Audit Master Support 
Pervasive Audit Master can monitor most every transaction that takes pla
Elliott.  This includes every time Elliott rewrites the record back to th
regardless if the record had changed or not.  In some areas of the Elliott app
may attempt to rewrite to the Perv
reduce the size of the lo
now compare the record in the database with the data it intends to write
same, then the Elliott system manager will not write back to the dat
cluttering Audit Master.  This is also somewhat of a performance improve
avoids the unnecessary rewrite operation. 
 
DYO Forms Improvements 
With the latest Elliott V7.3, y
Saturn Design your Ow
designated, the normal Saturn

 
DDF Improvement 
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VIEW 
IEW 
IEW 

_VW 
T_VW 

ITM_VW 
CAT_VW 
_VW 

W 
W 

AT_VW 
ORD_VIEW 

IEW 
IEW 

IEW 
PCD_VIEW 

R_VIEW 
 

PHIS_VIEW 
• SYATTRIB_DEDHIS_VIEW 

 

 Receiving Item File 
te Receiving Serial File 

tch File 
mer Import Batch File 

• IMTSFBAH: IM Transfer Batch History File 
• IMTSFTRH: IM Transfer Transaction History File 

ties Log File 
• IMLOCHST: IM Location History File 
• CPBOXFIL: COP Box File 
• CPBOXFHS: COP Box History File 
• SYPACKCD: System Package Code File 

• ARCUSEXT_
• CPBOXFIL_V
• CPBOXFHS_V
• CPCUSWLF_VIEW 
• CPHODHDR_VIEW 
• CPPRCFIL1_CUSITM
• CPPRCFIL2_CUSCA
• CPPRCFIL3_TYP
• CPPRCFIL4_TYP
• CPPRCFIL5_CUS
• CPPRCFIL6_ITM_V
• CPPRCFIL7_TYP_V
• CPPRCFIL8_C
• CPORDPMT_
• CPORDPMT_INV_V
• CPRECHDR_V
• CPRECLIN_V
• CPSHPFIL_ZI
• IMDSTPAC_VIEW 
• IMGTINFI_VIEW 
• IMITMADT_VIEW 
• IMLOCHST_VIEW 
• IMLSHST_INV_HD
• SYATTRIB_EMP_VIEW
• SYATTRIB_EM

• SYATTRIB_INV_VIEW
• SYATTRIB_ORD_VIEW 

W • SYATTRIB_WRKORD_VIE
• WSORDLIN_VIEW 

 
The following tables have been added: 

• POPURECI: PO Pending Update
• POPURECS: PO Pending Upda
• IMTSFBAT: IM Transfer Ba
• ARECIBAT: AR eContact Custo

• SYACTLOG: System Activi
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• IMDSTPAC: IM Distribution Type Account File 

LOCFIL has 
les 

Line Item before posting.  As a result, if you were using PO Warehouse Receiving in 
version is required when upgrading to V7.3. 

rrow key to 
eans 

iott Note, Link, Attribute, Event or eContact to the user ID.  
, Copy User. 

ch, the highlighted customer or vendor 
 like address, customer type, phone, etc., will be displayed at the 

 the right customer or 

Deferred 
g in the 

e started automatically with an assumed user 
identity (setup under Elliott toolbar button Setup Preference, Print etc. tab) so as soon as 

oaded and 
eferred 

inimized, which may 
have interfered with the server console operation. 

cessing also generates events when it runs into an error.  The 
d be notified 

In General Ledger G/L Account File Maintenance, you can now designate an account as 
“Inactive.”  When an account becomes inactive, you will not be able to enter that account 

ou for an account number.  The exceptions are G/L 
Account File Maintenance, G/L Account Inquiry, each sub module’s account file 
maintenance and printing selection screen programs where it prompts for an account 
number.  Also, the F7 or F8 Account Search will not display the inactive account (if you 
choose to validate G/L accounts in the sub module setup). 

• IMDISTYP: IM Distribution Type File 

 
The table POREQTRX has been changed to support Blanket Orders and IM
been changed to support Receiving, Shipping and Production bins.  The tab
POWHRECI and POWHRECS have been changed to support multiple receivings per PO 

V7.2, a special data con
 
Password File Maintenance 
Editing a user in Password File Maintenance will now allow for the up-a
change the Name, Position, Email, etc.  Also, the 5 Amigos are supported which m
you can now attach an Ell
We have added the F3 key to Copy User Company in addition to the F2
 
Customer and Vendor Search 
When you perform a Customer or Vendor sear
detail information
bottom of the search window to make it easier to identify if this is
vendor that the user is searching for. 
 
Deferred Processing 
Deferred Processing has been significantly improved in Elliott V7.3.  
Processing can run in minimized mode by default now (like Services runnin
background).  Deferred Processing can b

a user logs on the server console, the Elliott Deferred Processing can be l
minimized in the task pane on the right side of the task bar.  In the past, D
Processing needed to run in the full screen mode and could not be m

 
The V7.3 Deferred Pro
system administrator can subscribe to Deferred Processing Error events an
by email when a deferred process stops due to an error. 
 

General Ledger New Features 
Inactive Account Support 

throughout Elliott where it prompts y
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eatures 

 as the 2nd line in 
ot applicable to 

ure can be turned off and on in Global Setup.  

en: 
anged from 
 same with the 

iscellaneous 
he 3rd screen is 

n down into 
ded under the 

pdated through 
 customer’s file 

t freight pay code 
 is blank, it 
 Order 

in Global 
as “Prepaid” on 

 able to enter the freight 

maintenance 
 support of the 

livery 
frame by customer 

two years 
te is cleared, 

ice Amount: This field is the accumulation of the 
total amount on all orders that currently have the picking ticket printed or are 
invoiced, but not posted.  This field can be important to determine customer credit 

e part of customer 
this amount for credit checking, you may change the 

flag to “Y” in Global Setup -> Cop-Ctl -> Credit Check & Release -> 9. Include 
Pick/Inv Amount in Credit Checking.  This field can be recalculated through A/R 
Age Customer Account processing. 

Accounts Receivable New F
Customer Account Inquiry with Reference 
You may now view Reference Information of the A/R Open Item record
the A/R Account Inquiry screen (the traditional inquiry screen only, n
summary account inquiry).  This feat
 
Customer File Maintenance Enhancement 
The following are new features added to the customer file maintenance scre

• Customer Screen Re-Arrange: The Customer Screen has been ch
two screens to three screens.  The first screen pretty much stays the
addition of the Salesman fields.  The 2nd screen contains mostly m
fields, Customer_Note_1 – 5 and User Amount and Date fields.  T
for statistical or accumulated fields. 

• ABC Class: Similar to item inventory class, customers can be broke
A, B or C class for analysis.  A new Customer ABC report is provi
A/R report section to help you categorize your customers into these three classes.  
By default, it uses the 80-15-5 rule.  The ABC code can either be u
the Customer ABC Analysis Report or manually entered into the
maintenance record. 

• Freight Col/Prepaid: This field allows you to set up the defaul
for the customer as C = “Collect”, P = “Prepaid” or blank.  When it
means “Prepaid.”  This field will serve as the default value for COP
Header.  Another new feature introduced allows you to determine in Global Setup 
if “P” means “Prepaid and Free”.  If you choose to turn on this flag 
setup, then when the Freight Pay Code = “P” it will be printed 
shipping documents and the invoice.  But, you will not be
amount in the billing screen since it is “Free.” 

• Shipping Time: This field was added to the COP Ship-To File 
screen.  It is currently used only in COP Order Ship Data Export in
EDI 856 (Advance Shipping Notice) to determine the estimated arrival date. 

• Days Deliver Early OK: This field is used by the Customer De
Performance report to allow the setup of a window period time 
that is allowed for delivery early. 

• Sales Year before Last Year: This field allows users have at least 
worth of history for a customer.  When Customer Sales Year To Da
Customer Sales Last Year is moved to this field. 

• Open Orders Pick or Invo

balance since the amount on these orders will soon becom
account balance.  To include 
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tomer is added or 
ill be updated and display in the 2nd screen of 

an attribute at 
bal setup.  If this 

 will pop up 
automatically so you don’t have to go to the “Change” mode to bring up the 

 to enter an attribute for the newly added customer. 

rts Fuel Surcharge by allowing the user to enter the 

 
ign the next 

ch is now called 
 actually see more 
.”  Initially, the 
ay highlight each 

voucher will display at the bottom of the window.   
 

stributed to 
for more 
ll offer you the 

 
n the detail easier 

unt Inquiry.”  You can access Notes, 
eated during the voucher entry.  This give you an 

 The Links 

ry Account 
Inquiry,” we are keeping it for backward compatibility. 
 

ity 
Similar to COP Sales Order Import Utility, this add-on feature will let you import and 
create New A/P Transactions from a pre-defined fixed length ASCII file.  This function is 
provided mainly for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) where you may receive invoices 
from vendor on a mass basis.  Instead of entering them into the Elliott A/P module 

• Customer Create/Last Modify Date & Time: When a cus
changed, these two fields w
customer maintenance and inquiry. 

• Enter Attribute When Adding Customer: If you wish to define 
the time of adding a customer, you may turn on this flag in Glo
flag is on, then when you add a customer the attribute window

customer in order
 
UPS Fuel Surcharge Support 
Elliott Freight Calculation now suppo
surcharge percent in Freight Mode table. 

Accounts Payable New Features 

Assign Vendor Sequentially
You may now enable this feature in Global Setup and automatically ass
vendor number.   
 
Summary Account Inquiry 
This is a new feature in addition to the original Account Inquiry whi
“Detail Account Inquiry.”  Contrary to the name “Summary,” you can
detail in “Summary Account Inquiry” than in “Detail Account Inquiry
system will display a list of vouchers with one line per invoice.  You m
voucher and the detail of that 

In some situations, a voucher may be paid through multiple checks or di
multiple accounts.  The system will offer you the option to drill down 
information.  In addition, if a voucher is linked to a PO, the system wi
option to drill down to the PO detail. 

You may also select a date range of vouchers to view and zoom in o
than inquiring the information in “Detail Acco
Attributes and Links that were cr
extensive ability to document the voucher if there are any irregularities. 
function also provides a foundation for the Document Imaging System. 
 
Although “Detail Account Inquiry” can be fully replaced by “Summa

New A/P Transactions Import Util
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p your vendor invoice data into 
the Elliott A/P Import ASCII file format and automate this process. 

on in the 
ost of the information if they are not present.  This makes it 

apping process. 

tion 
ent Selection.  You can leave 

ns on all four sides 
 laser printer friendly.  It is recommended you use the laser form to 

lti-copy dot-matrix form (same layout as laser form) 
atch the 

afeteria Plan) and 401K.  
deral Withholding Tax (FWT) and 

hile the 401K 
duced flag will 

allow the Elliott W-2 print program to correctly differentiate between them. 

 Windows Envelope 
the employee’s 

ith this release. 

 as the 
erve as the 
P for the 

ork order.  With Elliott V7.3, manufacturers can use the ATP to control the 
material purchasing, as well as sub-assembly manufacturing. 
 
Also, in the new ATP inquiry window, the system now supports drill down so users can 

and Production Order detail easily.  Certain drill 
down functions can be disabled by the user if there are security concerns (i.e. if the “See 
ATP Vendor And PO Info” security flag is turned off for a user, then user can’t drill 
down to the PO). 
 

manually, you may go through a mapping process to ma

 
Like COP Sales Order, the A/P Import Utility requires very little informati
ASCII file and can assume m
easy for the data m
 
Payment Prepara
The Vendor Type has been added to the Generalized Paym
this blank to select all.   

Payroll New Features 
2004 Payroll W-2 Alignment Changes 
The 2004 W-2 form layout has been slightly changed with more margi
of the form to make it
print 2004 W-2s, however the mu
will continue to work.  Also, the magnetic media file has been updated to m
current SSA specifications. 
 
Tax Deferred Field in Deduction Code 
This field is introduced to differentiate between Section 125 (C
Both of these deduction codes are exempt from Fe
were considered as the retirement plan by Elliott in the previous release.  W
plan is tax deferred (retirement plan), Section 125 is not.  This newly intro

 
Print Payroll Check on Standard #9
A global setup flag is introduced to allow you to print Payroll checks so 
address will appear in the window of a standard #9 window envelope w

Inventory Management New Features 
Available to Promise (ATP) Improvements 
One significant improvement in this release is Elliott now supports BOMP Production 
Order components to show up in ATP.  ATP has been used by many users
distributors’ MRP and manufacturer’s customer service tool.  It couldn’t s
manufacturer’s MRP tool before because it did not support component AT
production w

see the Sales Order, Purchase Order 
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TP and 
arehouse to 

tered into the 
his gives users 

ture with a high degree of certainty. 

er or Vendor 
mer, “V” = 

 issued or 
 reference 

he inventory 
udit trail re  a t g where the Reference-

nt in inventory transaction audit trail originally come from. 
Reference-Doc-No Comment 

Two additional ATP transaction types are introduced in V7.3: Transfer A
Receiving ATP.  Transfer ATP refers to the inventory in transit from one w
another.  Receiving ATP refers to the PO receiving transactions that are en
system, but not posted yet (due to QA inspection, or maybe still at sea).  T
better visibility of available inventory in the near fu
 
Inventory Transaction Audit Trail Report Improvements 
A new selection criteria is introduced to prompt for “Select by Custom
Number?”.  The possible answers are “N” = No (default), “C” = Custo
Vendor.  This option allows users to narrow down transactions that were
received from a particular customer or vendor.  In addition, comment and

ber from ction ca d on tdocument num  the original transa n be printe
transaction a port.  The following is able illustratin
Doc-No and Comme
Processes  
Invoice Posting Purchase Order Nu  To Name mber Ship
PO Warehouse Receiving Inv/Doc Number Comment 
I/M Transaction Processing  Comment 
W/O Production Posting  W/O Description 
 
Distribution Code 
In the previous version, when warehouse personnel tried to enter an inven
(batch mode) they were prompted for the distribution G/L account numbe
cau p

tory transaction 
r.  This usually 

ffic l do not have sufficient 
knowledge to know what account to use under what condition.  In Elliott V7.3, we are 

or example, you 
ing two G/L 

5720-050 Marketing Expense – Marketing Department 
g Department will share the sample merchandise 

 I/M transaction 
nt to distribute.  

 Distribution Code will be printed on the Inventory Transaction Audit Trail Report to 

 flag in Global Setup to exclude obsolete items in the Item Search 
Window to reduce the number of items that show up and thus making locating the item 
easier. 

Additional Criteria Support in I/M Reports 
• Obsolete Flag: Obsolete flags are added to Stock Status and Frozen Stock Status 

Reports’ selection screens so users can reduce the size of the report by excluding 
the obsolete items. 

sed o eration di ulty since most warehouse personne

introducing “Distribution Code” which users can set up in advance.  F
may set up a distribution code for “SAMPLE” that distributes to the follow
expense accounts: 

50% 5720-040 Marketing Expense – Sales Department 
 50% 
This means the Sales and Marketin
expense 50-50.  Once the user enters the distribution code “SAMPLE” in
processing, the user does not need to be concerned with which G/L Accou
The
aid auditing. 
 
Item Search to Exclude Obsolete Items 
You may turn on this
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ock Status, 
orts’ selection screens so each buyer only needs to 

election: 
ct Category.  It 

ore accurately print out the items they need 
eport for MRP purposes. 

t item will be 
up a short cut 
 End Item 

s in the kit item 
e kit item 

.  As you enter a short cut parent item, the components will be copied over to 
rder as individual line items.  Since each component is an 

lly backorder 

 

 now prompts if you wish to create all inventory locations as the 

Line Item 
Sequence and Unit Weight are copied from item master when the order 

d later in the 
ause 
r picking 

e (bin number), the corresponding COP line items will be changed 

hough contract 
dow in Order 
ation was not 
ll supported in 

ering a feature 
option item in COP Sales Order, allocation of the components took place at 
different times, depending on whether you use BOMP Production Work Order or 

er.  If you used Shop Order, then allocation took 
place during Shop Order release.  If you used BOMP Work Order, then allocation 
took place during Sales Order Entry time.  This logic is inconsistent and 
confusing.  Therefore, in Elliott V7.3, if you use BOMP Work Order, the 
Features/Options components allocation will take place on the BOMP side and 

• Buyer/Analyst Code: This field is added to Stock Status, Frozen St
Re-Order Advice and ATP Rep
print their relevant items for managing. 

• ATP Report: The following new criteria are added for this report s
Buyer Code, Manufacture or Purchase, Re-Order Level and Produ
will allow the buyer or planner to m
on the ATP r

 
Short Cut Item Support 
A Short Cut Item is similar to a kit item except the components of a short cu
managed as individual line items in a sales order or purchase order.  To set 
item, you must first designate the parent item with an “S” (Short Cut) in the
Code field of the item master.  Then, you need to set up all the component
file maintenance.  You are allowed to set the price of each component in th
maintenance
the Sales Order or Purchase O
individual line item in a Sales Order or Purchase Order, you may individua
or receive them. 

Copy Item to Create All Locations 
The Copy Item function
new item is created. 

Customer Order Processing New Features 
Order Entry Improvements 

• Line Item Picking Sequence and Unit Weight Synchronization: 
Picking 
line item is entered.  If Unit Weight or Picking Sequence is change
item master, they are not reflected in the Order Line item and can c
confusion.  In Elliott V7.3, when the user changes the item weight o
sequenc
accordingly. 

• Better Contract Pricing Support: In the prior release, even t
pricing was supported when users try to bring up the price code win
Entry, Sales Desk or Stock Status Inquiry, the contract price inform
displayed.  With this release, the contract pricing information is we
these areas. 

• Features/Options Allocation: In prior Elliott versions, when ent

Shop Floor Control Shop Ord
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r 
 whether or not 
mponents will 
n the 

on flag on the 
e is part of the 

s so you can 
ntory. 
ow be changed 
ify this to be 
hanged, you 
an, Tax Code 

er. 
you to close 

 
 you to define a 

 checks.  If the 
prompted for 

payment information in the Billing screen of Order Entry.  
ct: The Billing Unselect function will restore the Quantity to Ship 

 List selection 
ation as well. 

 Desk now supports eContacts and users can send a 
The eContact 

n the order is 

ntity in Sales 

• Prompt for Serial Number for Creating “I” type of Order: You may enter a 
I” type order.  The system will then prompt you for 

e Sales Desk 

e are now 

• Quantity Divide and Multiply: The Sales Order Import and Export functions 
now support dividing or multiplying the import quantity by the Item User 

l if your EDI trading partner stocks the item ordered 
in a different quantity than you.  The flag can be set in the EDI profile in 
Customer Maintenance. 

• Replacement Order Import: In prior releases, Elliott supported the import of 
new sales orders.  With V7.3, we added support to import replacement sales 

this will make it consistent with SFC.  When you copy a sales orde
features/options line item to the BOMP side, you can now specify
to allocate the components.  If you choose to allocate, then the co
be allocated at the copy time.  If you do not choose to allocate, the
components will be allocated when you choose to change allocati
work order to “Y” or when you print the work order.  This chang
new support for adding an “Allocation” flag to BOMP Work Order
leave long term work orders in the system without allocating inve

• Change Customer in Order Entry: The customer number can n
in Order Entry by turning on a flag in Global Setup.  You can spec
allowed for Orders, Quotes or Blanket Orders.  If the customer is c
can have Elliott automatically update the Ship Via, Terms, Salesm
and Location on the order to reflect the default from the new custom

• Close One Line Item: A global flag has been added that will allow 
one line item on an order and leave the rest of the line items open.

• urce: AR Payment Source in Glob Payment So al Setup will allow
default source for credit card transactions, cash, gift certificates and
source is blank, then that payment type will not be available when 

• Billing Unsele
for each line item.  Location has been added to the Billing Edit
criteria.  This feature applies to Shipping Verification and Confirm

 
Sales Desk Improvements 

• Sales Desk Quote: Sales
Sales Desk Quote through Email as well laser Sales Desk Quote.  
added in the Sales Desk screen will become the order eContact whe
created.   

• Negative Quantity: The user is allowed to enter a negative qua
Desk for returns or exchanges.   

serialized item and create an “
the serial number when the order is created.  These changes mak
friendlier as a point of sale tool. 

• Ship-To Wish List: In addition to supporting customer wish list, w
supporting wish list items at the ship-to level. 

 
Sales Order Import/Export Improvements 

Amount.  This is most helpfu
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ily for EDI 830 
recast orders (PO Release) to make long term planning orders visible on the 

eplacement 
r number range.  You can 

ext order number in the COP Control File as well. 

ference number (Order Number from COP or 

vileges to 
y the information. 

redit Card 

nd Order 
g on this flag 

edgement or 
, your default 

re sending it out. 
n Email: Also, as of this release, you may optionally show 

ddition, you can 
y database.  This 

an post the invoice first and send the Shipping Confirmation Email 
mation Email 

Freight, Sales 
t zero. 

m now supports 
turn this option on in 

t Laser Form Template 
(CP02P2.F01 - 03) from the \Elliott7\Forms directory.  Also, there are several 
defaults that have been added to the Global Setup for Packing Lists including 

items and include billed items on the Packing List.  
You may now print a Packing List immediately after the billing selection, 
shipping verification and shipping confirmation by turning on the option in 
Global setup.  This function is useful for companies who let the shipping 
department perform the billing selection, simplifying their process. 

orders.  The replacement sales order import was invented primar
fo
ATP. 

• Optional Separate Order Range: The Sales Order Import and R
Order Import each optionally support their own orde
still use the n

 
Credit Card Processing 
The credit card receipt will now print the re
maintenance window reference from AR).  The reference text in the AR Credit Card Trx 
Process will also print as well as the customer name. 
 
Security is improved in the payment window so if a user does not have pri
access credit card information the F7 lookup window will not displa
 
The system now supports a force transaction in A/R Credit Card Transaction Processing 
by entering the Approval Number in advance before Interfacing with C
Gateway.  
 
Email Improvements 

• Interactive Mode Support: With this new release, you may now se
Acknowledgements and Order Quotes in Interactive mode by turnin
in Global Setup.  Interactive mode means when the Order Acknowl
Order Quote Email is sent, instead of sending it in the background
email client will pop up so you can review the email content befo

• Shipping Confirmatio
backordered line items in the Shipping Confirmation Email.  In a
send Shipping Confirmation Email from the Invoice Histor
means you c
later.  With prior versions, you had to send your Shipping Confir
before the invoice was posted. 

• Order Acknowledgement Email: The Miscellaneous Charges, 
Tax and Amount Paid will now print on the bottom if they are no

 
Shipping Improvement 

• Laser Packing List and Immediate Packing List:  The syste
Packing List with the Laser Form option.  You will need to 
Global setup.  You also need to import the Packing Lis

Location, print zero quantity 
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ent “Shipping 
 is from the 

ted with the 
 why it has 
eport” is from 

ped already and 
 or invoiced. 

ment message for 

lag, Use 
et Cutoff Date 
ackorders are 

a Entry Improvement: Staging Slip is also called Wave Pick.  
mbers and edit 
uld not change it 

h to assume 
mple, while 

e the 
e name of 

mer type.  The 
ders, Quotes 

Shipping Acknowledgements.  By default, the system retrieves the company name 
l identity is set up in the customer type.  Be 

nvoices are 
nd may not be 

jected to this control mechanism. 

.  The email 
onfigured in the 

sting Messages are 
added to alert users of potential problems.  Also, certain error condition messages 
will be written to the System Activity Log file.  These messages include “Order 
Invoiced but Not OK” and “Invoice is not posted due to waiting for EDI 

• Purge Tracking Note: You can configure global setup to delete the shipment 
tracking note when the invoice is posted to AR.  This can be set to “Y” for 
always, “N” for never or “P” for only when the invoice is partially posted.  

• Manifest Orders Status Report: This is a new report to supplem
Manifest Tracking Report.”  “Shipping Manifest Tracking Report”
Orders point of view to find out if there is a tracking number associa
order.  This is useful for finding out if an order has been shipped and
not been shipped yet.  On the other hand, “Manifest Orders Status R
the shipping point of view to find out if the orders have been ship
why they have not been selected for billing

• Picking Ticket Alignment: You can eliminate the print align
Picking Tickets by setting a flag in the Global Setup. 

• Picking Ticket Cutoff Date Improvement: A new global setup f
Request Date For Shipping Control, determines if the Picking Tick
is by Request Date or Promise Date.  This flag also determines if b
filled using a cutoff by Request Date or Promise Date. 

• Staging Slip Dat
A new user interface is introduced to allow users to add order nu
them.  In previous versions, users could only add an order, but co
if a mistake was made. 

• Assume Different Identity Support: Certain companies may wis
various different names for sales and marketing purposes.  For exa
selling retail items to a consumer on the Internet, the company may assum
name of company A, and then selling to a wholeseller may assume th
company B.  You can now set up different identities in each custo
different names set up in customer type will then show up on the Or
and RMA Acknowledgements (regular or laser), as well as Emails, Invoices and 

from the company file if no specia
aware the printing of company name for most Picking Tickets and I
controlled by either laser template form or pre-printed on the form a
sub

 
Return Merchandise Acknowledgement (RMA) 
The option to print an Immediate RMA Acknowledgement is now available
option and laser forms have been added for RMA as well.  These can be c
Global Setup. 
 
Invoice Posting Improvements 

• Additional Invoice Posting Message: Additional Invoice Po

interface.” 
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ified to 
les Journal for 

ismatch, duplicate invoice number, serial number 
in number, incomplete order, etc. 

Order History.  
rder History by 

to purge posted 
sed 
 Order 

be no reason not to purge the posted orders 
en orders only) means various operations in Customer 

each customer’s delivery 
ng the following category: 

 Promise Date 
) 

Quantity Deliver Late 
nce.  Without 
sidered early.  

cause one day late is considered 
late.   

ur fault.  You 
 from calculating 

 the customer.   
 

ned line items in 
RDLS), CP 

 Inventory Bin file (IMBININV).  These are 
that do not have an Order Header record. 

In addition to the price and cost information, the weight and volume of the item can be 
function.  The global flags for each must be turned 

on first. 
 
Order Status Report 
The Order Status Report has been improved to include options for Selected Orders and 
Not Posted Invoices.  A Status column has been added to the report to show the order 

• Pre-Post Improvement: The Pre-Post Sales Journal has been mod
perform the same error/warning check like the logic in Posting Sa
things like line item amount m
or b

  
Order History 
When a posted order is now purged in V7.3, its data is being moved to 
The same principle applies to a deleted order.  Users can inquire O
Customer and Order Number.  In the past, some users were reluctant 
orders and this caused the Order files to grow quite large over time and cau
performance issues in the COP module.  Since order details are now kept in
History (as well as invoice history), there will 
more often.  Smaller order files (op
Order Processing module will go a lot faster. 
 
Customer Delivery Performance Report 

n V7.3 that provides the ability to analyze This is a new report i
performance by compari

Request Date vs.
Deliver Date vs. Request Date or Promise Date (Based on Global Setup
Quantity Deliver Early 
Quantity Deliver On-Time 

You may define the time frame window for early in customer file maintena
setting up the time frame window, then shipping it one day early will be con
There is no option to define a late delivery window be

 
Sometimes, a shipment is not delivered on time due to reasons other than o
may exempt this shipment in Sales History Transaction file maintenance
to negatively affect our delivery performance for

Order Integrity Check 
This utility, located under the Utilities in Global Setup, will delete orpha
the CP Order Line Item file (CPORDLIN), CP Order Lot/Serial file (CPO
Order Option file (CPORDOPT) and Item
line item records 
 
Weight and Volume Support In Future Price 

configured through the Future Price 
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lank) = Open 
 The report has been redesigned to make it more readable, especially if printing by 

ser wished to 
o bring up and 
 the promise 
ange all line 
 PO promise 

 define in Global 
 “Arrival 

oods to us).  

 PO Inquiry 
PO Form for 

efault, the item 
 item cost if the pricing table is not set up in the 

 as the default if 
release, you 

not using the 

• Easy Add PO Line in Change Mode: If you have tried to add a PO Line in 

 items, then this 
=Add New Line” 

hange. 
 

Printing Improvement 
der Line Item 

and this 
dition, you 

may print the PO Revision Number on the PO. 

A PO Revision database is introduced in Elliott V7.3 to track when a PO is added, 
changed, canceled or purged.  Each time a PO is printed and posted, the PO revision 

mber zero is for the new PO.  Each PO changed or 
canceled will increment the revision number by 1. 
 
The current PO revision number is displayed on the PO header and Inquiry screens.  In 
addition, the PO revision number can be printed on the PO form.  In regular PO inquiry, 

status; X = Not Posted Invoice, S = Selected, I = Incomplete, P = Picked, (B
Order. 
customer. 

Purchase Order New Features 
Purchase Order Entry Improvement 

• Mass Update PO Promise Date:  In previous releases, when a u
change all line items’ promise date of a PO, the user would have t
change each line item individually.  Now a user can simply change
date on the PO header screen and system will ask if you wish to ch
items’ promise date.  After the change, the ATP will reflect the new
date immediately without ATP re-generation. 

• PO Arrival Date & Shipping Date Support: A user may now
setup whether the PO Line Item Request/Promise Date is either the
Date” or “Shipping Date” (The date the vendor needs to ship the g
The delivery lead time can be defined in the vendor file maintenance.  Both 
Arrival and Shipping Date will be displayed in the PO Line Item and
Screen.  The Request Date and Promise Date can be printed on the 
both Arrival and Shipping information. 

• Support Using Item Standard Cost as PO Line Item Cost: By d
last cost is used as the PO line
vendor item table.  You may choose to use the item standard cost
you are using standard cost method in inventory setup.  With this 
may choose to use item standard cost as the default even if you are 
standard cost method. 

change mode, you will need to first find out the last line number, then enter the 
next sequential line number to add.  If you have a lot of PO line
can be somewhat tedious.  In this release, we are adding the “F2
function in the PO Line Item C

Purchase Order 
Elliott V7.3 now supports printing of Item_Note_1 – 5 on Purchase Or
level.  The UPC code is often stored in one of the Item_Note_1 – 5 fields 
improvement essentially enables you to print UPC codes on the PO.  In ad

 
PO Revision Control 

database is updated.  The revision nu
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 F4 to bring up revision history.  The full revision details are kept in the 
revision database. 

O revision 
refore, the user can now perform inquiry on purged POs through the PO 

rd cost method.  
, the current cost is 

 $11.50.  In this 
. 

ount and the 
price variance 

 standard cost variance account in Material Cost Location Account File 
this feature.  If you do not set up a valid standard cost 

 purchase price 

7.3 that provides the ability to analyze each vendor’s delivery 
ng the following category: 

Setup) 

Quantity Deliver On-Time 

 file maintenance.  
e if the 

O.   

 vendor’s fault.  
n PO Receiving Accrual file maintenance from 

livery performance.   

ompared with 
se order in order to 

ort, which is a great relief to many users (since they do not want to lose the 
ability to inquire past purchase orders). 

A global flag has been added to determine if the PO Requisition Process should consume 
a blanket Purchase Order.  In the past, Purchase Requisition always assumed creating a 
new purchase order.  In V7.3, it can optionally create a Blanket Release if a Blanket 
Order is found. 

you may press

 
When the PO is purged now, the final version of the PO is saved in the P
database.  The
revision database. 
 
Support Purchase Variance and Standard Variance 
Let’s start with an example for illustration.  Let’s say you are using standa
Standard cost for item A is $10.00.  Due to currency fluctuation
$11.00 on the PO.  When we received the invoice, the vendor charged us
case, there is a $1.00 standard cost variance and a $0.50 purchase variance
  
In previous Elliott releases, there was only one purchase cost variance acc
entire $1.50 went to that account.  In V7.3, you can setup both a purchase 
account and a
setup.  You do not have to enable 
variance account, then all cost variances will continue to be posted to the
variance account. 
 
Vendor Delivery Performance Reports 
This is a new report in V

pariperformance by com
Request Date vs. Promise Date 
Deliver Date vs. Request Date or Promise Date (Based on Global 
Quantity Deliver Early 

Quantity Deliver Late 
You may define the time frame window for early or late in Vendor
Without setting up the time frame window, then it is only considered on tim
vendor delivered on the same date as the request or promise date on the P
 
Sometimes, a shipment is not delivered on time due to reasons other than
You may exempt this shipment i
calculating to negatively affect vendor’s de
 
The report shows the actual variance and a percentage of the variance.  C
the Vendor History Report, you do not need to close or purge a purcha
use this rep

 
Purchase Requisition to Consume Blanket Order 
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 per PO line item 
ange, we are 

arehouse Receiving Files, which you need to 

ss by using 
, you can also 

ce and update all 
e.  This makes it practical for you to track the 

urate ATP 

ating the 
ceive the 
ore there is 

ser would like 
to update the serial history with the invoice number for warranty purposes.  Pending 

mbers that do not have an invoice number.  
ed, the user can update the Pending file and post the 

 

 BOMP Work 
was entered the 

 users have 
mponent 

an now 
nally ask the system to check components’ availability when adding a new 

production work order.  Details of components can be displayed to easily identify 

veloped in 
rint Production 

Work Orders on a laser form with barcode support for parent and component item 
numbers. 

 
Scanner Support for Creating Production Structure 

e have introduced a new feature where pressing F3 
will import the structure from a handheld scanner.  This feature allows users to build a 
parent item’s product structure with a scanner. 
 

 
Warehouse Receiving Improvement 
In Elliott V7.2, users were restricted to making one receiving transaction
before it was posted.  This restriction is lifted in V7.3.  Because of this ch
changing the database structure for PO W
convert if you were using this feature in V7.2.   
 
In Elliott V7.3, you can optionally implement the batch receiving proce
Vessel Number.  Not only you can print and post by Vessel number now
update the vessel’s expected or actual arrival date in one central pla
associated ATP records for the new dat
shipment as soon as it leaves your vendor’s port and provide more acc
information for customer service and planning. 
  
In addition, the system now optionally supports “Pending Update” for upd
invoice number to Serial History.  Pending Update takes place when you re
serial number, but the warehouse has not received the invoice yet and theref
no invoice number to enter.  However, once the invoice is received, the u

Update will store all posted, received serial nu
Once the invoice number is receiv
pending file to update Serial History with the proper Invoice Number. 

Bill of Material Processor New Features 
Production Work Order Improvement 

• Option Not to Allocate Work Order: A new flag is added to
Order for “Allocate.”  With previous releases, when a work order 
material of the work order was always allocated immediately.  Now
the option to enter a long range work order without allocating co
inventory. 

• Check Components’ Availability: With a global setup flag, users c
optio

the shortage components. 
• Work Order Laser Form: A new laser form template has been de

Elliott V7.3 to support production work orders.  Users can now p

In Product Structure Maintenance, w
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res 

e printing of 
his feature can 

rocessing.  By 
connecting a keyboard wedge scanner to a PC, the user can now scan shop order 

t. 

“Close Order 
se one shop order 

rs to close 
stem can 

ine the shop orders that are qualified for closing and close those shop orders 
automatically.  It is designed as a report to list the shop orders in range and show the 
status of whether it has been closed or not.  If not, it will show the reason for not closing 
it.   

Shop Floor Control New Featu
Support Barcode Printing on Dispatch Report 
A new template had been added for the SFC Dispatch Report to allow th
barcodes for Shop Order Number, Operation Number and Quantity.  T
speed up the data collection process in SFC Activities Transaction P

numbers, operation numbers and quantity information directly into Elliot
 
With Dispatch Report, we also support the option to print a separator line between two 
operations to make the report more readable. 
 
Close Shop Order Batch Function 
In previous Elliott releases, users could close a shop order through the 
Processing.”  It was designed as an interactive process for users to clo
at a time.  In Elliott V7.3, we introduce an additional function to allow use
shop orders on a batch basis.  Based on parameters the user supplies, the sy
determ
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ized support 
O modules 

aid Or Deposit 
s improves 

e used for Point of 
Sale.  Elliott V7.2 provides the necessary foundation for Elliott Internet Solutions to 

provement in Elliott V7.2: 

g printer names 
indows 

ves support for 
inal Server.   

g 
workstation 

e default.  You 

one copy of a picking ticket in the office and one copy to the warehouse at the same time. 

 list view.  
tent in the list 

A new printer default maintenance utility program is provided under “Printer Setup”.  
an print the Printer Default List by workstation ID or delete a Printer Default.  

 case the 
ion window, 
rt over for that 

 
Attribute 
An Attribute is a way to expand the Elliott database without any modification.  In Elliott 
V7.2, the screen design capability for attributes has been significantly improved: (1) The 
user can specify the field length and default value for each field in an Attribute.  (2) Each 

ate against an Elliott master table or against a user 
pre-defined codes table. (3) User can decide the sequence of each field. 
 

What’s New since Elliott V7.1 
In Elliott V7.2, we specifically improved the printing capability and optim
for Microsoft Terminal Server.  Many features added in the IM, COP and P
are collectively referred to as the Warehouse Management solution.  Prep
taking processes are greatly improved.  The On-line Credit Card proces
support for mail order & telemarketing type businesses.  It can also b

move to a .NET platform.  The following is a list of im
 

System Wide Features 
Printing 
In Elliott V7.2, printing has been significantly improved.  In the past, lon
(names greater than 32 characters) were not supported.  V7.2 supports all W
printer names up to 220 characters long.  This change significantly impro
printing to the client’s local printer in Windows 2000, XP, 2003 and Term
 
In addition, V7.2 supports saving printer dev mode which means any printin
characteristic of a printer driver can be saved and remembered in Elliott by 
and report.  For example, you may choose to print a certain print job to a certain printer 
and paper tray and Elliott will remember that and use it the next time as th
can also send a print job to multiple printers at the same time.  For example, you can print 

 
Most of the GUI windows with list view now support the printing of the
Simply right click on the list view and choose “Print this list” and the con
view can be printed on the selected printer. 
 

Users c
The printer default is created automatically in the print option window.  In
printer default is corrupted to a point that user can’t recover in the print opt
the user can use the Printer Default delete option to delete the entry and sta
particular print job. 

field can be a free form field or valid
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only available 
tion screen for that 

odule. 

s.  That is, when an attribute code 
ibute records will be deleted as well. 

u.  In 
a.  This 
ou can now send 

s.  Inventory Location 
re normalized so users can get inventory quantity information from all 

nistrator can force either all or some users to periodically change 
pts allowed 

ist is provided 

d as a salesman, 
ng another 

, order entry, 
knowledgement, quote printing, sales desk, stock status inquiry, freight 

calculation, order and invoice inquiry, open orders by salesman report, customer file 
uiry (both original and summary).  By 

ow remote 
tt to view their orders, invoices and customer 

 sales order once the picking ticket is printed. 

r to create sales orders. 

• Allow the user to override terms code or salesman in order entry. 
• Allow the user to override discount percent. 
• Determine access rights for change and delete customer records. 

 
It is suggested that you review the new Elliott security flags in Global Security 
immediately after you upgrade to V7.2. 
 

In addition, an attribute can be associated with a specific master table and 
for that master table.  When you choose to do so, a special data collec
attribute will be available under the special function within the designated m
 
We also added referential integrity support for attribute
is deleted, the associated attr
 
Mass Email & Export Processor 
Mass Email & Export Processor can now start up from the Elliott Main Men
addition, new data sources were added for sending email or exporting dat
includes, and is not limited to, order or invoice line item.  For example, y
mass email based on the order or purchase history of certain item
data sources we
locations, including the ones from the item table. 
 
Password Security 
In Elliott V7.2, the admi
their password.  The administrator can also define the number of login attem
before the user account is suspended.  A summary format of the User L
now to make it more readable. 
 
The administrator can now link a user to a salesman.  If a user is identifie
additional restrictions will apply to this user to prevent them from accessi
salesman’s orders or customers in the following areas: Contact manager
order edit list, ac

maintenance & inquiry and customer account inq
utilizing Internet and Terminal Service technology, it is now possible to all
sales or manufacture rep to login Ellio
information securely. 
 
New security flags are also added to control the following: 

• Allow the user to change or delete a
• Allow the user to create credit memos. 
• Allow the use
• Allow the user to delete sales orders. 
• Determine access rights to credit card information. 

• And many more… 
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redit card 
ghout the 

sed in the Elliott On-
onal add-on) to improve efficiency with 

ds. 

e database 
ems and errors.  

 support problem.  The Database 
ows up.  This 

Also, when a file is initialized, a log is placed in INITFILE.LOG of the corresponding 
diting and security purposes.  The log contains the user-

ialized. 

er: This detail event 

llows the 
supervisor to monitor any sales order or credit memo greater than a certain 

ent to show the 
 interested to 

s is printed. 

ence Setup allows the user to suppress Elliott 
 Elliott over a 

ake the 
 

nd Performance 
improvements for Spool Report Manager. 

• File Error Window Improvements: In the File Error Window, two new buttons 
were added: Database Activity Log and Environment.  These two buttons provide 

estigate the cause of the file access error. 
• New user definable Zip Code table:  Elliott V7.2 delivers a new Zip Code table 

that contains city, county and longitude and latitude information.  A maintenance 
utility is provided so the user can update the Zip Code table manually. 

Credit Card Tracking 
In Elliott V7.2, each contact is allowed to have multiple credit cards.  C
information is stored and encrypted with a 128-bit key and is secured throu
Elliott system.  The credit card information stored in Elliott can be u
Line Credit Card Processing feature (opti
charging credit car
 
Database Activity Log 
In Elliott V7.2, the user may press CTL-ATL-D as a hot key to bring up th
activity log window.  This feature allows easy tracking of database probl
The end result is to improve the time to find a particular
Activity Log is also available when a critical file access error message sh
will help the user find the file I-O activities leading up to the error. 
 

DATA directory.  This is for au
id, workstation-id, file name, process and date and time when a file was init
 
Events 
More events are added in Elliott V7.2: 

• Age Customer Account Balance with Detail Events by Custom
allows the supervisor to monitor when a customer is past due over a certain 
amount or certain time period. 

• Order Entry Event Add Total and Order Type: This improvement a

amount when it is created. 
• Invoice Printing Management Event:  Provides a management ev

total information of an invoice printing batch.  Management may be
know the total invoice amount printing when each batch of invoice

 
Miscellaneous 

• Suppress Startup Image: Prefer
Startup and Background graphics.  This will speed up the startup of
slow Terminal Service link. 

ovements: Various changes • Elliott Startup Speed Impr were made to m
Elliott startup process more efficient and speed up the startup time.

• Spool Report Manager Improvements: User Interface a

additional information to inv
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, E and C library 
Library file 

ion support. 
d with a 4,096 byte 

formance.  In addition, the case insensitive key is 
supported starting with V7.2. 

 file is 
fies the county 

s associated with a tax code and a valid zip 
code is entered in the customer file, the system can determine the tax code based on the 

re V7.2, most EDI settings and default values were set up globally (in Global Setup). 
In V7.2, EDI settings and default values can be set up by customer, which is well suited 

ile can also 
 import and 

dress is changed, the open sales 
atically. 

update Customer Notes1-5, User-Date and User-Amount fields. 

nt 
ocations by 

Inventory Management Features 
New Available to Promise (ATP) Features 
There is a summary version of the Available to Promise (ATP) Report now which will 

n optionally ask the system to print negative quantity 
balances only with the summary ATP report.  This is a valuable tool for determining, at a 
quick glance, if there will be future inventory shortages and if purchases need to be made 
immediately. 
 

• “V” Library File Support: Before 7.2, Elliott supported B, U
files.  With Elliott V7.2, V library file support is added.  The V 
priority is between U and E and is used primarily for interim vers

• Improved File Handler: In Elliott V7.2, all files are create
page size for better per

 

Accounts Receivable 
County File and Sales Tax Code Auto Assignment  
Elliott V7.2 delivers a county file as well as a new zip code file.  The county
identified by a standard code called “FIPS”.  The new zip code file identi
that the zip code belongs to.  If a county code i

county file automatically.  This feature is intended to replace previous tax code auto 
assignment method which was based on zip code range. 
 
Customer EDI Profile 
Befo

for customers with multiple EDI trading partners.  The customer EDI prof
enforce the setup of UPC and Customer Item Number during sales order
export. 
 
Customer and Order Address Synchronization 
In Elliott V7.2, when a customer address or ship-to ad
orders’ bill-to and ship-to addresses can be updated autom
  
Customer User Defined Fields Import 
A utility is provided for users to import a CSV file (editable in Excel spreadsheet) to 

 
Post Cash Prompts for Cash Accou
Elliott V7.2 now supports entering cash receipt transactions for multiple l
asking for a cash account when the user tries to post cash receipts. 
 

only print one item per line.  You ca
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 that purchase or 
manufacture to order.  It is not useful if you only purchase or manufacture to stock. 

rint All Items with Stock” in the ATP report to get a 
status. 

Elliott 
blet PC and 

ing 802.11b/g 
 2000/2003 required) by 

e following are 
: 

here in Elliott where it 
er, UPC Code, 

arehouse 
.   

(2) Designed for receiving at the dock, a new Warehouse Purchase Order Receiving 
ng function can 
kes are greatly 

or warehouse operation. 

uitable for 
ntly.  The 

 
e Item Number) Support: In V7.2, the system supports GTIN 
CC-14 (SCC-14), EAN.UCC-13, UCC-12 (UPC) and EAN.UCC-

 and Shipping 

e in Accounts 
 the inventory 

module and the support of invoice history in the COP module offers complete tracking.  
Recurring Orders is an optional add-on feature. 

New Laser Form Support 
Three different types of new laser forms are now provided: Order Acknowledgement, 
Order Quote and Sales Desk Quote.  Pre-defined templates are provided and the user can 
modify the laser form format on their own.  Customer Phone, Fax and Email address are 

The ATP Report is useful for distributors, importers and manufactures

 
In Elliott V7.2, you can also “P
combination of ATP and stock 
 
Warehouse Management Functions 
In Elliott V7.2, many warehouse management functions were developed.  
warehouse management functions are based on the portable wireless Ta
wireless scanner.  Wireless functions can be achieved by either implement
in your warehouse or accessing Terminal Services (Windows
using wireless Internet access provided by the cell phone companies.  Th
newly added functions related to warehouse management in Elliott V7.2
 
(1) The system now supports scanning of an item barcode anyw
prompts the user for an item number.  Item barcode can be Item Numb
EAN.UCC-8, 13, or 14, and Manufacture Item Number.  This allows the w
person to effectively manage inventory with a Tablet PC or similar device
 

function is available now in V7.2 as an add-on feature.  The new receivi
be deployed with or without barcode scanning.  The entries and key stro
simplified making it suitable f
  
(3) The Physical Count Tag entry program has been enhanced and is now s
barcode scanning.  Regular items or serialized items can be scanned efficie
multi-bin function is also supported. 

(4) GTIN (Global Trad
 EAN.Uwhich includes

8.  GTIN also supports package size.  Scanning of GTIN in Physical Count
Verification will increase the quantity by the package size. 
 

Sales & Order Entry 
Recurring Orders 
Recurring Orders in COP is similar to the Recurring Service Invoice featur
Receivable.  The difference is that the Recurring Orders will interface with
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 invoices.  This provides the 
salesman with a professional output to give to their customers. 

ent, Order Quote 
vely when 

 The email address is based on the customer data or ship-to contacts.  
The shipping email acknowledgment now adds item number and customer PO number to 

mail. 

tt V7.2 greatly 
improves your process.  Multiple deposits and different source of payments can be taken 

tificates.  
ayments or credits can be used to apply to an order. 

dow, functions much 

rawer 

  This can be used 
to enforce the selling of an item based on the Item Qty Multiple or Item User Amount.  If 

ertain item based on per box, you can define per box quantity as Qty Multiple 
 as a multiple of 

er-Box can also be used for calculating the 
ication. 

ing of the Sales 
 using a cut-off date. 

• Consumer Scanner Support in Sales Desk: Consumer Scanner is supported in 
les Desk as a quick way of taking customer orders.  This function is especially 

 multiple line 
nsolidated 

during invoice printing. 
 

Shipping 
Shipping Verification to Support Billing Selection 
The user can now configure Shipping Verification to automatically select the order for 
billing after confirmation of the shipment.  After the order is selected for billing, the user 

supported on these documents as well as printing on

 
New Email Functions Support 
Three types of email functions are now provided.  Order Acknowledgem
and Sales Desk Quote.  They can either be sent on a batch basis or interacti
they are created. 

the body of the e
 
Prepaid Processing 
If you take deposits or your orders are prepaid, then you will find Ellio

on an order or invoice.  This includes cash, checks, credit cards and gift cer
Multiple A/R open p
  
The sales desk, working in conjunction with the prepaid process win
like a point of sale (POS). 
 
The Payment History Report can be used for auditing purposes or for cash d
reconciliation when using sales desk as a POS. 
 
Enforce Qty Multiple/Item User Amt in Order Entry 
You can now make Qty Multiple or Item User Amt as the Qty-Per-Box.

you sell a c
or Item User Amount.  COP Order Entry can enforce the quantity entered
Qty Multiple or Item User Amount.  Qty-P
number of packages in Bill of Lading, Shipping Label and Shipping Verif
 
Miscellaneous 

• Sales Desk Database Purge: The system now supports the purg
Desk database by

Sa
useful in a trade show situation. 

• Lot# Consolidate on Invoice Printing:  An invoice that contains
items with identical items, but different lot numbers, can now be co
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billing and 
g station and 

ice printing 
.  However, 
ser uses the 

invoice as a shipping document.  This release supports attribute checking at the time of 

to be simple 
, the user is not 

rity issues with 
ess takes no more 

a few keystrokes to complete.  The user can optionally print the invoice after the 
 speed up the shipping process where shipping, 

 add-on 

ne Tracking 
Before this release, Elliott supported on-line shipment tracking for UPS, FedEx, US Mail 

ress.  With this release, the user can define any shipper (i.e. trucking 
 tracking web page supports the HTTP GET 

nsaction Posting 
e the 

.1 

sing Via Warp and Nova.  With 
-line credit card processing, the credit card is charged through Elliott and the payment 

is automatically posted to your Merchant account, as well as performing a real time 
Elliott cash receipt.  In Elliott, you can perform an on-line credit card charge through: 

ash Receipt) 
• A/R Credit Card Transaction Handling (Batch Cash Receipt) 
• COP Sales Desk (Real Time Cash Receipt) 
• COP Order Entry Billing Screen (Real Time Cash Receipt) 
 

can optionally print the invoice.  This feature streamlines the shipping, 
invoice process where all three tasks can be accomplished at the shippin
result in increased productivity.  Shipping Verification is an optional add-on feature. 
 
Restricted Attribute Support during Picking Ticket Printing 
Before this release, Attribute checking was performed at the time of invo
where an order may be put on hold if the customer’s attribute was expired
checking the attribute at the time of invoicing may be too late unless the u

picking ticket printing and puts the order on hold if the customer attribute has expired.   
 
Simple Billing 
“Simple Billing” is a new way to perform billing selection.  It is intended 
and secure enough for the warehouse operator to use.  In Simple Billing
allowed to edit the order header and line items, therefore avoiding secu
the warehouse operator.  It assumes no shipping variance and the proc
than 
selection.  Simple Billing can greatly
billing and invoicing can be done in one step.  Simple Billing is an optional
feature. 
 
User Definable Shipper On-Li

and Airborne Exp
company) for on-line tracking as long as their
method (as opposed to POST method). 
 

Other Functions 
ion TraImmediate BOMP Product

It is now possible to immediately post BOMP production transactions onc
transactions have been entered into Elliott. 
 

New Add On Options since V7
Credit Card On-Line Processing 
Elliott V7.2 supports on-line credit card processing by u
on

• Contact Screen (Real Time C
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ntrollable user 
r is encrypted with a user defined 128-bit key to protect 

ber. 

eaco f  ware anagement solutions.  Elliott V7.2 
 acon

Interface Direction File Nam

Access of the credit card information and charging of the credit card is co
by user.  The credit card numbe
against leaking the credit card num
 
Radio Beacon Interface 
Radio B n is one o  the leading house m
provides an interface with Radio Be  in the following areas: 

e Detail 
Picking Ticket Eli -> RB ORDP*.T ta needs to be 

e to get the 
 shipping. 

XT The picking ticket da
transferred to the RB sid
scanner ready to process

Cancel Picki
Ticket 

.T ds to be sent to 
the RB side to void processing. 

ng Eli -> RB ORDP* XT The cancelled order nee

Mass Billing
Selection 

> CON data needs to 
ott for billing 

 RB -  Eli PICK F.### Once RB ships an order, 
be sent back to Elli
selection. 

PO Printing > T  sent to the RB 
 ready for 

 Eli -  RB ORDR*. XT The PO data needs to be
side to get the scanner
receiving. 

Mass PO RB -> Eli RECVCO iving a PO, data 
lliott to 
ry and PO. 

Receiving 
NF.### Once RB is done rece

needs to be sent back to E
update the Elliott invento

Inventory 
ment 

RB -> Eli MISCCO  adjustment in 
nt to Elliott. Adjust

NF.### When making a quantity
RB, the data will be se

Physical Count RB -> CN  initial inventory.  
ronize the 

ott and RB from 

 Eli CYCL T.### It is useful to load the
It is also useful to synch
inventory between Elli
time to time. 

Inventory > *.T
*.T

s to be sent to 
 ready to pick 

ceiving at the 
if that location is 

Transfer 
Eli -  RB ORDT XT The transfer data need

ORDR XT RB to get the scanner
and ship.  It will allow re
transfer to location 
under RB’s control. 

Work Order Eli -> RB ORDW*.T  be sent to RB side 
for inventory replenishment. Printing 

XT Work orders will

Work Order 
Reporting 

Eli -> RB ORDA*.TXT 
ORDW*.TXT 

Once the producti
Elliott side, Elliott s

on is done on the 
hould notify RB to 

adjust the parent and component 
inventory quantity during Work Order 
Reporting posting back flush. 

 
Consumer Scanner Interface 
Consumer Scanner is a low cost, compact, portable barcode scanner from Symbol 
Technologies.  Consumer Scanner does not have a display screen or keyboard.  It is 
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e host system.  Elliott V7.2 now 

e a sales rep 
arcode of the 
 identify the 

 was scanned. 
iving hundreds of serial numbers for the 

same item.  The user can perform the scanning of all the serial numbers and then 
indow to save key strokes. 

d for B2C or 
tt.  Your 

ce an on-line order.  The customer 
 status of their order and view invoice history.  Elliott eStore.NET is 

to host a web 

is similar to eStore.NET, but it is intended to be used by your sales 
ount statistics 

an place orders 

using Yahoo Store as their ecommerce solution, Elliott now offers 
ivery.  Yahoo 

owever, at the 
  The Yahoo Store 

2 delivers a new Zip Code table with longitude and latitude information to 
support Resellers Near You Search.  If you sell products through a reseller channel and 
you would like to refer business to them through your web site, Resellers Near You 
Search will allow the user to enter their zip code at your web site and the system will 
return a list of resellers in their area sorted by distance.  In the setup of Resellers Near 
You Search, you can define the criteria for your resellers (i.e. Customer Type, Sales 

 

intended to scan item information and interface to th
supports a Consumer Scanner interface in the following areas: 

• Sales Desk: This will be used in a situation like a trade show wher
can discuss with the customer the item they want by scanning the b
item.  From a workstation that has sales desk open, the sales rep can
customer first, then perform the interface to download the item that

• Serial Window: This will be used in rece

interface to the Serial W
 

New Internet Functions 
Elliott eStore.NET 
Elliott eStore.NET is designed as an ecommerce solution that can be use
B2B.  It includes a catalog solution that you can manage right inside Ellio
customer can see real time inventory, pricing and pla
can also track the
based on the latest Microsoft .NET technology, so the user does not need 
site in-house to achieve real time inventory and order delivery. 
 
Elliott eOrders.NET 
Elliott eOrders.NET 
reps.  Through eOrders.NET, your sales rep can search customers, view acc
and view customer detail account balances.  Like eStore.NET, sales reps c
on-line for their customers, check order status and view invoice history. 
  
Yahoo Store Integration 
For people who prefer 
Yahoo Store Integration in the area of real time inventory and order del
Store is more flexible for designing the look and feel of a catalog page.  H
same time, it is more time consuming in maintaining the catalog page.
solution requires a separate hosting and transaction fee from Yahoo. 
 
Resellers Near You Search 
Elliott V7.

Volume, etc.) 
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SEXT (AR Customer Extended File): This file stores the EDI profile for each 

  The user can 
tically when a 

 The distributed file 
oot directory and the user can manually copy to each DATA directory. 

g Order 

s Recurring Line Item 

ment 
mation and is also used for the COP Payment History Report. 

rade Item 
rds: UCC-8, 12, 13 

e data for the 
function, PO Warehouse Receiving. 

res the serial 

ation 

e newly 
 validation, 

pes that the 

ue for each code 

d information 
re encrypted in this file.  Before you can use 

 this file. 
 codes for US 

so used for City, 
 file should 
irectory and the 

eb Services Order Header File): This is for Elliott e-Orders and e-
Store applications.  When Web Service EliOrderServices fails to create an order for 
whatever reason, it will store the order header data in this table for administrator 

WSORDLIN (Web Services Order Line Item File): This is for Elliott e-Orders and e-
Store applications.  When Web Service EliOrderServices fails to create an order for 
whatever reason, it will store the order line item data in this table for administrator 
management purposes. 

New Tables Added Since V7.1 
ARCU
customer. 
ARCOUNTY (AR County File): This file contains all US county records.
specify the Tax code by county so the system can assign a tax code automa
zip code is entered.  This file should reside in each DATA directory. 
is in the Elliott r
CPRECHDR (COP Recurring Header File): This file contains Recurrin
Header information. 
CPRECLIN (COP Recurring Line Item File): This file contain
information. 
CPORDPMT (COP Order Payment File): This file contains Order Pay
Infor
IMGTINFI (IM GTIN File): This file contains the valid GTIN (Global T
Number) for each Elliott item.  It supports the following code standa
and 14. 
POWHRECI (PO Warehouse Receiving Item File): This file contains th
new add-on 
POWHRECS (PO Warehouse Receiving Serial File): This file sto
number information for each warehouse receiving item. 
PRINTTPL (Print Template File): This file stores the printer configuration inform
for Elliott V7.2. 
SYATRENH (System Attribute Enhancement File): This file stores th
enhanced Attribute feature in Elliott V7.2.  This includes the field length,
default value, sequence, etc. 
SYCDTYPE (System Code Type File): This file stores the valid code ty
new enhanced Attribute validates. 
SYCDVALU (System Code Value File): This file stores the valid val
type that enhanced Attribute validates. 
SYCONCRD (System Contact Credit File): This file stores the credit car
for each contact.  All credit card numbers a
this table, you must assign a master password in Global Setup Utility for
SYZIPCDS (System Zip Codes File): This file contains the valid zip
addresses.  This file is used for “Reseller Near You Search.”  It is al
State lookup by Zip Code as well as tax code automatic assignment.  This
reside in each DATA directory.  The distributed file is in the Elliott root d
user can manually copy it to each DATA directory. 
WSORDHDR (W

management purposes. 
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What’s New since Elliott V7.0 

ail address.  
e, Birthday, Created 

ime.  The system can optionally assign a random password when an 

iewable in the 
rt the eContact list to locate a specific contact.  

The eContact list is accessible in all printing functions.  Notes, links, attributes, orders 
ntact Manager 

liott V7 database without any custom modifications.  
The Attribute Maintenance screen is GUI with a 32-bit Windows interface.  The attribute 

n 
 in the 

 it easy for users 
s DDF’s to 
nted with 

using ODBC compatible tools such as Crystal.  It was difficult to join tables without 
the primary and foreign key relationships of the database.  Elliott V7.1 & later 

EWS, which are pre-joined tables.  This 
sult, the user can 
r. 

g & Acknowledgement 
Elliott provides wonderful support for integrating with Starship Manifest.  However, 

d do not intend to switch their existing manifest 
 update manifest-tracking numbers (Notes) in Elliott 

manually.  This will allow users to track the order’s shipment through Elliott or Web 
Order Inquiry.  Users can also send email shipping acknowledgements with the tracking 
number with a hyper link to the UPS, FedEx, USPS and Airborne Express (newly 
supported since Elliott V7.1) website. 

System Wide Features 
eContact Manager 
After V7.1, an eContact can be set up even if you don’t have a contact’s em
The eContact database has been expanded to include Company Nam
By and Create Date T
eContact is first created on a real-time or batch basis.  This will help ease website 
integration with eContacts. 
 
The most significant change in eContact is that the entire eContact list is v
eContact Manager.  You can search and so

and invoice history of an eContact are accessible in the detail screen.  eCo
is so powerful now, it will take on the CRM rivals.  
 
GUI Attribute Maintenance 
Attributes are used to expand the El

list window is implemented as a list view, which means it can be sorted, by any colum
by clicking on the heading.  You can designate two primary fields to display
Attribute List View to make it easy to read. 
 
Improved DDF 
Report writers like IQ have pre-joined tables called “Categories” to make
to access the Elliott Database.  Modern report writers, like Crystal, utilize
access the Elliott Database.  The DDF’s in V7.0 and earlier were impleme
individual table definitions.  This made it difficult for users to connect an Elliott database 

knowing 
release comes with a new set of DDF with VI
greatly reduces the user’s difficulty of joining tables manually.  As a re
use tools like Crystal Report Writer to replace the aging IQ report write
 

Shipping 
Improved Shipment Trackin

many users are not using Starship an
system.  Since Elliott V7.1, users can
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k), you can 
nally send shipping acknowledgements after billing selection, invoice printing or 

 Labels.  The 
cantly improved to support EDI ASN 

(Advanced Shipping Notice).  If your trading partner needs you to resend the ASN, in 
can be sent from Invoice History Data. 

7.0 Stock Watch feature.  Now, not only can salesmen 
ers receive email notification when out of stock items are received, a 

ility and pricing 

hen a line 
n be displayed 

ies window will show available 
d pricing for the items defined as add-on sale items for the main item.  For 

ale items for a 
 use the add-

request that it 
he end of day.  In doing this the store manager can call back later to 

place additional items to the existing order.  This prevents the goods from being shipped 

n can specify 
the shipping document (picking ticket or invoice) won’t 

e. 

Sales Desk Improvement 
Various different functions have been added to Sales Desk: 

ing Orders (Open Orders by Items / Open Orders by 
Orders) 

• Check Customer’s Sales History 
• Print Customer Labels 
• Kit and feature options support 

 
For packages that are not processed through shipping manifest (i.e. Truc
optio
posting. 
 
Shipping Verification Improvement 
Shipping Verification has been improved for better support of UCC-128
Shipping Data Export function has been signifi

Elliott V7.1, they 
 

Sales Functions 
Customer Wish List 
This is an extension to the Elliott V
and custom
salesman can also track the customer inquiries and discuss stock availab
about the items in the customer’s wish list. 
 
Add-On Sales 
This allows accessory items to be defined for a main item.  In Sales Desk, w
item is confirmed the accessories window will display automatically or ca
by a function key, depending on your setup.  The accessor
quantity an
example, you can define batteries, videotapes, tripods and bags as add-on s
camcorder.  The add-on sale item may also be defined in a spreadsheet and
on sales maintenance utility to import a comma-delimited file (CSV). 
 
Time Release 
In the retail store business, a store manager may call to place an order and 
not be released until t

separately and saves freight costs. 
 
The Time Release provides an easy solution for this scenario.  The salesma
the release time for an order and 
print until the release tim
 

• Review Customer’s Outstand
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ntry 

eceived Screen 

stomers from Newly Received Screen 

te sales orders.  
 the central 

to record 
n for taking remote sales orders 

(off-line solution).  For example, sales orders may be taken at trade show or outside sales 
mers may take orders on their notebook computers. 

nsfers may be processed through I/M Inventory Transaction Processing.  
However, this was not designed specifically for transfer purposes and tends to be a 

ewly designed Inventory Transfer process was designed for fast 
rinting for 

Elliott V7.0 provides Future Price updates for the item’s price, standard cost and user 
ture price update for the price code file.  An 

adsheet for 
7.0 to update the 

 
ce Data W/O Purge PO 

d and purged.  
 Vendor 

Vendor 

e Back Tracking 
Charge Back Tracking is handled as a debit memo in A/R Cash Receipt with a negative 
application amount.  In this update, the system prompts for reason code and original 
invoice number when a negative application amount is entered in cash receipt.  The 

ber will be saved in the AR Open Item file and can 
be further tracked by using a Report Writer. 
 
Work Order Inquiry 

• Enter Ship-To in first Sales Desk screen
• Skip Location field in line item to speed up e
• Search and Return Items from Newly R
• Search and Return Items from Wish List Screen 
• Search and Return Cu

 
Sales Order Import Improvement 
Sales Order Import has been improved for better support of taking remo
When a customer or ship-to record is added remotely and then transferred to
office for import, the system can be set up to add the new customer or ship-
based on the data in the order file.  This is a useful functio

reps visiting custo
 

Other Functions 
Inventory Transfer 
Inventory Tra

tedious process.  The n
data entry and supports barcode scanning.  It also supports picking ticket p
document control. 
 
Future Price Code Update 

defined amount.  This feature supports the fu
export function is provided so the price code data can be exported to a spre
modifying.  The spreadsheet data can then be imported into Elliott V
future price code file for posting on the effective date. 

Update Vendor Performan
In the past, vendor performance data was not updated until a PO was close
However, in many situations, the PO can not be purged but the updated
Performance information was required.  This new function will allow the 
Performance Data to be updated without purging the PO. 
 
Improved Charg

reason code and original invoice num
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iew the 
 can use this function to determine if 

ponents before releasing a work order. 

le to your 
 (BUTIL from 

 system files in Elliott V7.2 are open as soon as you 
start up Elliott, therefore it is impossible to fix these files inside Elliott.  This utility 
provides an easy method to fix these files.  
 

This function provides work order inquiry capabilities with the ability to v
components and the available quantity.  Production
there are available com
 
File Repairing Utility 
You can locate REBUILD.BAT in the \ELLIOTT7 directory.  Copy this fi
search path.  It provides good performance and a very reliable method
Pervasive) to recover a file.  Certain
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What’s New since Elliott V6.7 

ures 

mand prompt. 
R module, then 
mer file 

Windows application and populate data to the external application from the current 
an be used for a mail merge, dialing a telephone or any other 

ouse button to click on any entry fields in the application to 
e menus to perform the following functions: Copy, Paste, Search, 

end/Paste value from 

supervisor cannot 
word by 

supervisor assistance.   

ott V7.x also supports 
ure can span across menu items or sometimes 

 is to 
ationship control and 

the security controls in each area. 
 

 Microsoft® Terminal Servers 
s versions of Elliott already support Terminal Services, there are a 

 this release to ensure full integration of 

Laser Forms Designer and Bar Codes Support 
A GUI for the Elliott laser form designer has been implemented.  The designer has been 
available for Elliott 32-bit application since version 6.X.054.  This utility allows you to 
create a template for each form, such as invoices and purchase orders.  For each form you 

 

System Wide Feat
 
Macro & Office Automation  
Elliott will allow users to launch a menu item automatically from the com
For example, EL700 02 0101 02 will startup Elliott and launch the A/
access customer file maintenance, and end up in change mode of custo
maintenance.  Users can also use the automation function to launch any external 

Elliott screen.  This c
application that you can think of. 
 
Context Sensitive Menu  
Users may use the right m
display context sensitiv
Calendar, Convert to Upper/Lower Case, Toggle Yes or No, S
Calculator, etc.   
Improved Security Control 
Elliott V7.x supports Supervisor equivalent.  This means users other than 
“SUPERVISOR” can create user accounts and grant rights to those accounts.  Even 
though the supervisor can set and change passwords for these accounts, 
see account passwords.  Non-supervisor users can directly change their pass
accessing password setup function on the main menu without the 
 
In addition to support of the traditional menu level security, Elli
global level security.  That is, a security feat
at field level.  The introduction of Global Security Control in Elliott V7.x
supplement menu level security.  This also includes Supervisory Rel
Event Security control to further fine tune 

Support Citrix® or
Even though previou
few known issues that have been fixed in
Terminal Services for remote access to Elliott data. 
 

Printing Functions 
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cify your own 
l let you view 

to the printer. 

 either create 
 ones:  

icket  
rder  

ce Invoice  

• PR Payroll Check (Margin Control Only) 

 added to Elliott 
.x.  Users have the choice of using various different sizes of pre-defined laser printer 

o have the option to create their own label design or modify existing 

ing "Email" in 
addition to "Print", "Defer", "Screen", and "Spool To Disk".  The print job will be sent as 

s particularly helpful in emailing quotes, order 
acknowledgements to customers or even emailing weekly reports to supervisors.  

GUI notes have been implemented since the Elliott 32-bit application.  Elliott Notes is a 
r entering information about a customer or a vendor to record important 

s CRM.  Notes 
lip, etc. to 

by simply 
assigning a follow up date and time.  Elliott will then notify the user on the specific date 

 follow up, or event reminders.  Not only is Tickler 
an important CRM function, it is also an excellent management tool.  Elliott V7.x allows 
supervisors to assign Ticklers to their subordinates.  (Note: subordinates are defined by 
supervisor relationship in password setup.)  Supervisors can also see the current Tickler 
status of a subordinate to evaluate the work status.  Reporting functions of outstanding, 

can change the margins, change the line thickness, color and position, spe
text literals and use your own company logo.  The preview function wil
your design in a WYSIWYG environment before sending the final output 
 
Elliott V7.x comes with the following pre-defined laser forms.  Users can

i dify the existingthe r own or mo
• COP Invoice 
• COP Picking T
• PO Purchase O
• AR Servi
• AR Statement 
• IM Item Label 

• AP Payroll Check (Margin Control Only) 
 

A new feature that allows the printing of Item Label with Barcode was
V7
label.  Users als
ones. 
  
Email Capabilities 
From the Print Option Window, users now have the option of choos

a .TXT file attachment.  This i

 

CRM and Internet Features 
 
Notes 

great function fo
information obtained during conversations.  It is the centerpiece of Elliott’
can also be printed on various documents like the picking ticket, packing s
allow complete detail information to be presented if necessary. 
  
Tickler notification 
Tickler is an extension to Notes.  Every single note can become a Tickler 

and time via a pop-up of that note on the desktop, with audio effect.  Users can use 
Ticklers for AR collection, customer
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nce.  Ticklers 
ly or monthly 

is. 

ecify the search 
 this customer), the current file (i.e. 

notes for all customers), or the entire Elliott notes database. 

, or a customer) to a document or 
r the following: 

• Link a customer to their home page 
s 

es the inquiry of 
customers, vendors, items, employees, salesmen, the sales order header, sales order line 

you can use 

ype ALT-I (or 

status inquiry (any place you can access item note).  Certain links are pre-built into 
in a screen where there is a valid street address, you may use 

 browser if you 

option to send 
the time of 
rder 

pt.  If you answer “No”, Order Acknowledgements can still be sent 
  Only orders that have eContacts attached and have not been 

 batch routine.  
t (if Internet 

rders are now 
inside the Elliott system. 
  

Just as with Order Acknowledgement that can be sent via email, shipping notifications 
also have the option of being sent via email.  Elliott V7.x provides full integration with 
the leading shipping manifest software, Starship.  The tracking number that is written 
from Starship to the Elliott Note database will be used to notify customers via Email.  

past-due and history Ticklers can be used to evaluate employee performa
can be recurring to remind you of tasks that will happen on a daily, week
bas
  
Knowledge Base 
In Elliott V7.x, users can search notes by using key words.  Users can sp
scope at either the current reference (i.e. notes for

 
Links  
Links are used to link one object in Elliott (like an Item
a URL address.  For example, you can use links fo

• Link an item to an image file 
• Link an item to its product specification page 

• Link a customer to their contracts and correspondence letter
 

You may access Links whenever an Elliott note is available.  This includ

items, the PO header, PO line items, etc.  The design of Links is generic so 
them for any purpose you may think of.  
 
A hot key can be assigned to each link type.  For instance, you can simply t
any key you choose) to bring up the item image from the item file maintenance or stock 

Elliott V7.x.  For example, 
a special link called “view map” (Alt-Y) to bring up Yahoo® Map in your
have an Internet connection.    
 
Email Order Acknowledgement 
Entering an order for any customer with an Email address will provide an 
an order acknowledgement via email.  This can be done immediately at 
completing the order entry process by answering “Yes” to the sending O
Acknowledge prom
by using a batch routine.
previously sent an Order Acknowledgement via Email will be sent in the
This function can be used to supplement orders received from the Interne
orders are not real time) as an acknowledgement to indicate that these o

Email Shipping Notification  
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 UPS, FedEx, 
ing status. 

 usually used 
lace.  It may also 

 the user’s 
er.  Events may be used for many different applications.  The following are some 

ssed. 
em is chosen. 

 main item is purchased. 
 is placed or deleted. 

buyers when an item is out of stock. 
 receivables and cash 

e/she is 
ill be 

anagement.  
are fully implemented in Elliott V7.x.  Detail Events features are under 
dditional functions will be added in the future.  Management Events are a 

enance or the 

ers, vendors, 
 in the system 

where you can store notes.  One of the primary goals of eContact is to support Internet 
 is required. 

s.  They are also used 
  For this reason, 

is the center of Elliott’s Internet and CRM implementation strategy. 

tt V7.x an 
hone 

ternet 
eCommerce. 
 

The Elliott V7.x Mass E-mail function is based on the eContact database.  Depending on 
the filter criteria (if any) specified in the Mass Email programs, eContacts are selected for 
sending email.  Users will need to compose the Email message and an attachment can be 

This electronic shipping notification contains a hyperlink that leads to the
or USPS website, showing details of the package’s shipp
 
Event Handling  
Event Handling is one of the most powerful functions in Elliott V7.x.  It is
to send an Email in the background when an event in Elliott is taking p
be used to create a tickler if Email is not available or pop-up a message on
comput
examples: 

• Notify an administrator when certain critical functions are acce
• Alert a user and provide additional instructions when a menu it
• Remind salespersons to sell accessory items when a
• Notify salespersons when an order
• Notify inventory control when an out of stock item is received. 
• Notify 
• Notify the busy travel executive by email about orders, sales,

flow status. 
 

Hundreds of events exist in Elliott V7.x.  Each user decides which event h
interested in subscribing to and upon the triggering of that event, that user w
notified.  There are three different types of Events: General, Detail and M
General Events 
expansion and a
special type of Detail Event that can be accessed from company file maint
Global Setup menu. 
 
eContact Database 
Elliott's eContacts will allow you to store contact information about custom
employees, ship-to, salespersons, and sales orders, just about anywhere

front end Applications.  Therefore, each contact’s unique e-mail address
eContact’s email addresses are used with Elliott eStore as Login ID
for Mass Email, as well as Order and Shipping Acknowledgements.
eContact 
 
Separate notes, links, and attributes can be stored in eContact, making Ellio
integrated Contact Management System.  eContact also stores passwords, p
numbers, addresses, and credit card information to support the front end In

Mass E-Mail Handling  
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ass Email.  For email sent on a periodic basis, users can 
set up an email template and reuse it. 

utlook® or 
pose your message as HTML in 

 be used as an eContact exporter.  We supply a 
plate which can be used to export Elliott’s eContacts and that can be 

An Attribute is 
n to the Elliott 

k a certain 
and later perform analysis on that 

eed arises.  
lect and export 

specific attributes to create a spreadsheet for further analysis. 

n, Attributes can also be used 
ical or Pharmaceutical industry. 

n free format, 

ransactions, the application will update the additional credit card 
s can be printed from the credit card log file which can be used to 

ng ActiveX control 
m the web. 

Elliott V7.x provides full integration with the leading shipping manifest software, 
through Starship, a tracking record is written to Elliott 

t.  From 
there, the system can generate a Manifest Exception Report to show the orders that 

 Manifest, but have not yet been completed in a 
certain number of days.  This is a powerful reconciliatory function between Elliott and 
the Shipping Manifest machine, ensuring minimum shipping errors. 
 
UPS, FedEx and USPS Online Tracking 
If the user is using the Starship Manifest System, then Starship can be configured to write 

included for sending with the M

 
The Mass Email application can also interact with your Email client like O
Outlook Express before sending out email.  You can com
Outlook or Outlook Express to dress up the format of your message. 
 
The Mass Email application can also
predefined tem
imported into the Outlook contact database. 
 
Attributes 
An Attribute is like a note and available wherever notes are available.  
designed to extend the Elliott database without making any modificatio
database.  As a common requirement in CRM, the user may decide to trac
piece of information about a customer or a contact 
field.  Attributes allows users to track any additional information as the n
Working in conjunction with the Elliott Export Processor, the user can se

 
When working together with a restricted attribute functio
for license and regulation control as in the Chem
 
Attributes are different from Notes in that a Note is intended to store text i
while an Attribute is intended to record structural field information. 
 
Credit Card Processing 
Elliott V7.x introduces Credit Card Processing as a special cash receipt function.  After 
posting the credit card t
log file.  Various report
reconcile with bank statements.  There is also a Credit Card Processi
that functions as a real time cash receipt for handling credit card charges fro
 
Shipping Processing 
 
Manifest Exception Report 

Starship.  As an order is processed 
Notes.  The user can set up ship-via codes that require the Shipping Manifes

should have been processed through
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er a customer 
s by simply 

ber.  This will 
 number 

of that package. 
ber is also available on-line in Elliott eStore with a hyper link to the 

appropriate web site. 

ures 

iles.  You can 
cted data to a 

d directly by 
ther applications for further analysis.  One of the major benefits of using this 

 vs. report writer or ODBC is the linkage relationship among tables are pre-
nowledge for 

 

f Version 7.0, 
 the software package. 

ccounts 
k accounts 

unts can be a 
ules, these 

ur bank statement with 
ent information, 
bank statement 

d the balance difference is zero, the reconciliation is complete. 
 

onciliation Reports include four reports: Reconciled Summary, Reconciled 
e status of 

ed they will 
reflect current In-Progress information.  Once your account is balanced, the reports will 
reflect reconciled information. 

  
Contract Pricing 
Even though the previous version of Elliott supports contract pricing, it is usually 
implemented as price code 1, 2 and 3.  Each price code is individually entered and there 

the tracking number of a shipment to the Elliott Notes database.  To answ
question like “Where is my package?” the user can view the shipping statu
bringing up Notes in Order Inquiry and right clicking on the tracking num
launch the Internet Browser and send the UPS, FEDEX and USPS tracking
directly to the appropriate web site, displaying the tracking information 
The tracking num

 

Other Feat
  
Export Processor 
This is an extension of Mass Email that will export major Elliott master f
set your own criteria and choose the fields you desired, export the sele
comma delimited (CSV) or tab delimited file.  Export files can be opene
Excel or o
function
defined in export processor and users do not need to have the technical k
linking them. 

Bank Book 
In Elliott V6.7, Bank Book was offered as an add-on.  With the release o
this powerful feature will be bundled with
 
Bank Book is a powerful feature that works with your General Ledger, A
Receivable, Accounts Payable and Payroll modules to maintain various ban
and provide accurate bank account reconciliation. 
 
Without the Bank Book feature, reconciling and managing your bank acco
tedious task.  However, with Bank Book’s integration to the necessary mod
tasks are simplified.  The purpose of this module is to reconcile yo
your cash account.  First, enter the cash account number and bank statem
then mark deposits and checks as cleared.  Once all transactions from the 
are marked as cleared an

The Bank Rec
Detail, In-Progress Reconciled, and In-Progress - data based upon th
reconciliation.  During the reconciliation process, if these reports are print
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roblems when 
 thousands of 

er type (group 
er and multiple 

on date.  When the 
g calculation or the 

an simply delete the contract.  Each contract item can be an item or product 

based on Invoice History, Inventory Transaction, Audit Trail File, and Current Inventory 
nt tool.  Many 

. 

ay want to 
erving a portion of 

designed for 
application, Elliott V7.x 

will increase the quantity allocation for the item.  Hold Transactions can be reserved for a 
user or a salesman and can be released through sales desk or order entry.  Each Hold 
Transaction can expire by a predefined time frame.  Included is an option to send Email 
to the predefined recipient for the Hold Transaction when the hold expires. 
 

are no records in the system to show their relationships.  This has caused p
the contracts have expired, causing the user to tediously delete hundreds or
records from the Price Code File.  Furthermore, any tracking by contract is very difficult. 
 
In Elliott V7.x, we introduce Contract Pricing either by customer or custom
contract pricing – i.e. buying group).  Each contract has one contract head
contract items.  The contract header may optionally have an expirati
contract has expired, it will automatically take itself out of the pricin
user c
category.  Elliott V7.x also provides a copy function to allow easy setup of a new 
contract. 
 
Inventory Turnover Report 
The Inventory Turnover Report is designed to show each item’s inventory turnover ratio 

Quantity on Hand.  Inventory Turnover Report is an important manageme
banks will require an inventory turnover report to facilitate auditing as well
 
Hold Transaction 
You can allocate an item by making a sales order.  In many situations, you m
set aside inventory without making a sales order.  This may include res
the inventory for a client or a special purpose.  A Hold Transaction file is 
this kind of occasion.  As a hold transaction is entered into the 
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New Elliott Add-on Options in V7.x 

t Elliott 
X components 

 benefit you? 
our web site 
e Elliott 

components or 
ber, and Elliott 

ActiveX or Web Services will take care of the rest.  Any additional information you 
d, the system 

iness Logic 
ture (while 

ASP or ASP.NET Page is considered the user interface tier and Elliott Database is 
consider the Database tier).  Elliott ActiveX components & Web Services eliminate the 

 programmer to know the complicated logic of a business 
tation cycle. 

even Creeks 
ser can use in a 
e hand held 

a later time to upload the sales order. 
 

 taking, a Palm with a built in scanner (we suggest to use 
 barcode.  

 interface with a printer via wireless RF ports to print out order 
lliott. 

ackage to eliminate 
possible shipping errors like: 

• Shipping an incorrect quantity of a line item to a customer. 
 customer. 

 
Shipping Verification can be used to automate billing selection, since all items and 
quantity information is already verified at the shipping verification workstation.  It is also 
a required add-on package to support EDI Advanced Shipping Notification (ASN). 
 

 
Active X Components & Web Services 
If you need to set up a unique E-Commerce or E-Business application tha
eStore.NET won’t fit, then you should consider using Elliott V7.2 Active
or Web Services.  How will the ActiveX components & Web Services
Simply put, you will be able to easily develop a custom web solution on y
without the need to know the complex logic of how to retrieve or update th
backend database.  For example, to create an Elliott order with ActiveX 
Web Services, you only need to give a customer number and an item num

provide, the system will honor it and use it.  If information is not provide
will use default values. 
 
The Elliott ActiveX components & Web Services are considered as the Bus
Layer and it is the middle tier of the modern three tiers application architec

need for the user interface layer
transaction.  It greatly speeds up the programming project implemen
 

Remote Sales Order Taking 
Remote Sales Order Taking is an interface utility that works with St
Associates’ “Take an Order” solution.  It is a Palm Pilot solution that a u
trade show or the company show room to take sales orders directly on th
device.  The Palm Pilot can interface with Elliott at 

To speed up sales order
Symbol’s Palm Pilot) is recommended to be used to scan the item (or UPC)
Take an Order can also
acknowledgements immediately without interfacing to E
 

Shipping Verification 
Shipping Verification is designed as a barcode solution for the COP p

• Shipping the wrong item to a



* All trademarks are of their respective manufacturers and publishers. 
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ur warehouse 
scan the order 

the shipping 
arket check 
e order, an 
 over-scan an 
g and exiting 

e shipping verification data is 
then stored and can be inquired through Order Inquiry.  Once the order is posted, you can 
also inquire about its shipping data in the Invoice History Inquiry. 
 
 

To use Shipping Verification, you will need to setup a workstation in yo
with a barcode scanner (attached through a keyboard wedge).  You can 
number of the picking ticket (if it is bar-coded) and bring up the order in 
verification screen.  The user interface and capability is similar to a superm
out counter.  When you scan the barcode on the item, if the item is not on th
audio effect will immediately sound to advise you of the error.  Also, if you
item, Elliott V7.x will immediately warn you.  Upon completing the scannin
the order, any under scanned items will be reported.  Th
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